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EIGHT RAGES

District

Scouts Attend Philmont

The Newt Has Been A
Constructs* Booster for
Holland Since 1872

Officers Arrest

-

PRICE TEN

CENTS

Voluntary Safety Check

>

Weekend

Two young people were injured
Four Holland area youths are
when a car jumped the curb and
busy getting ready for participafor
hit a tree at 12:45 a.m. today on
tion in the annual Grand Valley
Safety check lanes will be in
16th St. near the Heiz plant. The
It looks like another big year
Council Expedition to the Philmont
car was driven by James Primer , for Holland State Park.
operation this weekend in Holland
16, Houghton,who was treated in
Scout Ranch, Cimarron, New
Despite a miserable spring with
am* five other communitiesin OtHolland Hospital for lacerationsof hardly a decent weekend weatherMexico, July 10-26.
tawa
county, Avery Baker, county
the lip and chin and chest bruises. wise, June’s hot spell has sent the
Roadblocks, Radar
Local explorers registered are
22 Students Leaving
safety
director,announced today.
Also injured was Garnet Harring- park attendance soaring. Camping
John Eshelman, Post 2010, MethoUsed Throughout City;
This safety check is in keeping
Wednesday lor Studies ton, 15, of 1729 South Shore Dr., activityand attendanceare now
dist Church; Kenneth Cook, Ship
In Several
Hospital
with a county - wide program sponwho was treated for a chin lacera- running about parallelto totals of
5017, VFW; Robert Kingshott.
More Drives Planned
In German and Spanish tion, abrasion on the right knee and last year at this time.
sored by the Ottawa County CitiTroop 30, Harrington School and
zens
Safety committee. It is a confracturedleft wrist. Both were
The beach this year is at its
Gary Hieftje, Troop 21, Zeeland City lolice. Ottawa County deTwenty - one Hope College stu- discharged after treatment
centrated effort to make Ottawa
best —winter was kind to the sunCity
puties and auxiliaryofficersmov- Of Council
Second
Reformed
Church.
dents and one Michigan State stucar owners and drivers safety conThe car, a 1954 model owned by bathers inasmuch as it added 75
David L. Ver Burg, district scout ed out In force Thursday in the
dent are all set for a summer of
scious as well as trying to cut
Garnet’s father, Carl Harrington, feet to the width of the beach
initial
phase
of
a
crackdown
on
Clarence
J.
Becker
was
reapexecutivein Grand Haven, and
special study in Europe, one group
down the death and accident toll
Agreeable Compromise
was damaged on the right front from road to shore. The water pointed as a member of the Hos- Robert Broersma. Scoutmasterof "irresponsible" drivers.
studying German and history unon the highways.
to the extent of approximately depth tapers gradually and swimApproximately 75 tickets were
Effected in Closing
der Dr. Paul Fried in Vienna and
pital board for a five - year term Troop 16, Second Christian ReformIn Holland, the check lanes will
SI, 000. City police charged Pruner mers can enjoy from 75 to 100
ed Chuch in Grand Haven, will issued in the city and in the county.
another group studying Spanish unbe operated Friday and Saturday
with failureto have his car under yards distance within the safe at a regular meeting of City Coun- serve as adult leaders for the
Of Alley Near 19th St.
The bulk of the violations were
dr Dr. Donald F. Brown in varifrom 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Check lanes
control.
swimming area (from shore to cil Wednesday night. The appoint- council contingent of 20 to 30 Ex- for speeding on Ottawa Beach Rd.
ous cities in Spain. Two French
City Council disposed of a big will be operated by city police,
marked buoys.)
ment
was
submitted
by
Mayor
plorers.The Philmont Scouts held where the sheriff's department
students will spend at month in
share of what might be termed state police, sheriff’s officers, ServAttendance to date is 358,948, al- Robert Visscher and approved by a "shakedown"trainingsession operated a speed watch.
Pau in southern France in study.
ice club volunteersand Boy Scouts.
most
identical
to
that
of
last
year
June
15
at
Camp
Lion,
Comstock
Sheriff Gerald Vanderbeek said routine businessat its regular
After the month of special study,
Council.
The
service involves a voluntary
Court
for the same period. There are
Park.
his men issued 40 tickets for speed- session Wednesday night, but the
the group will meet in Paris and
19-point check of vehicle equipAt the same time. Mayor Visnow
112
camp
sites
in
use,
including within three hours. None were audience of some 25 persons had
tour France, Belgium. Holland, the
ment.
ing 79 trailers and 33 tents. There scher announcedhe would make an
going less than 50 miles an hour
Rhine Velley and Switzerland.Dr.
abundant
opportunity
to
particiappointment
to
the
library
board
Those passing the inspectionwill
have been 341 so far this season.
in the 35-mi le-per-hourzone and
Brown has arrangedfor travel in
at the next council meeting. Mrs.
receive a red windshield sticker.
pate
in
tiie
proceedings.
one car was clocked at 75.
Volkswagens,a cross between an
Park Manager Clare Broad said
Ed Donivan. whose term expires,
The humid warmth of the day No tickets will be given for failure
In the city on River Ave., a
American station wagon and panel
that camping totals may be lower
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
has indicated she would not be
necessitated
open windows, and to pass the tests, but drivers will
roadblock was established at 13th
truck. ,
Circuit Judge Raymond L. Smith this year because of a new restricavailable for reappointment.
be instructedto get faulty equipSt. All motorists had their cars noise from trafficon busy River
The students left Holland Wed- Wednesday dismissed a petition for tion on the number of camp sites.
19
for
ment repaired.
The oaths of office from C. W.
Ave.
three
floors
down
threatened
checked for defective equipment
nesday and , will board the a writ of mandamus entered by Only 386 - 206 trailersand 180 Madison as a member of the panel
Holland’s check lane will be opat
times
to
drown
out
the
disranging horn noisy mufflers to inS. S. Roma in New York Satur- Restlawn Memorial Gardens As- tents — are allowed at one time.
erated on 12th St. between River
of space heating examiners and
cussion.
adequate lights.
day. Stops will be made at Lisbon, sociation which sought to expand Last year, he said, they had as
and Central Ave. Donald J. Crawfrom Henry S. Maentz as a memSeveral drivers were cited to
A good share of audience par- ford is local chairman. Assisting
Gibraltar and Barcelona before Restlawn cemetery in Holland many as 531 camp sites in use
ber of the Board of Public Works
docking at Genoa. The students township. The association entered on the peak Fourth of July weekMunicipalCourt for operatinga ticipation came in the public hear- enforcement officials will be volunwere filed.
A total of 19 applications for motor vehicle with mufflers that ing for the proposed vacating of teers
will split at Genoa with two Volks- suit in Circuit Court after the end. Holland State Park still has
from Optimist and Kiwanis
Council approved a recommenda- zoning permits were filed in Holthe alley lying between 19th and
wagen! going to Austria with Dr. eownship appeal board had twice the second biggest camping are in
created excessive noise.
clubs. Scout volunteers will be the
tion of City Manager Herb Holt
land Township during the first Chief Jacob Van Hoff said 150 20th St. running from Van Raalte
Fried.
the state. "Other parks may have
refused permission.
Explorer Scouts of First Methodist
for the purchaseof four new cars
Aftqr the month's study and EuThe court action is "without pre- more acreage, but we rank second (involving two trade-ins) from half of June, accordingto Clerk safety tickets were issued to vehi- to HarrisonAve. Participating in Church and Scouts from Lake view
John L. Van Appledorn.
ropean tour, the students again judice with costs to be taxed." in camp sites,” Broad said.
cles that passed the safety check. the open hearing were Egbert School.
ReliableGarage in the total
Thirteenwere for new houses, At least a half-dozen drivers Israel, Jack Tletsma, Anthony
will board the S. S. Roma in Genoa The action followed a day - long
Loweringof camp sites does give
In Zeeland, the check lanes will
amount of 54,756.88 This will pro- some includinggarages and breezeand are expected to dock in New hearing in Circuit Court Tuesday an advantage to the day visitors.
were cited for operating their car Steenwyk, Peter Lugten, John Ten be operatedon West Main Ave.
vide two cars for the police de- ways as follows: D. Van Hekken,
York Sept. 5.
in which members of the Holland Broad said, because more parking
without an operator's license on Broek, Melvin Bamaby and Gor- near the Y at the western approach
partment, a car for the city mana- H. D. Dunton Subd., 58 000; C.
don Plaggemars.
This is the second such tour Dr. townshipappeal board were call- and picnic facilities will be availtheir person.
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday and
ger and a car for the city engineer. Brower, Apple Ave., 510 000; H.
Brown has arranged for European ed. Defense generally listed pos- able. It might still be a good idea
Some said the alley was used noon to 8 p.m. Saturday, manned
Van
Hoff said some drivers were
The
trade-ins involve a 1955 Ply- DeJong, James St.. 511.000; J.
study. He also has conducted two sibility of water pollution, devalu- for' picnickers to take their own
little and was something of an
mouth of the police department Deters, 10570 Paw Paw Dr.. 511,- issued warning tickets while a eyesore. It was said to be used by city police, sheriff’sofficers,
ation of property values, inter- charcoal stoves, etc., along estours in Mexico.
few were given verbal warnings.
Scouts and service club volunand
a
Studebaker
of
the
city engi- 500; C. De Jonge, Huizenga
The. current tours offer five ference with street patterns, and pecially on holidays and weekends.
,
Rebular
officers, specials and largely by children as a shortcut
neer's department.
Subd., 58.000; I. De Jonge, Huiz- auxiliarypolice operated in teams to the front door of Van Raalte
hours’ credit.Dr. Fried's courses general plans residentialdevelop- Broad said.
John Van Dyke, Jr., of Holland
Council
approved
an
application
enga Subd., 512,500;A. Bos, Huiz- as they cruised throughout the school, and the accompanyingvanare "Europe Since 1918" and "Ger- ment in the area.
Manager Broad and 13 other
county chairman for this promanic Civilization.”Dr. Brown's Township officials called to testi- rangers have the huge task of from Ray Horn for retirement be- enga Subd.; 58,000; G. Bouwens, city. Some worked in plain can dalism in backyard gardens was gram. Other check points will be
cause of disability. He had been 10615 Paw Paw Dr., 515,000; J.
a nuisance to say the least. Others maintained in Hudsonville and Alcourses are on Galdos, a 19th cen- fy were Walter Vander Haar, ap- keeping things running smoothly at
and others in cruisers.
peal board chairman ; George Lem- the widely - used park. Because employed by the street depart- Kluitenburg. Brieve Subd., 510,000;
tury Spanish writer.
Radar
was
also
operated
on protested the closing of the alley lendale.
H. Redder, SchillemanAdd., 58,- Ctate St. and at other points within in view of the fact that there
Students taking the tour are men, secretary; John Maat, town- of the small staff, Broad said ment.
Plans call for operating the
are several garages fronting on check on the weekend of June 29
Ronald Kulper, Nita Van Lente, ship treasurer. The board had re- everybody'scooperation is neces- Council approveda report of the 000; S. Schrotenboer,De Jonge the city limits.
Roger Garvelink, Donald Van jected petitionsfor expansion Oct. sary. He asks that all campers and Board of Public Works statingthat Subd., 510,000; E. H a r r i n g to n, At the speed check point on the the alley.
and 30 also.
Lare, Judith Rypma. all of Holland 15, 1954, and July 2, 1955. After visitors clean up their own trash it had approved plans for a slope James St., 56,000.
Council effected a compromise Safety leaders emphasized that
Ottawa
Beach
Rd., which was used
"’here were two for resider/ial
Erika Volkenborn, Sheryl Yntema the second denial, the association and debris before leaving. That protection in front of the low lift
for the first time, Vanderbeek said which seemed to keep all persons the program is entirelyvoluntary
and Jack Walchenbach of New stated action in Circuit Court in cleanup job alone takes a mini- station on Lake Michigan as pro- or garage remodelings, including the operation was highly success- happy. Councilmen voted unanl Sheriff Jerry Vanderbeek and Sgt.
Jersey; Melvin De Weerd, Hudson- an attempt to reverse the decision. mum of 16 to 20 man hours a day posed by Black and Veatch at a J. Zigterman, Diekema Homestead ful.
mously to close the alley with the Milton Swingle of the Grand HavRestlawn attorneys indicate they
cost of 58,000. The work is in ad- Add., 55,000 and G. Bergman, 65
exception of the east 252 feet en state police post are cooperatville; Norma Damstra, Ohio; Jan—precious time which could better
Several
area
residents,
who
live
ing In the venture.
ice Peck, Grand Rapids; Mary may start another appeal to the be making necessaryrepairs and dition to the Getman Brothers con- North Division St., 5200.
on Ottawa Beach Rd., and were where the garages are located.
tract.
Two applicationsfor new garages
Diephuis,South Haven; Edward township appeal board so that the replacements.
Another subject involving audnabbed
for
speeding
praised
the
Council okayed a rental cost of were R. I^mmen, 468 Riley St.,
Anderson. Muskegon Heights; cemetery plot plan can be altered And for the public’s own good,
deputies for cracking down on ience participationwas a request
George Robert Cook, Detroit; Ev- and revised to enable proper iso- Broad said, all rules and regula- 54,160 for fair months with pur- 5400, and P. DeVries, 129 Grand- speederseven though they were of the Speed-E Car wash to be
chase option for installation of the view Ave., 5850.
erett Nienhous. Illinois;Joseph lation areas for water supply sys- tions must be strictly enforced.
located at River and Pine to inamong those caught.
There was one applicationfor a
Palmer, Midland; Kay Rynbrandt, tems. No date has been deter- Anyone entering the park after wellpoint system at 25th and Van
Vanderbeek
said only two per- stall two gasoline pumps in conmined for such action.
Raalte for an additionalwell sup- pump house filed by L. Kruithof,
Kalamazoo;Deanna fleas, New
nection with the car washing bushours with a camp permit, or persons complained about their tickets
351 Fifth Ave., 5100.
York; William Waggoner, St.
sons e ntering an area posted ply this summer.
in
and called the arrests "sneaky.” iness. The building permit issued
Contract modificationsfor the
J. Koning, 141 Vander Veen Ave.,
Louis, Mich.; Dave Dethmers,
against same are subject to arrest
"Some person! feel that law en- for the car wash had not included
hospital addition were okayed as filed to build a 5200 carport.
East ‘Lansing; Janice Evert,
gasollnrpomps.
and fine. Strict enforcementalso
forcement officers should always
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
follows: Kent Electric Co., credit
Grand Rapids. The MSU student
After considerable discussion in
is promised on the speed regulabe standing in full view. We want
17-yeanold Nunica youth was safe5226.72; Holland Plumbing and
ii Donna Gaston of South Haven.
which
the
two
proprieters
of
the
tions. There are too many youngFamily Party Marks
the laws observedif an officer is
Heating, charge, 5299.07.
new business presented their views ly behind bars in the county jail
sters around to risk any let-up of
present or not," Vanderbeek said.
A
communication
from
the Mich- Birthday Anniversary
Council
voted to refer the matter today after a chase and search
the speed or trafficrules in the
"It is not a game of hide and
igan MunicipalLeague announced
to
the
city
manager for investi- and another chase that all in all
park, he said
Mrs. F. L. Snyder of Cuver. Ind., seek we are playing with the gation and report. This involves a made UndersheriffHarris Nieusma
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed As for swimming — there are the annual meeting will be held
motorist. We are out to cut down
study and conference with police pretty mad.
today reminded local residents to only two life guards on duty and at Pantlind Hotel h Grand Rapids was guest of honor on her 80th accidents."
It all startedwhen Nieusma was
birthday
anniversary
Sunday
at
a
Sept.
6.
7
and
8.
and fire chiefs on traffic and fire
be properly registeredfor the com- park officials must insist that all
or not." Vanderbeek said.
safety. A substitute motion by driving on M-104 in Spring Lake
Council
adopted
suitable
resolu- family gathering in Kollen Park.
ing primariesAug. 7.
swimmers stay within the safe
Vanderbeek borrowed the speed Councilman Laveme Rudolph call- township Wednesday afternoon and
July 9 is the last day for regis- swimming area or they are sub- tions registeringprotests to the Mrs. Gerrard Haworth of 616 River
watch
device from Holland police. ing a special council meeting as he saw Wayne Rohn, 17, route 2,
Interstate Commerce Commission Ave., and Miss Fern Snyder of 55
tering for the August primaries ject to arrest.
Keep our downtown clean!
on
service order 914 which pro- West Uth St. were co-hostesses. He said that the sheriff's depart- soon as the report is compiled Nunica. driving a car. Knowing
and the city clerk's office will be
C a m p e r s in the newest camp
Now that a group of local citi- open until 8 p.m. that day for the
that Rohn's operator'slicensewas
Mrs. Snyder is the widow of the ment budget, which will be pre- failed to carry.
area — the trailer lane — will hibits railroads serving Great
eens has provided floral hanging convenience of voters.
A
communication from Clark suspended,Nieusma ran the car
Lakes
ports
from
allowing free ate Rev. F. L. Snyder, a minister sented to the Board of Supervisors
have better facilities soon w!
in June, contains a request for Oil and Refining Corp. requesting down, but the youth jumped out
baskets to beautify the downtown
time in excess of two days on rail for 35 years in the Evangelical
However, persons are urged to
and the city has provided trash register as quickly as possible to the completion of the shower, toi- cars delivering export cargo to Church. There are nine children in radar equipment.
permission to construct a gasoline and ran into a nearby farm house.
let and laundry building.Construcbaskets, the city is geared to keep
Van Hoff and Vanderbeek both station on the northeast comer of Nieusma followed, took him into
avoid the possibility of long lines tion is ahead of schedule and the ocean carriers.On the other hand the family — five boys, Earl of
the commercial section neat and
Elkart, Ind., Paul and Glen of thought the initial drive went off 28th St. and Michigan Ave. also custody and proceeded to sheriff’s
later.
building should be finished the ICC has issued service order 912
attractive.
well. They said, "This is not a was referred to the city manager headquarters.
Persons who have changed their
allowing
six days free time on rail Culver, Lewis of Orange. Calif.,
But some people persist in residences, even within their owm first part of July, Broad said.
one shot operation. Hre combined for investigationand report. Tlie
When Nieusma stopped for a
cars
at
every
U.S.
seacoast
port. and Dwight of Lansing,and four
Broad explained that there are
throwing wrappings in the gutter ward, must inform the city clerk
future."
two houses on the location would stop street in Grand Haven in the
girls, Ruth of Adrian, Viva of BurResolutions
protesting
discriminanever reservationsavailable t o
and some merchants occasionally
"From time to time on any day be removed, the communication heavy late afternoon traffic, the
of the change, either by mail or by
sweep out their stores into the person. New laws no longer permit campers — permits are issued on tion against lake port cities will be bank, Calif., Fern and Dorcas of or night during the summer simu- stated.
youth jumped out of the car and
a first come, first serve basis. All forwardedto U.S. Senators Potter Holland. There are 22 grandchil- lar speed checks and roadblocks Another subject involving aud ran down the railroad tracks.
street. The latter is definitely consuch processing by telephone.
dren
and
11
great
grandchildren.
and
McNamara.
Rep.
Ford
and
to
persons requesting a permit must
trary to city ordinance.
will be thrown up in the city and ience participationwas a request Nieusma ran after him and when
It is particularly desirable that
It is commendable that merhave all their gear with them and the Great Lakes Harbor Associa- Mas, Snyder, oldest of eight chil- throughoutthe county."
of the Fraternal Order of Eagles he saw Rohn lose his shoes running
all changes be made as early as
dren, has two half-sistersliving.
chants sweep the walks in front
begin camping immediately,he tion.
Mayor Robert Visscher and City for a transfer of its Club D-E he figured he couldn’t run very
possible this year in view of the
Mrs.
Esther
Stickley
of
St.
Paul
of their stores, but City Manager
licensed establishmentfrom
fact that the fourth,fifth and sixth said.
Minn., and Mrs. Ben Harris of Manager Herb Holt said these East Eighth St. to 112 East Sev- fr.r. Nevertheless he yelled at some
Herb Holt suggests that if there
Class
of
1906
to
Hold
wards have been divided into two
Kennett, Mo., and a niece, Mrs. drives are necessary to reduce enth St. The request had been railroad workers to grab the boy.
is any litter involved it would be
precincts for the first time this
John Dalton of Jefferson City. Mo. accidents and we must enforce the tabled at the June 6 meeting for This was heard by ex-officer Emil
best if merchants would use their
Reunion Saturday
year, necessitatingconsiderable
Out-of-town guests at the birth- laws to the letter to make motor- additionalinformation. City Gerk Klempel who with Wally De Haan
dust pans and put the debris into
processing in the city clerk's office.
Sixteen
members
of
a
Holland
day celebrationwere Mr. and Mrs. ists aware of their potential bad Garence Grevengoed read a letter took alter him.
the trash baskets if they don’t care
When Rohn started crossing the
High graduating class of 50 years Edrl Snyder of Elkart, Ind.; Dr. driving habits.
to go all the way to the rear of
listingtentativeplans for the build
trestleleading to Spring Lake,
The
two city officials agreed that
ago—
1906already
have
made
resand
Mrs.
Ray
C.
Pellett
of
Adrian;
their stores to dispose of such liting and operation of the club
ervations for a class reunion Sat- Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Snyder, the campaign must be a continu- room and use of the basement for Nieusma decided to go to the other
ter in their own trash cans.
urday noon in the Warm Friend Dwight, Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. ing one and indicated Oty Coun- an eight or ten-lane bowling alley end and catch him there, meanBy and large, the trash cans
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)-The
Tavern.
There were 23 graduates James Dallahan and daughter cil is in whole-hearted agreement The order also intends to provide while notifying city police. But
downtown have met with good acRohn doubled back toward Grand
Ottawa County Board of Supervis- in the class.
ceptance and are widely used.
Patty of Lansing; Mr. and Mrs. with the drive.
a parking lot.
ors will open their June session In the afternoon the class will Paul Snyder. Jim and Bill. Mr.
This particular type of trash can All
Two officers of the order gave Haven and crossed the swamp.
There De Haan with
flying
Monday at 1:30 p.m. This is usual- adjourn to the home of Mr. and And Mrs. Glen Snyder, Charles Couple Celebrates
was developed after considerable
further information and explained
research.They are conveniently Lively rumors of attempted as- ly a two-day session or at most Mrs. Arthur Visscher on North and Richard, and Barbara Taylor
that the organization sought Coun- tackle brought him down and
Klempel and De Haan took the
Shore Dr. and after 2:30 p.m. of Culver, Ind.
clippea to poles so that they do saults on children by a hooded three days.
25th Anniversary
cil permission at the present time
not blow over or get pushed into man north of town Wednesday .Slated for discussionat this members of other classes of that
rather than purchasing property youth to headquarters.
Arraignedtoday on a charge of
Mr. and Mrs. Bart Mulder of and buildinga new clubhouse first.
the street.
were disconted today by sheriff's session will be plans for improved period are invited to drop in and Cash, Not Petitions
672 East 11th St. were guests of After considerablediscussion driving while his license was susThj downtown streetsare swept deputies who said the whole thing water safety, following two drown- meet old friends.
pended, Rohn on advice of his
every morning between 2 and 5
Serving on the local committee GRAND HAVEN (Special) -The honor at a party Saturday even- Council approved the transfer
was due to overactive immagina- ings and one near drowningin the
attorney entered a temporary plea
ing
in
celebration
of
their
25th
sum
of
5100
in
cash
was
filed
on
a.m. If merchants sweep their
are
Mrs.
Marie
Van
Kolken,
Mrs.
the
time
the
move
will
be
made.
Grand Haven area plus another
tions.
walks just before they ogen their
In other business, Council sold of not guilty. Bond was set at
case in which a youth was fatally Visscher, Chris Knutson, Mrs. behalf of Clayton Forty, former wedding anniversary. The affair
Reports came at 11:30 a.m. Wedstores at 9 a.m. it means the litAlbert E. Dampen of Holland and county deputy, in lieu of petitions was held in the Federal Srhool paving special assessment bonds 5200 and was not immediately pronesday that a Negro hitchhiker injured while water skiing.
ter remains in the gutter for altotaling5147,000 to First National vided.
A
report will be presented Mon- Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Robinson of in the county clerk’soffice Tues- gymnasium.
Entertainmentincluded group Bank of Holland at an interest rate
Last May 30, Rohn completeda
most 24 hours before the street with a coat over his head had ap- day by a committee which is pre- Eenton Harbor.
day. it was learned today. The
sweeping equipment makes a re- proached some children on US-31 pared to ask the board to procash was put down by Gabe Kuite singing with Mrs. Glenn Mulder of 214 per-cent.The Holland bank 60-day jail sentence in Muskegon
near
James
St. They did not loturn trip.
Holland Hairdressers Association of Holland, Ferry’s campaign man- |at the piano; a skit presented by was lowest of two bids. Council county jail on a reckless driving
vide a speed boat for patrol work.
cate the hitchhikerbut found a witmet
Tuesday evening at the home ager. Forry is opposing Sheriff Mrs. Harvey Baker, Mrs. Corie awarded a contract for printing charge dating back to April 4.
Serving
on
the
committee
are
RobDriver Charged
ness and the story wsent something
of Mrs. Julia Schaap. It was the Jerry Vanderbeek for the Repub- Dalman and Mrs. A1 Van Beek; special bonds to Northern Bank That was the day he w'as arrested
ert
Beardsley
and
Clare
Broman
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
like
of Spring Lake, City Manager R. final meeting until fall. Refresh- lican nomination in the Aug. 7 musical numbers by Mr. and Mrs. Note Co. of Chicago at a cost of for recklessdriving at three differRobert Stokoe, 34, Grand Rapids,
TTie hitchhiker who was thumbLen Eilander; reading, "Twenty- 5107.50.
ent times by three differentdements were served $y the hostess. primary.
was charged with reckless driving ing for a ride had put his jacket V. Terrill of Grand Haven, Safety
A petitionfrom local residents partments.
Fifth Anniversary"by Lyle MulDirector
Avery
D.'
Baker
of
Holby sheriff’sofficersfollowing an around his neck and head for proder and remarks and prayer by requesting that the area bounded
accident at 1:15 a.m. Tuesday in tectionfrom the sun. Some child- land and Robert Vanderburg of
by 29th and 32nd Sts. between
the Rev. Henry Mouw.
which his car went out of con- ren were nearby but they were Grand Haven. The committee is
Baton School Students
Lunch was served by Mrs. G. Central and Maple Ave. be rethe
outgrowth
of
a
meeting
eartrol on US-16 a mile east of Coop- across the road and walked right
Overway, Mrs. M. Overway, Mrs. zoned from A-2 to A-l was
Perform in Recital
ers ville and slid sideways 166 feet by him without even a word ex- lier this week attendedby city
L. Fought and Mrs. J. Essenburg. ferred to the planning commission
officials,
Coast
Guard
and
police
before it rolled over and over for changed.
Mr. and Mrs. Mulder are the for study and recommendation Connie Norlin’sSchool of Baton
and sheriff’s officers.
another 126 feet. Stokoe was treatBut somehow the story of a hoodparents
of four children,Mrs. A1 The petitionpointed out that this held its first annual spring recital
ed for bruises by a Coopersville ed Negro circulated the neighbor- Another matter for consideration
Van
Beek,
Dale. Glenn and Lyle area was rapidly being developed Saturday at the Norlin home at
is
a
petition
signed
by
150
FerrysThe
Holland
Coast
Guard
station
include
any
boat
with
a
motor
and
physician but his passenger, Dale hood and one salesman compliMulder.
There
are five grandchil- into an area of single family dwell- 346 East Fifth St.
Hansen, 23, Grand Rapids, was cated the picture furtherby alarm- burg residents asking that Ferrys- has put their boarding program sailboats that have an auxiliary
ings and much of the area had
dren.
Attendingthe event were Mrs.
taken to SL Mary’s Hospitalwith a ing all the mothers that a man burg be incorporatedas a fifth in full operation.
been designated A-2 which would Bert Selles and son, Tommy; Mrs.
motor.
Attending
the
party
were
Mrs.
In
the
first
few
weeks
of
the
class
city.
hip injury. Sheriff’s officers inves- was after their children.Hysteria
Sears said boarding is a yearly Gerrit Dalman, Mr.' and Mrs. permit constructionof a type other Garence KuMman and Marlene;
Plans also will be considered for season Coast Guardsmen have
tigated.
reached a pretty good point
inspection
and those checked last Claire Dalman, Mr. and Mrs. Corie than those common to this sec- Mrs. Lester Woldring and daughimproved court house facilities, boarded 137 boats. Only four violaFor extra measure, Deputies Len
year
will
undergo
a similar going Dalman, Mr. and Mrs. Russell tion.
ters, Patty and Mary; Mrs. Gerald
tion
tickets
have
been
issued,
acpossibly a new court house buildA claim on behalf of Elizabeth Koning and Marsha; Mrs. Marvin
Ver Schure *and Bud Grysen went
over
again
this
year.
Changes Plea
Dalman, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
cording to Boatswains Mate 1/c
ing.
Young, of 375 West 18th St,
t the hobo jungles at Waverly
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Klomparens and Kathy; Mrs. -WilWalter Sears, commander of the
He warned boat operators to Mulder, Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Mul- De
who suffered an injury in a fail
William Lynn Bowen, 18, Muske- and routed out several knights of
der,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Louis
Mulder,
liam Pluim and Joan; Mrs? Walter
stay
away
from
any
area
where
station.
was referred to the city attorney
gon, was sentenced on two traffic the road who habitually gather Two Cars Damaged
Sears said boat owners have swimmers are in the water and Mr. and Mrs. Minard Mulder, Mr. an insurancecompany. A claim Bray and Susie and Walter, Jr.;
Two cars were damaged in
counts in Municipal Court Tuesday there.
been very cooperative and the not to tow water skiers in these and Mrs. Nelson Mulder, Mr. and filed on behalf of Neal Madderom Mrs. J. Top and Lois and Isla;
after previously pleading not guil- ^ ‘There really was nothing fu crash Monday at 3:30 p.m. t
Mrs. Cornelius Postma, Mr. and who claims some J800 loss in Miss Kathy Myaard and Miss
small number of violationsis the areas or beach their boats.
ty. On a speeding charge, he paid niiss in the whole picture, and Pine Ave. where it runs into River best indication of that.
Sears pointed out that the speed Mrs. Harold Ter Haar, Mr. and damage to electrical appliances Sandy Vande Water. Mrs. Garence
533 fine and 52 costs and for driv- nothing to do but chalk off the Ave. on the northside. Drivers
When a boat is boarded the ves- limit around mooring areas is four Mrs. Harvey Baker, Mr. and Mrs. due to high voltage was referred Vande Water and Mrs. Donald
ing with a suspended license,he whole thing,” Ver Schure said.
were Budd N. Eastman, 56, of 214 sel is checked for life saving de- miles per hour and eight miles per J. Vande Bunte, Mr. and Mrs.
to the city attorney,insurance Myaard were unable to attend.
was sentenced to pay 550 fine and
Scotts Dr., and Harry J. Welters, vices, one for each person aboard; hour in the channel.
Hiram Vande Bunte. Mrs. Joan company and the Board of Public Performingwere Tommy Selles,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lindner of 26, route 6. Eastman was given a certificate of award of number, fire
54.30 'costs and serve two days in
Three water skiing areas have Vande Bunte, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Works.
Marsha Koning, Marlene Kuhlman
the county jail. Bowen was arrest- Milwaukee,Wis., arrived by plane ticket by city police for failure to extinguishers for boats having a been established in Lake Maca- Victory. Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Council granted permission to Patty Woldringand Kathy Klomed by state police at 2 a.m. Mon- Wednesday night for a visit with yield the right of way to through closed compartment and other tawa. One is in front of the former Martinie, the Rev. and Mrs.
the Sixteenth Street Christian Re- parens, all of Holland, Lois Top of
day on US46 in Nunica allegedly their son-in-law and daughter, Mr. traffic. His car was damaged on
s
Macatawa Hotel site, the second Mouw, Mr. and Mrs. Van Beek, formed Church to take an offering Hamiltonand Sisie Bray of Saugatraveling 75 miles an hour. His and Mrs. Verne C. Hohl and Miss the right front to the extent of
All boats that are over 16 feet off Pine Creek Bay and the third Vx. and Mrs. Dale Mulder, Mr. at their outdoor "Religionfor To- tuck.
license was suspendedMay 10 for Laurie Ann Hohl, 1770 South Shore 5200 and the Wolters cpr was in length must have a number.
between Easter’s and Van’s Cabins and Mrs. Glenn JMulder, Lyle Mul- day” broadcastin Kollen park
Refreshmentsand a social hour
90 days. for habitual ^tegligence -Dr,
damaged to the extent of 4300.
. Classes of boats thftt are checked and east of this point, Sears said. der and the guefls of honof.
Aug.
1
followed the program.
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Engaged

Mobilgas, Moose

Beaverdam

Bob Van Dyke

Take One-Run

Hits

Forty-five couples attended the

21, 1956

Greving-Koning Vows Spokerv

Mr. and ‘Mrs. Sam Hoekitra and
Mr. and Mr*. Frank De Boer Sr.
left Saturdayto spend a week in a

Grand Slam;

cottage near Ellsworth.

Mrs. Walter Geldard from FlorMr. and Mrs. Ben De Zwaan
and Mr. and Mrs. Neal Otting
from Zeeland were Saturday evening visitorswith Mr. and Mr*.
Bob Van Dyke’s bases - loaded John Posma.
homer in the bottom of the eighth Herman Nienhuis, who has been
Inning at Rlverview Park Monday attending the University of Michinight broke a close game wide gan in Ann Arbor, spent two days
open and gave the Holland Flying with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Dutchmen a 10 - 5 ^-victory over George Nienhuis and Mr. and Mrs.
league leading South Haven in a Arnold Nienhuisand 'children,reSouthwestern Michigan League turned to Ann Arbor where he will
baseball game.
be a nurse in the hospital there.
The Christian Endeavor which
The win pulled the Dutchmen out
of the league basement and into a meets on Sunday afternoon In the
chapel for the summer months
tie for the lead with Fennville
used for their subject last Sunday
and South Haven. All three clubs Faith.” The discussion on the
now have 2-2 records. Zeeland has lesson was carried by Ronald
a 1-2 mark.
Van Dyke’s hit turned thoughts The Rev. Harold Lenters” serback to the 1955 playoff when a mon subject for the morning sersimilar blast against the same vice last Sunday was "Salvation
team gave Holland the league title. Through Christ” and the evening
South Haven opened the scoring subject, “A Father’s Greatest Diwith two runs in both the first and vident.’’
The son bom to Mr. and Mrs.
second innings and then added anJames De Jonge June 10, has been
other run in the third.
But after that the Merchants named Ricky Paul.
A new address of a local sercouldn’t buy a run as Holland
pitcher Dave Schreur scattered viceman: Pvt Willard Driesenga
just two singles the rest of the US 55555972Co. B 12 Battalion,1st
game and didn’t give up a hit dur- Engr. Tng Regs. Fort Leonard
Wood, Missouri.
ing the last four frames.
Wally Wildt. one of the stand- Mrs. Gerben Kuyers and daughouts of the SouthwesternLeague ters, Bonnie, Marcia and Kristi of
hurlers, handcuffedthe Dutch 'or Borculo, Mrs. Alfred Bowman and
the first three innings but Holland daughter Laurie, Mrs. Harry Bowman with Mrs. Henry Bowman of
broke through in the fourth.
Four runs scored in te fourth Jamestown spent Thursday afteron three hits. Rog Smith and Tony noon in Grandville with Mrs.
Wentzel led the attack with back- Robert Bolt and children.
ida,

NewcomersClub annual semi-forBeechwood Eighth Grade
mal dance Saturday night at the
VFW Hall, winding up activities Students Entertained

SoftbaD Wins

Schreur Shines

Cellar - dwelling MobilgasDealfor the 1955-56 season.
Despite the heat last Wednesday ers, playing their best ball of the
Music was providedby King evening,all eighth grade graduates
eason, knocked out Bareman’s
Bosworth'sorchestra. The outgo- of Beechwood School were out for
the annual party given them by Service’splans for moving back ining officers formed the committee
the Mothers' Club. Special guests to a tie for first with a 4-3 upset
in charge of arrangements.
were their teachers and principal, win Friday night in City Softball
A wishing well was the central Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Van Raalte,
league action at Van Tongeren
theme of decorations,with potted Mr. and Mrs. Donald Maatman,
plants effectively used on the tables Mr. and Mrs. Olin Walker and Mr. Field.
The Moose, also a lower rung
and about the hall. The plants were and Mrs. Earl Jekel.
presented to the women as favors.
club,
pushed up into a thr*e-way
Thirteen tables of progressive
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Brunner, “cootie” were in play with head tie for fourth with a 4-3 victory
presidents for the past season, prizes going to Joanne Peerbolte. over Co. D in the other contest.
were presented a gift from the Elaine Peerbolte, Elaine De Rid- The Mobilgas damage all came
der, Donald Kardux, Larry Coop- in the first inning as all four runs
club.
New officers for the 1956-57 sea- er and Jack Naber. Consolation scored on three hits. Gord Siuiter,
son were introduced:President, prizes went to Jerry Coffman, Don- who singled,and Karl Esaenberg,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Long: vice ald Vender Schaaf, Laurel Schaft- safe on a fielder's choice, scored
president, Mr. and Mrs. Forrest enaar, Mrs. Earl Jekel, Doris Van on Don De Vries' double. Rollie
Gibson: treasurer, Mrs. George Oosterhout and Donald Kardux. Frens, who walked, came in on an
error by the left fielder and De
Bishop; secretary, Mrs. R. S.
Gifts of appreciationwere given
Robinson: membership,Mrs. Phil- to each of the teachers by the Vries was driven home by Bill

M

Bekins.

Miss Mary Elin Pas

The engagement

of Miss

Mary

Elin Pas to Curt

Richard
Schneider is announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry A.
E. Pas of 10935 Chicago Dr. Mr.
Schneideris the son of Dr. and
Fortney’s single.
Mrs. Curt Paul Schneider of Birlip Singleton: co-membership, Mrs. graduates.
Leo Maihofer; remembrance,Mrs.
The winners got four more scat- mingham, Mich. He will receive
Mothers who assisted at the
Chester Smith; publicity, Mrs. party were Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis, tered hits the rest of the game but his Ph.D. this June from the
University of Michigan.
Theo. Ness; newspaper,Mr. and chairman; games, Mrs. Calvin Ny- didn’t score.
Miss Pas is a supervising teachMrs. Louis Brunner; hospitality, kamp and Mrs. Gerald Gebben;
Bareman’s scored once in the
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Gallmeier; visit- punch, Mrs. Clarence Yntema and first. Leadoff man Ron B"kius er at University High School in
Ann Arbor.
ation. Mrs. Roy Wymore.
Mrs. Donald Prins, and lunch, Mrs. walked and scored on Joe Berens
An August wedding is planned.
Prospective new members wel-

Henry Laarman, Mrs.

Winfield single.

comed were Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Ball, Mrs. Anthony Kibby, Mrs.
Klephuis and Mrs. and Mrs. Robert Ed Van Oosterhout and Mrs. Ford
Lark. Out-of-townguests attending Weeks.
were Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hobbs,
Dr. and Mrs. Carl Meyer and Mr.
Swimming Instructor
and Mrs. Darrel Dock.

Corky Looman's double in t he
tourth Inning brought in Ed Aliena,
who was safe on a fielder’s cho'ce,
and Jun B u u r s m a, who had
singled, for the other Bareman
runs.
Needed for Day
John Van Iwaarden allowed the
Service nine four hits while MobilR.E. Barber Nine Wins
Holland Camp Fire Girls Day gas made seven off Norm Bos.
B League Legion Opener
Camp program will get underway Fortney and Essenberg led the
at Kamp Kiwanis July 9. Five one- winners with two hits each and
R. E. Barber opened American week sessionsare planned, with 80
Siuiter, De Vries and Bruce Ming
Legion Junior B League baseball to 85 girls already registered for
each had one safety.
Monday night with a 24-2 trounc- each week.
Bekius, Looman, Berens and

Vriesland
The Rev.

Clarence

Werkema

of

Clifton, N.J., was guest speaker in

)V

m

,

m

the local church on Sunday, June
10. Jill Wyngarden and Nancy to-back doubles.
Lou Grasman was taken to St.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Greving
Wabeke sang at the morning ser- Another run scored in the fifth Mary’s Hospital, Grand Rapids
(Bulfordphoto)
vice in honor of children'sday. A to tie the score as Wentzel came Saturdayfor treatments.
Miss
Marcia
Honing,
daughter the bride as maid of honor, wore
male quartet of Drenthe furnished home on an error and the Dutch
Ruth Ann Klynstra of Zeeland is
pink gown of net over taffeta,
special music at the evening ser- went ahead in the sixth on a single spending a few days with Nancy of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Honing of
the bodice was topped by a short
vice.
23 East 19th St., became the bride
by Boeve and double by Merle Karsten.
jacket and she carried a bouquet
Monthly consistory meeting was | Human.
The Young People’s Society of of Melvin Greving Friday, June of pink and white carnations.AtHolland made a total of 11 hits the ChristianReformed Church 8, in the chapel of Third Reformed tending the groom were his brothing of Bouwman's Feed at the 19th
The staff is complete except for Buursma had the Bareman hits. held on Monday at 8 p.m.
in the contest while the losers had will not meet for the next three
St. and College diamond.
Church. The groom is the son of ers, Willard Greving as best man
a Red Cross swimming instrucVacation Bible School is being
ust five.
This league is made up of 12-15 tor, camp officials announced toMr. and Mrs. Abel Greving of and Bernard Graving as usher.
A three-nm rally in the fourth held in Vriesland Reformed Church Human, Van Dyke, Wentzel and weeks.
year olds and play will be at the day. A qualified instructoris need
The
Rev. Floyd De Boer and route 5.
The bride’s mother wore a rose
this
week.
June
11
through
15.
inning after scoring a single tally
19th St. field nightly.
ed to supervise the daily water ac- in the third was enough for the Children of Forest Grove, Drenthe, Schreur all had two hits while family left Monday for Clifton,
The Rev. Christian H. Walvoord lace dress with beige accessories
Smith, Ron Van Dyke and Boe-e New Jersey where they plan to performed the double ring cere- and a pink corsage. The groom's
The opener was called after three tivities. Any person qualified for
and Vriesland attended. The first
Moose to stop Co. D.
had one hit.
ami a half innings because of the the post is asked to contact Mrs.
spend three weeks of their vaca- mony before a setting of ferns, mother wore a navy dress with
Four hits were made, all singles, meeting, 190 pupils were enrolled.
John La Mantia, former Benton tion. Next Sunday Dr. Fred Kloos- candelabraand baskets of mixed white accessories and a red rose
lopsidedscore. The winners scored Lucien Raven.
coupled with two hit batsmen and There were 11 classeswith a teachHarbor star prep infielder, led the ter will be guest pastor.'Die Rev. flowers.Roger Rietberg was pian- corsage.
seven in the first, 12 in the-second
Day Camp is an annual summer
fielder’s choice, to give the ing staff of 22 members.
losers with two hits.
and five in the third.
projectof the local Camp Fire orCarl Krominga will preach July 1 ist and Mrs. Rietbergsang “BeA reception for 30 guests was
Moose the
,
Mother'sClub sponsoredan ice
Line score:
Bouwman's made two runs in the ganization.Each year hundredsof
and Seminarian Hessel Bouma cause” and “The Lord's Prayer.” held at Cumerford’s Restaurant
Jim Doomewerd, Leg Doorne- cream social on Tuesday at 7:30
R
E
fourth. The winning pitcher was elementary school girls eight years
July 8.
Given in marriage by her father, where Mr. and Mrs. Roger Koning
werd and Walt Hudzik scored in p.m. A short program was given. South Haven 221 000 000
2
C. Gibson while Fredricks was old and up attend the daily activ- the fourth.
Mr. and Mrs. LaurenceDe Vries the bride wore a floor-length gown were ma-ter and mistress of cereLadies’ Missionary and Aid Soc- Holland .... 000 411 04x 10 11 4
ities.
charged with the loss.
with Mr. and Mrs. Lee De Vries of chantilly lace and nylon tulle monies.
Pitcher Matt Nimikoski was safe iety meets in the church basement
Batteries:Wildt and Hamlin; of Grand Rapids were supper
over taffeta, featuring
fitted
For going away the bride wore
on an error in the third and scored on Thursday at 2 p.m.
Schreur and R. Van Dyke.
guests at the home of Mr. and bodice of lace, scoop scalloped a black and white dress with a red
on a sacrifice fly for the other run.
Our guest preacher on next SunMrs. Ted De Vries and children at neckline embroideredwith sequins, rose corsage and white accessories.
Jay Berens polled a long homer day, June%17, “Father’s Day” will
their home in Hudsonville'on cap sleeves and long fitted mitts.
After a brief honeymoon in upin the fifth and scored behind Irv be Chaplain William Swets of
Father's Day.
Layers of net formed the skirt per Michigan the newlyweds will
Hall and Vem Boersen for the
Jacksonville,Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Karsten, Lee which was complemented by an live at 894 Lincoln Ave.
three Co. D runs.
Nelva Ter Haar, John Junior
On Sunday evening the Golden and Nancy and Eltie entertained
Both Mr. and Mrs. Greving are
J. Berens led hte Guards with
De Witt, and Marion Hoeve were Chain C. E. Union held its annual for supper Sunday for Father’s appliqueof lace. She carried a
white Bible with red roses and graduates of Holland High School
two hits while Boersen,
graduated from Zeeland High Hymn sing at the City Park. The Day, Mr. and Mrt. Jake Klynstra
white streamers. Her single pearl The bride is employed at Holland
Emmink, Ron Nykamp and Hall School recently.
song leader was Thurman Ryn- and children of Zeeland, Mr. and strand was a gift of the groom. Furnace i^o. office and the groom
got other hits in the six -hit atMr. and Mrs. Henry Van Dam
brandt, son of the Rev. and Mrs. Mrs. John Slenk and family, Mr.
Miss Patricia Honing, sister of at Hart and Cooley.
tack.
are the grandparents of a daughter
and Mrs. Lavem Zoerhof and
The winners got five hits with born to Mr. and Mrs. Norman A. Rynbrandt of Holland.
Mrs. Barbara (Bloemendaal)children.Mr. and Mrs. Lesley
Gil Vanden Berg, Don Hulst, Bill
Bruursema at Zeeland Hospital.
Zych, L. Doomewerd and Hudzik The following committees have Dickman receivedher B. S. de- Lampen of Holand, Junior Klyngree from Northwestern Univer- stra of Borculo.
each getting one.
been appointed for our Sunday sity on Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowman
Line scores:
School picnic which will be held on
At the morning worship service and Laurie were Sunday evening
H July
27 at Hughes Grove in Hudat Second Reformed Church Holy visitorswith Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Co. D ........... 000 030 0 6
sonville. Program — Mr. and Mrs.
Communion was observedand the Rietman and children in North
Moose .......... 001 300 x 5
Herny Roelofs, Mr. and Mrs. Rev. Harold Englund had for his Blendon.
Batteries:H. Berens and J.
Sixty-seven4-H Club members of
George Van- Zoeren, Mr. and Mrs. message “Jesus Is Lord”. The
The special music Sunday eve- Ottawa County— 47 girls and 20
Berens; Numikoski,Stille (5) and
Len Guigelaar; sports — Mr. and choir sang the anthem “Comning was provided by Jerry De boys— gathered at Camp PottaHudzik, De Vries (6).
Mrs. Elmer Bos, Mr. and Mrs.
Boer of Borculo, accompanied by wattomie late Monday afternoon
H Dich M a c h i e 1 a. Mr. and Mrs. munion Hymn” -Opie.
At 3 in the afternoon, a ves- Mrs. Timmer at the piano.
Mobilgas ....... 400 000 0 7
for the opening of a four-day sesJohn Boersma; refreshments— Mr. per Communion service was also
Bareman’s ..... 100 200 0 —
4
sion, the first of three 4-H camp
and Mrs. William Timmer, Mr. held for those who could not be
latteries: Van Iwaarden and
meetings planned for this summer.
and Mrs. John Wolfert.
present in the morning. At the Leonard Kammeraad
By Willis S. Boss
Essenberg; Bos and Altena.
Because of the large number of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss of evening service Laverne and Lor4-H Club Agent
League standings through June
Succumbs
in Toledo
students registered this year, the
Vriesland, Mr. and Mrs. Syrene raine Sikkema were present. They
Harold Spink, the summer 4-H
15:
third camp was arrangedfor July
of Galewood enjoyed a pic- told about their work for the Lord
GRAND HAVEN (Special 5 through,?. The other session is agent, is working on forming g
L Boss
nic supper on Friday with Mr. and in Africa.
Leonard Kammeraad, 51, former June 25 through 28.
tractor club in the Coopersville
Vets .........................
7 1
Mr. and Mrs. Sikkema recently Grand Haven resident,died unexBareman's ..................6 2 Mrs. Laverne Boss and family of
Willis S. Boss, 4-H Club agent, area. A dairy meeting was held
M&
Portage.
returned to this country for a fur- pectedly Tuesday in Toledo, Ohio,
Hulst .........................
6 2
Harold Spink, assistantagent, and last Monday and plans were disFords .......................
3 5 Mr. and Mrs.F Martin P. Wyn- lough after a period of service in where he had been employed the Mrs. Grace Vander Kolk, Ottawa cussed for the tractor clubs. Memitll
Co. D .......................
3 5 garden were Thursday evening Akobo, Africa. Much of the time past year at an amusement center.
Home Demonstrationbers of these clubs will compete
’
in the spring of 1957 in a plowing
Moose ........................ 3 5 callers and Mrs. John H. Van Welt was spent in language study and He was born in Grand Haven Jan. agent, are assisted by
also working among the Nilotic 20, 1905, son of Mr. and M&. Leo- Keppel of Zeeland, Karen Naber contest.
Raphael .....................
2 6 in Zeeland.
Mobilgas ...................2 6 The Sewing Guild met on Thurs- people. Mr. Sikkema,who is a na- nard Kammeraad and graduated and Laverne Bronkema of Holland A beef tour was held on June
day, June 7 at 1:30 p.m. in the tive of Morrison, 111., and is espe- from the local high school where
and Dennis Beuschel of Conklin as 19 in the northern part of the counchurch basement with Mrs. Jacob cially interestedin farming, work- he was prominent in athletics.
ty. It started at the Roger Jewell
club consellors.
Alberta Doornbos, 74,
De Witt serving as hostess.Others ed as an evangelist and helped
He also played baseball for the Cooks are Mrs. Raymond Hubbel farm and then to the Dyke farm
present were the Mesdames: Carl the natives to raise their own ecoGrand Haven Independents and of Coopersvilleand Mrs. Wilbur and ended up on the Leslie TimDiet ol Long Ilineis
Schermer, Gerrit Boss. John De nomic levels by teaching them to tried out at the Philadelphia farm
Wierda of Allendale assisted by merman farm where some judging
ZEELAND (Special) — Alberta Jonge, Will Vander Kolk, John make the most of the soil and of the Milwaukee Brewers at one Mrs. CliffordMcMullin of Allen- was done. On June 27, a beef tour
(Bert) Doornbos, 74, of Forest Hoeve, Martin D. Wyngarden, their livestock.
time. He left Grand Haven several dale and Mrs. Carl Vink and Mrs. is being planned for the southern
Mrs. Sikkema, daughterof Mr years ago. He was. a veteran of
r'rove
(Hudsonville,route 2) died Jacob Morren, Henry Boss, Dick
part of the county. The tour will
W. Merz of Spring Lake.
V;
this morning following a long ill- E. Ver Hage, Eugene Brower, Ir- and Mrs. Albert Van Farowe of World War H.
The camp program opened Mon- start at the Berens farm located
ving Hungerink, Joe Kloet, Joe Zeeland,graduated from Zeeland
ness. Mr. Doornbos, a farmer, was
Surviving are three brothers, day evening with a potluck supper right in Drenthe, on 64th Ave.
bom in Georgetown township, a Brinks, and the Rev Angus Brower. High School and Hope College Arthur, of Grand Haven, Dr. Hen- and get acquainted meeting for about % mile north of Adams St.
son of the late Mr. and Mrs. R. The Rev. Brower showed puctures She taught in Middlevilleand ry J. of Spring Lake and Frans of members and parents.Movie night The next stop will be at William
M. Doornbos.He was a membfe.- of Africa where he did missionary worked in the Sudan as a Bible Toledo.
is scheduled for tonight. Pictures Smallegans in Forest Grove and
of the Forest Reformed Church. work. Lunch was served by the teacher, establishing a Christian Funeral services will be held include "The Cowboy,” “Skifully then the Melvin Klooster farm in
home and teaching them to raise from the Kammeraad Funeral Yours,” “The Big Race” and Forest Grove where some judging
Surviving are his wife, the form- hostess.
Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden was their standards.
er Florence Mulder; two sons, Alwill be done. Harold Spink, the
Home Friday at 2:30 p.m. Burial “Pueblo Boy.”
Wednesday afatemoon guest of
On Monday a reception, in the will be in Lake Forest Cemetery. Wednesday evening’sactivities summer agent, is making arrangeberta (Al) of Dutton and R. H.
Mrs. Reuben Bohl of Beaverdam. form of a welcome, was held at the
(Herb) of Riverside, Mich
will include a picnic, campfire and ments and will be in chargei
Mr. ond Mrs. Lambert William Moos, Jr.
Leon Van Zoeren of Chicago, 111., Second Reformed Church, for the
Maurice Hill was in attendance
vesper service. Activities will close
(Prince photo) six grandchildren; three brothMrs. John C.
An altar banked with ferns, bou- wore a pink flowered nylon or- ers, Melvin Doornbos of Byron was a recent guest of his mother, Sikkemas.The meeting was also a
Thursday evening following for the northern tour. Mr. Hill is
farewell for the De Valois family
the 4-H DistrictSupervisor for this
quets of white gladioli, peonies and gandy gown with lace trim over Center, Baltus Doornbos of Coop- Mrs. J. G. Van Zoeren.
supper.
Carol Klinesteker of Forest who plan to return to India in the Guest of Honor at Tea
area
with offices at Michigan State
snapdragons and candelabra a pink taffeta ruffled petticoat. ersville and Martin Doornbos of
Assisting
with
craft
work
will
be
Mrs.
W. Lamb entertained
near future, after spending a furformed the setting for the mar- She wore matching headband and Grandviille;two sisters, the Misses Grove was guest of honor at
Mrs. Mildred Brems and Spink. University.
about
40
of
her
friends
Thursday
Martha and Dora Doornbos, both bridal shower on Friday evening lough in this country. They resided afternoon at a tea in her home on Water front and health will be in
On June 25, two boys and girls
riage of Miss Mary Lou Jaarda gloves.
at the home of Mrs. Alfred Ter in the mission house in Holland
of
Grandville.
and Lambert William Maas, Jr.,
Leonard Maas served as best
South Shore Dr. Guest of honor was charge of Jerry Kleinberg, nurse will boartl the bus in Grand Rapids
and told of their experiences visitFuneral services will be held Haar of Zeeland.
on June 8 in Maplewood Reformed man and ushers were Calvin
from the County Health Depart- and travel on an all-expenses-paid
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Beyer of Zee- ing several churches of the Re- her daughter-in-law,Mrs. John C. ment. Classes in conservation,par- trip to Camp Chatam in the upper
Saturdayat 1:30 p.m. at the ForChurch. Tall lighted tapers and Langejans and Lawrence Maas.
Lamb,
the
former
Barbara
Winest Grove Reformed Church. Rela- land were Saturday guests at the formed Church in East and West.
ferns and satin bows marked the
liamentaryprocedure and safety peninsula.The members were choRobert Van Voorst sang “The
strom.
tives will meet in the church base- John Beyer and Louis Beyer home. Dr. J. J. De Valois is founder and
pews. The Rev.
sen because of age, recommendawill be taught.
Lord’s Prayer’’, “Because’’ and
James Brinks of Drenthe was a principal of the AgriculUreInsti- Both Mr. and Mrs. John Lamb
Rynbrandt read the double ring "I Love You Truly” accompanied ment at 1:15 p.m.
Attendingfrom Holland and vi- tions, and their excellent4-H vdrk
are
students at Western Michigan
The body will be taken from the Sunday evening guest of Mr. and tute at Katpadi India, . reaching
ceremony.
by Mrs. Earle Tellman, organist
College, Kalamazoo, ’ and are cinity are Elaine Yamaoka, Jean in the conservation project.
about 50,000 a year with films etc.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. who played traditional wedding Yntema Funeral Home to the resi- Mrs. Joe Brinks and family.
Shirley Eding from the Pine
spending the summerw in Grand Wedel, Lorella Van Ingen, Donna
dence Thursday afternoon. Burial Mrs. Jack Wyngarden,Jacky He also directs “World Neighand Mrs. Andrew Jaarda, 146 East
Creek club; Wanda Alward from
Koetsier,
Marlene
Van
Kampen,
music.
X will be in the Wyoming township and Jill motored to Kalamazoo re- bors” a group of International40th St„ and the groom is the son
Bos, the Alward club; James Hoek from
Mrs. L. W. Lamb, Jr., and Mrs. Karen Van Liere,
For the event Mrs. Jaarda chose cemetery. The Rev. J. Van Dyken cently to attend the graduation minded American Christians.
of Mrs. Lambert William Maas,
Anna Huizenga, Marian Boeve, the Allendaleclub; and Ronald
James
O.
Lamb
assisted
the
hosa light blue princess style dress will officiate.
exercises of Jerry Forsleff.
3106 Carmel Ave., Grandville.
Mulder from the East Holland club
tess. Pouring were Mrs. Bruce Betty South, Karen Nyhof, Myma
Mrs. Hubert Heyboer and Vem Mrs. B. Kuite’s Papils
The bride selected a gown of with matching jacket and blue and
Mulder, Marlene Mulder, Janice will represent Ottawa County at
Raymond,
Mrs.
Milton
Hinga,
Mrs.
Heyboer left on Monday, June
rosepoint chantillylace over net wh'te accessories.The groom’s
Woodwyk, Evelyn Woudwyk, Ron- this camp.
Otto van der Velde and Mrs. L. G.
and bridal satin. It had a fitted mother, Mrs. Maas, wore a light Former Grind Haven
for Pella, Iowa, where they are Present Annual Recital
The 4-Hs stand for Head, Heart,’
ald Mulder, Delwin South, Larry
Stallkamp.
gray
dress
with
white
accessories.
bodice with long tapered sleeves
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John VeltBoeve, Gary Boeve, Eldon Nyhof, Hands, and Health. Each one is
Resident Dies at 53
Decorations
for
the
occasion
and chapel-lengthtrain, featuring Both had pink rose corsages.
ema and family. Mr. and Mrs. Piano students from the studio
Jacob Boeve, Dennis Wiggers, working for the good of all the
The newlywedsgreeted about 100 GRAND
tiers of ruffles of alternatinglace
Veltema are the parents of a of Mrs. Beatrice Kuite, 632 Mich- were done by Mrs. L. W. Lamb, Wesley Wiggers and Betty Vander rest, doing their part to make the
(Special)
Jr.
The
tea
table
in
the
dining
igan Ave., appeared in their anand net. The veil was of import- guests at a reception held in the Mrs. Hilda Rice, 53, died at her daughter.
best better.
Zwaag.
ed silk illusion, edged in chantilly church basement. Mrs. George home in Traverse City Tuesday.
Sunday guests at the Simon nual spring recitalat Hope Mem- room was centered with a lovely
pink arrangement of carnations,
lace and held in place by a con- Kalman and Mrs. Foster Bouwman She had been ill for aeveral years. Broersma home were Mr. and Mrs. orial Chapel Monday evening. Parrubrum lilies and weigela. A Pickup Truck
Optimists Win Opener
tour coronet crown, fashioned of arrangedthe gifts, Miss Marcia She was bom Hilda Milleman in Bert Drooger and Timmy Drooger ents and friends were guests.
Those taking part were Pamela French wedding cup with flowers
iridescentsequins and seed pearls. Lampen and Miss Carol Bouwman Grand Haven township Oct 21, 1902 and Danny Schaap, Mrs. Jack
In C League Legion Ball
In Chester Township
She wore a double strand of pearls, served punch and Mr. and Mrs. and lived in Grand Haven until Drooger, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Nicol, Sharon Kail, Barbara Nien- also was used on the table. Deep
huis,
Joyce
Geertman,
Henry
purple
irises
and
lavender
columgift of the groom, and carried a Martin Maas were master and 194L She was married to Lee Rice Jousma of Holland.
American Legion Junior C LeaGRAND
(Special)
Morse, Mary Buys, Mary Ellen bine were used in the living room
white Bible and white orchid with mistress of ceremonies. Serving
The body was taken to the Van
Mrs. M.P. Wyngarden was a
A 1955 pickup truck was consider- gue baseball started Monday night
Woldring,
Jeannie
Thomas,
Joan
and baskets of white Japanese
the guests were the Misses Mary Zantwick Funeral Chapel where Thursday afternoon guest of Mrs.
satin streamers and tiny bows.
at the 22nd St and Pine Ave. diaGeuder, Janie Zwiers, Barbara peonies and white viburnum de- ably damaged in a collision with
Attending as matron of honor Ellen Kalman, Lindy Streur, Vir- the rosary will be recited Wednes- H. Wyngarden.
mond.
Klaasen, Mary Beth Rietdyk, Judy corated the terrace and sun room. a 1956 car at 8:40 p.m. Monday in
was Miss ShirleyLangejans whose ginia Ver Burg, Gloria Van Huis, day at 8 p.m. Funeral services Mrs. Clara Frericks was a reChester township. The impact at The nine-to-12 year olds are havDekker,
Patricia Helder.
During the afternoon, back- Hoover and 16th Ave. caused the ing teams for the first time this
turquoise satin gown featured a Cherrill Elgersma and Doreen will be held from St Patrick’s cent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Elizabeth ‘Vander Lugt, Patricia ground organ music was played by
net overskirt, fitted bodice, high Scheerhom.
truck to roll over resultingin $800 season.
CatholicChurch Thursday at
Freriks and family of North Hol- Kuiper, Judy Phillips, Barbara
Mrs. Peter Houtman.
net neckline tied in back with a
damage. The driver was Donald In the opener, the Optimists rollThe couple have returned from a.m. with the Rev. E. J. O’Hara land.
Gosselar, Sandra Kail, Billy Arendbow, and a matching crystalettean eastern wedding trip and are officiating. Burial will be in Grand
S. Stevens, 42, Casnovia, who re- ed over the Jaycees, 12-7 with
Mr. and Mrs. John Beyer left shorst, Mary Lou E 1 f e r d i n k,
bolero.
ceived lacerations and possible Dorgelo the winning pitcher and
living at Wyoming Park. For trav- Haven Township Cemetery.
on Tuesday for Mayo brothers in Sharon Deutsch, Susan Thompson, Divorce Granted
Identical gowns of yellow were eling the bride chose a baby blue
fractured ribs.
Prins the loser.
Surviving are the mother, Mrs. Minnesota and returned on Satur- Lois Dirkse, Adela Weerum, Mary
GRAND
(Special)
worn by the bridesmaids,Miss •sheer dress, trimmed with white Bertha Milleman of Grand Haven; day. Mr. Beyer’s conditionre- Welling.
A divorce decree was granted in The car was driven by Franklin
Ilona Kalman and Miss Joane and blue and white accessories. three brothers, Theodore and Ed- mains about the same.
Gretchen DeWeerd,
The asparagus bed should not
Ottawa Circuit Court Tuesday R. Frick, 41, Sparta, who was
Joostberens. They carried colonial She wore a white orchid. The bride ward Milleman of Grand Haven Clarence Werkema of Clifton, Phillips, Kathleen Eggers, Sharon to George H. Schnell of
charged with failure to yield the be cut after late June. As soon
bouquets.
is employed as a waitress at Dutch and Alfred of Spring Lek; one sis- N. J., was a Sunday dinner and Slenk, Mary Steremberg, Sylvia from Margaret M. Schnell of right of way. His car was damag- as the cutting season is over give
Carryinga basket of pink rose- Maid and the groom is truck driv- ter, Mrs. Roy Ijwdy of Grand supper guest of his mother, Mr*. Wildschut. Paul Mellema and Tom Coopersville. There are no ed to the extent of $250. State the bed a liberaltop dressing of
S* buds, Kristy Maas as flower girl
police investigated.
well-tottedyanure.
ArendaborsL
er for Hardcrete in Grand Rapids Haven.
children.
Werkema of Grand Rapids.
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Morlocks to Mark 50th Anniversary

Hold Open House on Anniversary

Fennvil

le

Church Scene

of

Rites

Mr'

,,.F

Mr. ond Mrs. Edword P. Morlock
Friend* of Mr. and Mr*. Edward to HoUand in April of 1906 with
P. Morlock, 141 West 19th St., who the Bush and Lane Piano Co,
celebrated their 50th wedding where he was employed.
They had two daughters, Leona,
annivenary Wednesday, June 20,
were invited to attend a mass of who died in 1909, and Mrs. Charles
thanksgiving at 9 a.m. Wednesday (Natalie) Tliomson of Pontiac.
at St. Francis de Sales Church. They have five grandchildren.
Mr*. John Quinn Hungtrford
Moriocks renewed their Mr. Morlock Was born in Buffalo,
(Appleyardphoto)
N.Y., and Mrs. Morlock, the forMr. ond Mrs. Jacob L. Hoffman
marriage vows at the service.
FENNVILLE (Special) -A color sma of Zeeland were bridesmaids.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob L. Hoffman, line from Grand Rapids to SaugaMr. and Mrs. Morlock were mar- mer Anastasia Suihla,in Chicago.
scheme of blue and white was TTieir gowns of new tile blue were
ried in St. Catherine's Church, Mrs. Morlock is a daughter of 294 Van Raalte Ave., observed tuck for 20 years and for the H.
carried out at the wedding Satur- ballerina-lengthof crystalette,in
Austin, HI., then a suburb of Chi- "Grandma Suihla,” who had been their 50th wedding anniversary on J. Heinz Co. for 23 years. He reday, June 9. of Miss Norma Crane princess style. 'Rteir bandeaux
cago. They came directly to Hol- a patient at Holland Hospital for Wednesday, June 20. Open house tired nine years ago.
and John Quinn Hungerford.
were of matching crystaletteand
years before her death in was held from 2 to 4 and 7 Mrs. Hoffman has tiyo sisters livland where they have since made
The double ring ceremony was net. Their flowers were blue and
to 9 p.m. for friends and relatives. ing in Alabama and a brother in
their home. Mr. Morlock had come August, 1937.
performed at 4 p.m. at the Meth- white carnations. Miss Audry
The Hoffmans were married in Grand Rapids, and several nieces
/*
odist Church by the Rev. Charles Brinks 4 South Haven, dressed in
Grand
Rapids
in
1906
and
have
and
nephews.
Mr.
Hoffman
has
Mr. and Mr*. Stephen S. Sanger
lieves in traditionand is humble
Wolfe, assisted by the Rev. Wilks blue was flower girl.
before men. "Science is moral, it lived in Holland all thedr married several nieces and nephews includ(Prince photo)
B. Hunting, church pastor.
Donald Scott, Kalamazoo, perlife
in
their
present
home.
Mr.
ing
Nick
Hoffman,
Jr.,
and
Jacob
Miss
Delphine
N.
Schaeffer,
thered
in
the
back
to
form
bows
is international,it is democratic
Altar bouquets were white glad- formed the duties of best man.
Hoffman
worked
on
the
interurban
Zuidema
of
Holland.
and it’s fun! listen to the man
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ort at the waists. They wore matchioli and chrysanthemums.Tall bas- Ushers were Allan G. Hungerford,
on the totem pole."
Schaeffer of 448 Lake Shore Ave., ing hats and carried bouquets of
kets
of blue and* white similar Jr., and William Hungerford, broDiplomas were presented by
became the bride of Stephen S. roses.
flowers were flanked by palms.
thers of the groom, and Ronald
Principal J. J. Riemersma as the
Sanger Saturday, June 9, at a nupThe bride'smother chose for the
Parents of the couple are Mr. Gosiine of Paw Paw. Lou Niles
assistantprincipal, Austin BuchanWill
tial high mass at St. Francis de occasiona deep purple lace silk
and Mrs. U.S. Crane of Fennville of South Haven was ring bearer.
an, read the long list Supt. Walter
Sales Church. The Rev. E. Thome dress with white accessories,and
and Mr. and Mrs. Allan G. Hun- Mrs. Wayne Woodby was organist
Scott paid tributeto the Board of
officiatedat the double ring rites a pink orchid corsage. The groom’s
Scientific
Educationand particularlyto the
with Wayne and Robert Sanger, mother wore a two - piece brown gerford of Newburg, Md. About and soloist was Mrs. Robert Hunt
to
200 guests witneued the ceremony. of Benton Harbor.
class for its leadership,its accomo,o. hers of the groom, R chard silk dress with beige accessories
Given in marriageby her father,
receptionfollowed in the
GE Research Manager
plishments and its citizenship.
Antas and Fred Pathuis serving as and a brown orchid corsage.
the bride chose a floor-length gown church house under the direction
John Kleinheksel, class presialtar boys.
Dinner
was
served
to 200 wedCommencement Speaker dent, announced the class memor
of white chantilly lace and tulle of Mrs. Keith Landsburg.
The groom is the son of Mr. and ding guests at the
over satin. The lace basque bodice
The couple are btfft graduates
ial
which
includes
new
lighting
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Sanger
of
53
West
legion Country Club. St. Francis
Tor Class of 287
featured a wingcJ colar and long
radio equipment for the school, picNinth St.
of Western Michigan College, Kalde Sales Camp Fire Girls assisted
tapering sleeves and points of lace
Approximately5,000
The largest class in the history ture holders and a sum erf money.
Attending the bride were Miss in serving.James Durning, August
amazoo. Mr. Hungerford has his
The processionaland recessional
of Holland High School
287
Mary Sanger as maid of nonor and Van Houdt and Charles Is were accented the bouffant tulle skirt.
Contributed,
Pledged
Her
fingertip
veil
fell from a small master's degree from the Univerwas
played
by
the
school
orchesmember* — received diplomas at
Misses Gretchen WettlauJei. Ann in charge of the punch bowls and
the 73rd annual commencementof tra. John Kleinheksel,tenor, sang
Hohmann and Sara Jo Kleinhekse. Jo I^ee Hurlbut was in charge of lace hat trimmed with seed pearls. sity of Michigan. The bride has
By Local Industries
the school Thursday night in Civic "A Dream of Paradise,” Lyttleton
as bridesmaids. ChristineVan the guest book. Mrs. R.B. Cham- Her cascade arrangementof flow- taught two years at South Haven
Center which was crowded for the —Gray, accompanied by Marcia
With the industrial solicitation
Houdt was junior bridesmaidand •'ion was in charge of all the flow- ers were two white orchids and and will teach at Parchment next
year. The groom is assistantdiroccasion.Although temperaturesBouws. Instrumentalmusic was virtuallycompleted, Holland Band
Debora McQuarrie a as timer gin er arrangementsfor the occasion. stephanotis.
approached the 90-degreemark, provided by Barbara Emmick and Booster workers turned to local reDouglas Miles attended the groom
The newlyweds are now honey- Mrs. Harold Franken of Holland ector at two Western Michigan
the building was fairlv comfort- Gordon Hoeksema, clarinets,and tail establishments today for addias best man. Ushers were Arthur mooning irf Mexico. For going was matron of honor and the College dormitories. Following a
able and programs made excellent Mary Ann Cumerford, pianist. tional funds to build a band shell
and Robert Van Houdt. Kenneth away, the bride wore a light blue bride’stwo sisters, Dixie and Jac- southern honeymoon they will reThey played "Petite Symphonic, in Kollen Park.
fans.
Van Damme and A1 Reider. Mr. silk sheath dress with matching que Crane and Miss Mariyn Broer- side in Kalamazoo.
The graduates, festive in their Dancla. Invocation and benediction Teams of women, with Mrs. Henand Mrs. August H. Van Houdt coat, black accessoriesand a
maroon and white robes, heard an were given by Dr. F. S. Logsdon ry Brower as chairman,are conwere master and mistress of cere- white orchid corsage. They will be
Pelgrims Entertain
address by Dr. John H. Hollomon of Immanuel Church. Charles Lem- tacting the 25(H>dd retailers in the
monies.
at home at 80 West 13th St. after
DR. HENRY BAST, pastor of
erf Schenectady,N. Y., manager men introduced the speaker.
city for contributions.
to
Calla liliesdecorated the chum June 25.
Guests From Ecuador
Bethany Reformed Church of
of metallurgy and ceramics realtar and arrangementsof white
The bride, a graduate Of Holland
Team members include the Mes- Grand Rapids, has accepted a
search for General Electric, which
Mrs. Fieri da de Maniri of
gladioli and stock, large blue and High School, attended Marquette
dames Clarence Hopkins, E. E.
call to succeed the late Dr.
set a vision for future accomplishGuayaquil, Ecuador, and her son.
white California daisies and ivy University and was graduated
Brand. Ray N. Smith, Herbert T.
William Goulooze in the chair
ments in the scientific field.
Diego (Jimmy) Maruri R, are
were used in the church. Music from DavenportBusiness Institute.
Stanaway, Maude Dogger, Henry
pastoral theology and
on the subject,
guests last week at the home of
was provided by the children’s She is employed as a secretary
Nyhoff, Alvin Schutmat and John
Christian education at West"Science and the Totem Pole,
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Pelgrim
choir under leadershipof Sister at Camfield Fibre Glass Co.,
Shashaguay.They expect to comern Theological Seminary,it
Dr. Hollomon explained that the
of 1425 South Shore Dr.
Mary Mechtilde.
Zeeland. The groom, also a Holplete their canvass within a week.
Athletic
was announced today by the
totem pole was a devise of the InGiven in marriageby her father, land High graduate, was graduatMrs. Maruri arrived in Holland
Aproximately$5,000 has been
dians designed to protect them
Rev. John Hains of Holland,
the bride wore a gown of skinner ed June 3 from Aquinas College
The Ford Foundationthis week a week ago Tuesday. She came
contributed
or
pledged
by
industry
Dave
Moran,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
from evil. "The Indian placed seppresident of the board of
satin with chapel-lengthtrain. The in Grand Rapids. He will teach is mailing out the third install- Michiganto see her son graduated
arate symbols, the personificationJoe Moran has been awarded the to date, according to Seymour
trustees of the seminary. Dr.
molded bodice featured a bateau school in Grandville.
ment checks to 959 voluntary,non- from the University of Michigan.
of force, before his house. In time, Kalamazoo College Athletic Asso- Padnos, head of the industrial comBast, who also is radio's
neckline of imported Brussels lace
Pre-nuptial parties for the bride profit hospitas in the 48 slates,
of
Commencement took
mittee.
Additional
funds
may
be
intermarriagebrought more ani- ciation medal for his outstanding
Temple Time preacher, reand long pointed sleeves. A lace were given by Miss Mary Sanger Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. place at 4 p.m. Saturday,when
mal symbols to the household and athletic and scholastic achieve- forthcomingfrom several firms
ceived an honorary degree at
coronet held her fingertipveil of and Mrs. R B. Champion and Mrs.
They are part of the $200 million Jimmy received an A. B- degree
thejJ were placed one on top the ments while a student at Kala- which have not yet replied to his
Hope College commencement embroiderednet and she earned a H. Japinga.
rehearsaldinner in grants voted by foundation trus- in political economy. .
committee's
solicitations,
he
said.
other, the stronger always on top,
mazoo College.
earlier this month. He formerwhite bouquet.
was given by the groom's parents tees for hospitalslast Dec. 12.
t Jimmy lived with the Pelgrim
Dr. Hollomon said.
Moran, who received his B.A. Included are companies with
ly was professor of Bible at
All the bridal attendants wore at their home. Assistingwere Mrs.
Michigan hospitals and amounts family for several years while he
branch
plants
in Holland but main
"Science is somethinglike a to- degree Monday, was given the
Hope College.
strapless floor - length gowns of Alvin Justin and Mrs. Dick Ter they will receive in this mailing
attended Holland High School and
tem pole — it’s a series of geo- gold medal a! commencement ex- officeselsewhere.
changeablepink, with stoles ga- Voort.
are: Gratiot Community Hospital, was especiallyprominent in school
At
the
same
time,
additional
metric figures.At the bottom is ercises. In the faculty’sopinion,
Alma, $10,350;CranbrookSchool affairs.
the cube. Here are the people who Moran stood out in both phases committees are contactinglocal Harrington Cab Scouts
operating Infirmaryof Cranbrook
service clubs, public schools, the
From Ann Arbor, Mrs. Maruri
make the automobiles, drugs, air- while at Kalamazoo.
Have Picnic at Beach
School, $5,000; Charlevoix Hosp- and Jimmy tyill go to Boston to
Chamber
of
Commerce
and
other
planes, motors, TV, radio and all
The Hodgman prize in tennis
ital, $6,300; Dearborn Medical visit the former’s daughter, Bibi
sorts of goods used today. Above also was given Moran. This award groups for contributions.
Cub Scouts of Harrington School
Centre Hospital, Inc., $21,250.
Plans also are being made for Puck 3030 and their families held
Gilmore, and her husband, and
the cube is the octahedron,an is presented members of the tenDetroit hospitals and amounts their new baby daughter, Gail
eight-sidedfigure. Here the people nis squad making the greatest individaul contributions.James their annual picnic last Wednesthey will receive are: Alexander Elizabeth.From Boston, they will
Crozier, presidehtof Holland Band day afternoon at Ottawa Beach.
are trying to make better auto- academic improvement.
Blain
Hospital, $26,850;Children's fly to Miami, then back to EcuaBoosters
who
are
sponsoring
the
mobiles, better H-bombs, better He won eight varsity letters, four
In charge of refreshmentswere
Hospital of Michigan, $57,800; Del- dor.
windshield wipers. They’re work- in tennis and four in basketball, campaign, said tickets will soon Mrs. Neal Van Bruggen and Mrs.
ray General Hospital,$14,150; Deing to make better telephones,bet- more than any other senior ath- go on sale for a musical concert Conrad Zeedyk. Mrs. Arthur Taztroit Memorial Hospital, $75,150;
ter polio cures. But they’re all lete and was co-captain of the to be presentedlater this year. elaar was in charge of games.
Florence Crittenton Hospital,$50,- Spring Lake Man Fined
All proceeds will go to the fund.
doing the things you want them to
Hornet cage team during his senReceivingawards of silver ar500, The Grace Hospital. 125,000;
The
program will be put on at
do.
On Tipiy Driving Count
ior year.
rows were Michael Zeedyk, John
Harpey Hospital, $125,000;McGrethe Civic Auditorium. The Amer"Another step up is the quaMoran, a graduate of Holland
Hallquist,Ross Zoerhof. Rod Jacgor Health Foundation, $8,150; GRAND
(Specfal)
decahedron a 14 - sided figure. The High School where he also com- ican Legion band, Windmill Chorus, obs, Dennis Nicol, Lavern WesterNorth Detroit General Hospital, Joseph Cherette, 51, Spring Lake,
people in this figure are studying piled a fine basketball and tennis barbershop quartets, school bands hof, Lloyd Bouwens, James Van
$19,700; RehabilitationInstitute of paid $100 fine and $5.10 costs in
more complicated subjectst- solar record, was named to the second and orchestras, and other musical Bruggen, Bruce Van Huis, KenMetropolitan Detroit, $8,750; Sal- Grand Haven Municipal Ct. Monorganizatibns
throughout
the
city
eclipse, movement of glaciers,hyall-MIAAbasketballteam and won
neth Herweyer.John Den Uyl and
vation Army Booth Memorial Hosp- day morning on a drunk driving
drolysis of sugar. They also work the MIAA doubles championshipwill participate, he said. The
Richard Kingshqtt. Dennis Nicol
ital. $8,800; Detroit Orthopedic Cli- charge. He was arrested by city
on such simple subjects as why in tennis two straight years. He I gion auxiliary will aid in pro- and Richard Kingshott have now
nic, $10,550;Sinai Hospital of De- police at 4:20 p.m. Saturday at
ducing
the
program.
glass breaks, why does it rain, was also runnerup in singles and
troit, $57,150; Woman's Hospital, Second and Franklin Sts. where he
ThetBand Boostersand groups joined the Boy Scouts and received Let’s
why does metal bend, what is rub- doubles competition in MIAA play
Scout Manuals as gifts from the
$72,100.
struck a parked car belonging to
working
with
them
hope
to
raise
ber. In many ways, they ask the
pack.
for two years.
Other Michigan Hospitals are: William C. V a 1 e r. Muskegon.
same questions as a five - year - A chemistrymajor at Kalama- 312,000 for the band shell. It will AssistantCubmaster J. Van
for
of
The Paul Oliver Memorial Hosp- Valler was treated in Municipal
be available for public use in preold boy. These people are not worzoo, Moran is joining tho Dow
Huis made the presentations of
ital, Frankfort, $6,500; Gerber Hospital for a bruised hip.
senting
band
and
orchestra
conried about the H-bomb. They’re
June
is
a
busy
month
in
thelstemr
can
be
easily
broken
off
Corning Chemical Co. in Midland certs, hymn sings, pageants and awards and books.
John Hook, 39, Coopersville.was
just curious.
flower garden. Now is the time to Bum all debris after removal of Memorial Hospital, Fremont, $10,Other Cubs attending were Danas a chemical sales trainee.
sentenced to pay $35 fine, $4.90
800;
Butterworth
Hospital,
Grand
other
entertainment.
The
shell
will
transplant
those
tender
seedlings
stems and foliageand after divid"The next step up is the dodecaMoran is the son of Mr. and Mrs. be erected over the new concrete ny Avery, Paul Busscher. Bill Tazof snapdragon, marigold, nicotiana ing bulbs. Bulbs with split skins Rapids, $106,550;Mary Free Bed costs and serve two days in the
hedron, a 12-sidedfigure, in which
elaar, Ronnie Rosie and Calvin
Joe Moran, 640 South River.
band stand which the city plans
(by the way the white nicotiana may invite disease and should be Guild Children's Hospital & Or- county jail after pleading guilty to
people are studying languages and
Osterhaven.
to
build
in
Kollen
Park
this
sum—tobacco
plant— is the one that discarded. Store in ventilatedcon- thopedic Center, Grand Rapids, an assault and battery charge.
methods of communication,and
mer.
gives a delightfulfragrance and tainer-old silk or nylon stockings $32,200; Pine Rest ChristianAisoc- Hook was arrested by' state police
setting new systems for under- Legion Auxiliary Names
a cool look for an evening picture are good. Tuck label in each one. iation, Grand Rapids, 125,000; The Saturdaynight after he assaulted
standing mathematics.
garden), zinnias, cosmos, babys- Hang in cool airy place. Plant in Salvation Army Evangeline Home his wife in their home.
"At the top of the totem pole Mrs. Stoner President
Aaron Tharp, 65,
Joe Willie Ezell, 30, Muskegon,
& Hospita^ Grand Rapids, $8,300.
fall.
is the pyramid. These people work
Admitted to H o 1 a n d Hospital breath, and rudbeikas.
paid
$5 fine and $7.80 costs in
Mrs.
Alden
Stoner
was
elected
United
Memorial
Hospital,
GreenIf
your
dahlia
plants
"
have
Remove
at
ground
line
all
iris
in the abstract.They wonder how
Succumbs at Hospital
Thursday were Charles Stewart,
Justice F.J. Workman'scourt in
to invent new languages and new president at the last unit meeting
30 West 27th St.; John Harthom. reached a fair §ize, dig a trench stalks carryingfaded flowers. ville, $14,700; The Cottage Hospmathematics. Here is the group of the Willard G. Leenhouts No. 6,
Aaron Tharp, 65, of 175 East 122 West 22nd St; Mrs. Robert 4 to 6 inches deep around each one Handweed clumps if they need it. ital Corp., Grosse Pointe Farms, Spring Lake Monday. He was
arrested by ConservationOfficer
American
Legion
Auxiliary
last
where 2 plus 2 does not add up to
15th St, died Sunday evening at MacArthur, Douglas; Susan Scar- to hold water. These should also Prune back hardy candytuft (Iber- $17,700;Oceana Hospital AssocLoren Houghton Saturday while
4, nor dies 6 times 5 produce Monday. Other officers elected Kalamazoo State Hospital where lett, 54 West 22nd St; Thomas be sprayed for insects every two is) to induce thick new growth. iation, Hart, $7,350; Edward W.
fishing in De Eremo bayou in
the same answer as 5 times 6. were Mrs. William Jellema, first he had been since September, Green, 24 Aniline St., Holland; weeks. Speaking of sprays reminds Chinese pinks should be sowed the Sparrow Hospital Association,LanSpring Lake. He was charged with
us
that
year
after
year
our
lovely
vice
president;
Mrs.
Dan
Clark,
third
week
in
June.
Now
is
also
sing,
$86,950;
The
Lynn
Hospital,
1956.
The people in this pyramid occuMrs. Barbara Wiersema, 143 Cenfishing without a license.
py the same place as the abstract second vice president; Mrs. MarBom in Fremont,Mich., in 1891, tral Ave.; Mrs. Henry Ver Hulst, peonies served as a banquet table the time to sow biennial seeds. Lincoln Park, $13,450;Midland
artist or musician. Yet, - it is the vin Ver Hulst, secretary; Mrs. he came to Holland about 40 years 245 West 18th St; Nancy Eding, to hosts of rose chafers unless we Make a list of the new varieties Hospital Association,$33,650; Munpicked them in bud and allowed if iris yoy like; also a list of the isinjj Hospital Association,$5,000; WilliamW. Pigeon
long - haired professor of 30 to 50 Bertal Slagh, treasurer; Mrs. Wil- ago. He was a furniture worker route 2, Hamilton.
yean ago who didn’t make sense liam Hoek. chaplain; Mrs. Louis until his retirementabout two DischargedThursday were Mrs. them to open in the house. This peony plants you may wish to set Memorial Hospital. Owosso, $35,then but he is responsiblefor the Dalman, historian; Mrs. Joe Ny- years ago. He was a member of Merrill Human and baby, 1278 year we sprayed each bud with a out in September. Be prompt about 550; Mercy Hospital, Port Huron, Succumbs of Stroke
liquid DDT which still seemed in- snipping off faded flowers — this $23,250; St. Joseph- Benton Harknowledge that makes possible to- hof, sergeant-at-arms;Mrs. James the Gospel Chapel and was a vet- South Shore Dr. ; Mrs.
William W. Pigeon, 53, of 95
day’s radios, TV sets and H- Cook, Mrs. Ernest Bedell, Mrs. eran of World War I.
Prince, Jr., and baby, route 2, effectualas the sly chafers would gives you a longer blooming season bor Memorial Hospital Association,
Bunrke
Ave., - died Friday as
slip
between
the
petals
where
the
and
prevents
unwanted
seedlings
Clarence Hopkins, board members.
$23,850; James Decker Munson
Surviving are the wife. Bertha; Grand Haven; Gary Riemersma,
k^hen Dr. Hollomon showed Ae During the business meeting a daughter, Mrs. Mary Morgan of 141 East Ninth St; Mrs. John spray had not hit. This morning from finding a home in your gar- Hospital,Inc., TraverseCity, $41,- the result of a stroke suffered
late last evening. He was an emlarge audience a vision of the fu- plans were made to hold a party Holland; two sons, James Tharp E. Fisher, 730 Washington Ave.; after viewing with dismay the den.
100; Memorial Hospital of Van
ploye of the Heinz Co., having
chewed
result
of
the
chafer's
feast,
Hardy
asters
can
be
kept
tractture — a world in which one could for residentsof the MichiganVet- of Holland and Paul Tharp of Thomas Green, 24 Aniline; Susan
Dyke, $12,850; Divine Infant of
we took our dusting tube of end able by pinching out all but three Prague Hospital, Wakefield,$5,- started there July 16. 1925.
travel from here to London in an erans Facilityin Grand Rapids on Laketown township; 10 grandchild- Scarlett,54 West 22nd St.
Surviving are the wife. Clara;
hour, travel to the moon or Mars, Tuesday,June 26, at 7 p.m. Mem- ren; a sister, Mrs. Joseph Dore
A son, Scott Alan, was bom to- of pest and gave each bloom a to four shoots in each clump.
600, Yale Community Hospital.
four children. Calvin. Howard and
thorough
dusting.
A
check-up
two
Sow
canterbury
bells
late
in
June
an age of TV telephones, an age bers who are to help are asked of Holland, and a brother, Fred day to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Inc., $5,850; Dr. Thomas G. HuizMrs. Russell Oskaboose, of Holhours later showed some very stub- in either a cold frame or a proin which drugs will prevent most to call Mrs. Henry Brower, phone Tharp of Muskegon.
Kimber, 270 East 11th St.
inga Memorial Hospital, Zeeland,
land and Edward in Benton Harborn chafers still at work ; how- tected spot in the garden. Digitalis $5,000.
diseases not associated with age,' 2854.
bor.
ever, it does look like victory is (foxglove) should be sown thinly
a new age of substantiallycheapReservations for the annual Fifth
Funeral arrangementsare being
Marriage
Licenses
around
the
petal.
in the same manner as the bells;
er electricityand one of cheap District conventionat Rockford Miss Ruth Bosma Will
completed
by Ten Brink Funeral
As
all of us are looking for also dianthus barbatus (sweet Plea Changed
muscle power.
Post, No. 102, on Wednesday,June
Ottawa County
bloom insurance for our tulips, it William).
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-The Home in Hamilton.
"Learn to communicate to un- 27, must be made by'Juna 25 with Be Married in July
George Bouma, 22, Holland, and will be well to remember that we' A summer mulch added to the D and C Store. Inc., Floyd Bate*,
derstand the world about you,” Mrs. Marvin Ver Hoef.
6:30
The engagement of Miss Ruth Shirley Huizinga. 20, Highland, must dig the bulbs while there is border will discourage weetfc and manager, appeared in Municipal
Dr. Hollomon 'urged the graduates. dinner will precede the meeting.
Bosma to James Paul Jones is Indiana. Arthur Roger Belter, 19.
"The second - story man on the
The social hoQr was in charge announcedby her parents,Mr. and Spring Lake, add Carolyn Frances still a little green in the stems and help ground retain moisture. Fork Court Monday and changed a prelower leaves— this way one is less over the material in the compost vious plea of not guilty to guilty,
totem pole doesn’t know wtoat the of Mrs. Sam Bosch and ber com- Mr*. Henry Bosma of 474 West
Kitchel, 18, Grand Haven.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
likely to lose the bulbs or to slice pit and soak it well.
and was sentenced to pay $25 costs.
fifth - itory man is doing. . .yet it mittee.
21st St Mr. Jones is the son of
into them with a trowel. An early
For next year’s bloom, now is
is the people who make the ultiHOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Newly elected officerswill be Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Jones of route The pressure between needle and digging also insures better skins the time to sow seeds of perennial The not guilty plea was entered
April 10. Complaint Involved 81
mate choice.”
27 tor
Ptoe 3493
installed at the next regular meet- 2, Holland. A July wedding Is bephonographrecord groove is about on the bulbs. Dry the bulbs on coralbells, lupines, piqks^ meadow- packages which did not bear the
Dr. Hollomon said science be- ing Monday, June 25.
ing planned.
25,000 pounds per square inch.
newspapers in shade until the rue, thermopsisiand pyrethrum. true net weight
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21, 195«
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The

Continuing Mission
of the Church
Acts 28:19; Acts 28:23-31
By C.P. Dame
Based on copyrighted outlines
producedby the Division of Christian Education. National Council of
the Churches of Christ in the
U.S.A. and used by permission.)

By Raymond E. Weiss
A Christianis Dependable

Nets 41 Drivers

I Cor. 15:58, Eph. 4:14-15. Rev. 2:10

Crackdown

To the leader: This is the third
In
in a series of topics on Christian
character traits. The former topics were on forgiveness and honPolice, Deputies
esty. This week we have another
Radar, Speed Watch;
topic that ought to make all of us
examine our hearts and lives. The
Drive Continues
Paul always wanted to get in place to begin is to ask yourself,
Rome. He had appealed to Caesar "How dependable
I" Con- Law enforcementofficers were
The Home of the
to get justice. He had the right sider. also, the times when you out in force again Sunday for the
Holland City Newo
Publishedevery Thurs- to do this because he was a Roman yburself or others have not been
econd time in four days In a conJlay by The Sentinel
Printing Co. Office 54-56 citizen. In this lesson we are told dependable and the results that tinuingcrackdownon traffic violaiVest Eighth Street, Rol- how he got to Rome and what he have followed from this.
tors.
and. Michigan.
God said, "It is required in
did there.
Holland police, auxiliaryofficers
Entered a» second clas* matter at
the post, office at Holland.Mich., I. God's way* differ from our stewards, that a man be found an Ottawa County deputies issued
under the Act of Congress.March 3, ways. When Paul wrote about go- faithful."(I Cor. 4:2) Thirtk on 41 tickets for violations ranging
1879.
ing to Rome he little realized ’ ? God’s words and the result* of from speeding to running stop
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher would get there as a prisoner.The lack of dependabilityand you will streets.
journey from Caesarea to Rome have some good thoughts for your
Telephone — News Items 3193
The bulk of the summonses were
Advertisingand Subscriptions 3191 was full of exciting experiences. topic. Together with your thougnts handed out to speeding motorists
Paul travelled in a ship with 276 you might make use of some of
on M - 21 between Holland and
The publishershall not be liable
for any error or errors In printing persons aboard— the prisoners and the following:
Zeeland. South Shore Dr.. Ottawa
any advertisingunless a proof of the crew. A centurion Julius by
1. A Christian is dependable in
Beach Rd. and Gordon St.
such advertisementshall have been name was in charge. All the cci.- His faith. (Eph. 4:14-15)
obtained by advertiser and returned
Holland’s radar was "loaned"
Christians young in the faith
by him In time for corrections with turionsmentionedin the New TesFATHER BONA VENTURE M. SCHEPERS, O.P. of Holland, said
to
the sheriff's department along
such errors or correctionsnoted ament were excellent men.
may be weak
their faith
his first solemn High Mass June 3 at St. Francis de Sales
plainly thereon;and In such case If
with
two
local
officers
wjio
operatJulius took a liking to Paul and and struggle with doubts for a
any error so noted Is not corrected
Church.
Rev. Schepers was ordained in Washington. D.C. .on
jbllshers liability shall not exceed gave him special privileges. He time, but a grown up Christian ed the unit with deputies and auxJune 1
dinner for some 20Q invited guests followed the first
such a proportion of the entire space was allowed to go ashore and meet is sure of his salvation and of the iliary police.
cupied by the error bears to the
Mass in the parish hall with Catholic Women’s Club of the parish
It was the first time that the allwhole space occupiedby such adver- Christian brethren. Paul had two Savior who purchased his salvatisement
friends with him, Luke the doctor tion. Just as there are some peo- seeing electroniceye of radar had
and Aristarchus, a Macedonian of ple who never grow’ up and take been used to check speeders on
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year, S3.00; six months, 12 00; Thessalonica.These men not only responsibility
in this life there are highways and county roads on the
three months, 51.00 single copy. 10c. travelled with him but also realso
Christians
. who
never seem outskirtsof Holland.
Subscriptions payable In advance and
will be promptly discontinuedIf not mained with him during his Roman to grow up in faith. They cannot
Sheriff Gerald Vanderbeek said
imprisonment. At a harbor called stand trails. They canot teli an- traffic was heavy, which forced
.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by
reportingpromptly any Irregularity Fair Haven there was a discussion other person how to he saved. motorists to keep their speed down
"THE LAST HURRAH" by Edas to whether to winter there or They follow every
in delivery. Write or Phone 3191.
,
twist to the legal
win O’Connor
The Good Old
to go on. Paul advised remaining of doctrine that comes along.
He said there was a noticeable
Days Ls a common enough expresthere but the pilot and captain Our faith is built on ihe facts
A STORY: DOG BITES MAX
decline in speeding on Ottawa
sion. Be they good or bad, there is
When a man bites a dog it is counselled going farther and this stated in the Scripturesand Beach Rd. Sunday after Thursalways a fascination, a charm
supposed to be a story— because it counsel was heeded.
summarizedin
Cor. 15.3-4 day's drive netted 40 speeders.
about an era which will probably
Soon
after the ship left Fair By believingthese we have eternal
happens so seldom, if ever; when
The speed watch, also for the
never exist again or a type of perHaven
a
terrible storm overtook life. We can never be used of the
a dog bites a man it is assumed
first time, was put into operation
son lost to modern times.
the ship and it was driven by the Lord unless we know and are sure
to be unworthy of print— because
on South 'Shore Dr. most of SunThe type, described in such dewind for -about fourteen days and of these facts.
it is commonplace.But Esther Van
day afternoonand through the
tail
in "The Last Hurrah" is the
2. A Christian is dependablein early evening hours.
Wagoner Tufty, the Sentinel's finally the ship got stranded on the
political boss. Frank Skeffington
shore of the island of Melita, now- his work for the Lord. (I Cor.
Washington correspondent,has
In the city, police and auxiliary
is a composite portrait of such
called Malta. Here the crew and 15:58)
succeeded in whittlinga story’ even
officers again teamed up in cruisfiguresas Boss Tweed, Huey Long
prisoners were kindly treated by
That which precedes the "there- ers and unmarked cars.
out of the "dog bites man” motif.
and Frank Hague and almost fits
the natives. Not one of those on
Chief of Police Jacob Van Hoff
Postmaster General Arthur board was lost. Paul had been told fore'' in this verse is the statethe familiar American caricature
ment
of
what
God
has
done
and
said traffic was moving smoothly
Summerfield,according to M r s. this and had informed his fellow
. of a . . . beefy, cigar-smokwill do for us in Christ Jesus. It and few violations were noted. He
Tufty, has reported that nearly traveller*.
ing diamond-studded, Irish Machiis on the basis of what God has said Thursday'sdrive no doubt
6,000 mailmen were bitten last
avelli who as master of large and
On Malta Baul healed a number
year by dogs and that three fourths of people among whom was the done that we are told to be de- had a great deal to do with the
Rep. Gerald R. Ford
inert blocs of voters,controls the
of that number were so seriously father of the chief man of the is- pendable. God can be dependedon better driving habits noted Sunday.
politicaldestiny of the nation." acBoth Van Hoff and Vanderbeek
injured that they required medi- land. From Malta the party tra- so thofte who are His should
cording to the New York Times.
cal treatment Summerfieldis re- velled to Rome. At the market of be also. There may be terri- repeated their earlier warnings
O’Connor does not portray him
of
ported to have said that the dog- Appius, forty miles from Rome a ble persecution*, even the suf- that the campaign will continue on
in relationto the nation’* destiny
God unannounceddays later this month
bites-man problem is "serious." group of Christians from Rome fering of bodily pain
however but concentrates on his
has saved us we must be faith- and through the summer and fpll.
Summerfieldhas called into con- met Paul and at another place
local influence which is fantastiful. There may be alluring temptsultationa number of canine au- called Three Taverns which was
cally powerful.
ations to do things not pleasing
thorities to learn "how to reduce about ten miles from Rome anThis reader opened the book
to God, little temptations and big
the hazard of dog bites to the other group welcome him.
half expecting not to like its centemptations,obvious temptaions
nation’s 125,000 letter carriers."
n. There are plenty of opportuntral character at all. and as the
which are sill appealing and tempThe postmaster general knows ities to witness for Christ. In
final page was turned, regretted
tations that are very subtle—God
full well that abolishingthe dog is Rome Paul was permitted to live
having to leave his presence. True,
has saved us, we must be deAmerican Legion posts of Holland
not the answer; he himself prob- in a hired room. Shortly after
he is a master of shady deals and
pendable. There will be small, but
are
completing
plans
for
a
public
ably maintainsa dog or two and Paul'* arrival in Rome he called
peoples’ opinions,but he is a lovnecessary, jobs to do, jobs that
celebration of the Fourth of July
would fight to a finish to protect for a conference with the Jews and
able one.
we might shirk on-God has saved
Forty-four eighth grade students in Legion MemorialPark.
them. He knows also that tying from morning until evening Paul
Along with egotism one finds
us and we must be dependablein of Beechwood School were awardThe
community
celebration,
an
up the dogs is not the answer; it "expoundedand testified the king- the small, humble tasks.
ed diplomas at graduation exercis- annual July 4 event now for sever- unselfishness;with dishonesty,
haj been tried, and many cities dom of God, persuading them conDependability begins with the es held Tuesday evening in the al years, will follow miy:h the same superior shrewdness; and with
have ordinancesrequiring it, but cerning Jesus., both of the law of small tasks. Your C.E. officer
school gymnasium.
pattern of other years and will be coldness of maner, human insight.
it has never worked and probably Moses and out of the prophets."
He is one of those in Life who are
may not seem very importantto
Mrs.
Calvin Nykamp, retiring climaxed by fireworks.
Some believed,some did not. Bewill never work.
both hated with utmost intensity
you, but what you make it to be president of Beechwood Mothers,
Events
will
get
under
way
at
One recourse that a postoffice fore the Jews left Paul's hired for the Lord is a test. God en- Club, introducedthe graduation
7:30 p.m. with a concert by the by opponentsand loved with unroom,
he
told
them
about
the
danin any city has is to refuse to
trusts big things to those who have program.She also introduced Mrs. Legion band under the direction failing devotion bv followers.
delivermail to a home guarded by ger* of unbelief quoting Isaiah 6: been faithful in small things. Chester Root who represented the
Forgetting,for a minute, his
of Arthur C. Hills. At 8:30 p.m..
a dog that attacks mailmen. The 9,10. He also made it plain to (Matt. 25:21)
newly elected officers of the club U.S. Rep. Gerald R. Ford. Jr., qualitiesof personal character . .
only trouble with that is that nine them that if they would not heed
For Discussion: Does God care for the ensuing year.
of Grand Rapids, will be the one can be fond of this political
times out of ten the family pet the gospel, the Gentiles would.
if I am dependable or not in my
Following invocation by Harvey speaker. Ford, a graduate of the boss if only for the picturesque
Paul
spent
two
whole
years
in
is perfecly harmless 364 days in
work outside the church? Dose a De Vree the eighth grade program University of Michigan and Yale character that he is. Color,
the year and then turns vicious Rome. During that time he wrote person give a good witness for continued with duets on two pianos
University law school, was first pageantryand extremes are adthe epistle to the Ephesians,anthe one remaining other day. Dogs,
Christ if he takes a job and doesn’t by Donald Vander Schaaf, Alice elected to Congress in 1948 and mirable, at least from our present
other to the Philippians and anlike human beings,have their temsee it through? Will God think Weeks. Joanne Peerbolte and has been reelectedin all success- point of view. In retrospect,perperamentaloff-days.Perhaps that other to the Colossians and one to we are dependable if we just fool Elaine Peerbolte; instrumental so- ive elections.During World War haps the gossamer of time allows
Philemon. The soldierswho guardthree-in-onedog food did not agree
away a lot of our time when we lo by Glenn Vander Yacht, accom- H he servei in the Navy and was us to enjoy this glamour.The
ed him heard the gospel from him.
with him; perhaps a kindly neighcould
be doing constructive panied by Earl Jekel; eighth grade returned to inactive duty in 1946 average citizen of today would not
bor surreptitiously fed him left- Friends could come aftd see him. things?
class prophecy by seventh grade with the rank of lieutenant com- tolerateit.
Most
scholars think that Paul was
overs that had lingered too long on
committee; piano duo. Elaine De mander.
The settingof this novel is also
released after his two-year impristhe bottom shelf of the refrigeraRidder and Terry Vande Wege
a portrait of an era that really
onment. Most likely he made more
In
1950, Ford was chosen as one
tor; perhaps a dog has had love
and eighth grade chorus.
existed. To this reader, it was a
missionary journeys and was ai^
of the 10 outstanding young men
troubles that made life seem so
The Rev. Harry Vander Ark,
surpriseand a revelation, not havrested again and finally beheaded.
in
the
United
States
by
the
U.S.
wprthless that he could even bite
pastor of Holland Heights Christian
ing experienced the times or preThe
main
purpose
of
Luke
in
Junior Chamber of Commerce. He
his friend the mailman.
Reformed Church, gave the graduviously read much about them.
writing his book is to show how
is married and has three children.
ation address and Lloyd Van
A mailman in one Michigan town Christianitybegan as a Jewish
Ford was an outstanding athlete “The Last Hurrah" is an historical
was recentlyobserved carrying out movement and how it developed
Raalte, superintendent, presented
portraitof a recent period which
and football star during his college
diplomas.
an experimentof his own. His into a world-wide religion even
Charles W. Brown, special agent
years. He serves tty? fifth con- happily therefore is not neglected.
scheme is hereby recommended to reaching Rome where a church in charge of the Detroit division
An informalreception for par- gressionaldistrict consisting of
To the political boss, to Frank
Postmaster General Summerfield was established. And this move- of the Federal Bureau of Investi- ents and friendsof, graduates was
Skeffington.politics was a career,
Kent and Ottawa counties.
as a possibe solution.This mail- ment has continued to this day gation, was guest speaekr for the in charge of Mrs. CliffordPlakke
From 8:50 to 9:10 p.m. several a way- of life. It .was all-consumman was making his rounds with and our Christianfaith is still Rotary Club noon luncheon Thurs- assisted by Mrs. Wesley Van Til. prizes will be awarded. Fireworks ing in time, cqncentrationand pera dog on a leash hitched to the spreading and winning more and day at the Warm Friend Tavern. Mrs. Cornelius Israels,Sr.. Mrs. are scheduled at 9:15 p.m.
sonality. It was the first love. Opmailbag. The dog looked fierce more people.
Speaking on the crime situation Ralph Brower. Mrs. Donald KlokTed Boeve is serving as general ponents of the political bosses
enough so that he might be expect- 1. Paul always sought the mast in the U.S. today, Brown outlined kert, Mrs. Donald Slighter and chairman for the event. Julius were usually the so-called'better
ed to take care of all comers. The strategic cities in winch to preach. the part taken by the FBI in Mrs. George Heeringa.
Karsten and A1 Van I^nte are element", that level <if society
chances are that that mailman was
The graduates ihclude Judith ticket chairmen; A1 Stoner, fire- thought 1o be somewhat higher
2. There are always opportuni- meeting the situationand gave a
not one of the 6,000 who suffered ties offered us to preach the gos- brief historical background of the Brown, Jerry Coffman.Joel Elenworks; Louis B. Dalman. grounds; than the common man.
dogbites.
baas, John Fritz, Barbara Huizenorganization.
pel.
Politics was distasteful to them
Miles Baskett,children's gifts.
Dating back to 1908. the FBI ga. Larry Johns. Donald Kardux. About 6,000 persons are expected and consequentlythey often sufPerhaps such mail dogs might
3. When we are travellingwe
has been engaged in the investi- Kenneth Overbeek.Sharon Pans, to gather in the park.
even be trained to carry a saddle can witness for Jesus Christ.
fered from a certain political
on which the letter carrier could
4. We can encourageeach other gation of bank robberies, kidnaps Ronald Poppema, Donna Solomon.
One of the reasons the Legion naivete.
and car thefts and many other Kathie Vanden Bosch. Glen Van- plans this celebrationeach July 4
rest his heavy mail sack. The sug- —especially our leaders.
Between Skeffington and a
5. Some refuse the gospel and criminal activities. In 1938, a new der Yacht and Helen Sue Von Ins, is to keep local persons off the banker called Cass occurs a degestion is made to the postmaster
department
was
added
for
securwhose
teacher
was
Olin
Walker.
general without charge.
some accept the gospel.
highways.
lightful battle of wits qnd disAlso Saralee Ball, LucilleBoere.
We suggest that you dog owners 6. We all need more of the Paul- ity purposesand engaged in inhonest personalities. Skeffington
vestigationof espionageand sub- Larry Cooper. Jerald Dabrowski.
look after your dogs.
ine spirit.
maneuvers (blackmail is really a
versive
organizations,
he
said.
In- Elaine De Ridder. Betty Lou Duer, Marvin Overway
The mail must go through.
better word for it) Cass into givformation is presented to the De- Eleanor Dykstra, Robert Eastman.
ing a loan to the city. For, alZeeland Man Graduated
partment of Justice and arrests Larry Gunn. Dale Hanson, Robert Hudtonville Principal
though 'Cass's righteousanger.
are made on orders from that de<
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preparing and serving. Father Schepers will remain In Holland for
a couple of weeks before returning, to the Dominican House in
Washington for another year of study. Father Schepers is tha
seventh from the right on the far side of the table.
(Holland Illustrative photo)
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Harvey Kuenn, popular Detroit
'Mgers shortstop,is the only unanimous choice for a position on the
American League All-Star team is
picked by Sentinel readers, a survey of second week voting showed
today.
Kuenn. who has been hobbling
around for the last week with a
strained foot ligament, has been
named on every ballot while teammate A1 Kaline, right fielder, has
been on all the ballots but one.
Leaders in the poll last week
continued to be leading vote getters in the respective positions.

-

ALBERS,

son of
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Albers
of 66 West 27th street., was
graduated from the University
of Michigan Medical School
Saturday. He is a member of
the Phi Chi Fraternity. Dr.
Albers will serve his internship at St. Mary's Hospital in
Grand Rapids, beginning July
I. His wife is the former Rose
Mario Tardiff,daughter of C.
J. Tardiff and the late Mrs.
Tardiff.

Mickey Vernon of Boston

men.
Charley Maxwell, Detroit'*potent hitting left fielder, i* far and
away the choice fbr that post and
Mickey Mantle and Yogi B e r * ,
both Yankees, are center field and
catcher picks.

Dale Long, the Pittsburgh Pirates home run hittingfirst baseman and Ernie Banks, the Chicago
C bs shortstop, are leading the National League balloting.
Red Schoendicst, St. Louis se*
ond-sacker, who was traded to New
York Thursday is the second base
pick and Ken Boyer of St. Louis
is the third base choice.
Stan Musial of St. Louis and
Willis Mays of the Giant* are two
outfielders ahead of the pack while
the Braves’ Bill Burton, Richie
Ashburn of the Philliesand Dale
Post of the Redlegs are battling
for the other spot.
Brooklyn's Roy Campanella
first

Named

From Dental School

Cars Demolished
In Similar

Glenn Petroelje.son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gerrit Petroelje of North
State St., Zeeland,received his
D.D.S. degree today from the
Northwestern UniversityDental

Crashes

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

School. Chicago.

-Two

partment,Brown said.
Employing about 6.000 agents at
present, the Bureau is faced with
the problem of dealing with an
army of about 12.000,000 criminals,
he said, and there has been- a
steady increase in cases of car
theft, bank robbery and interstate
hi-jacking and murder.
He explained the FBI'* program

Hoffman, Marie Howard, Kaye
ZEELAND (Special)— Marvin
Kamps and Darrell Mills.
Overway, member of the Zeeland
Jack Naber, Roger Overway. High School faculty,has . been
Penny Pederson, Elaine Peer- named HudsonvilleHigh School
bolte. Joanne Peerbolte.L eon principal. Gilbert Hall, president

Sheffington replies" ... I remember that it's the very same
man (Cass) who engineeredthe
merger of the Consolidated Trust
Prins. Laurel Schaftener. James of the Hudsonville Board of Ed- with the old Mason Street Trust
in such a way that one of his
Te c k i n c k. Ronald Trethewey, ucation.anounced Friday.
George Vander Hill. Don Vander Overway. a native of Holland, partners and oldest friends was
Schaaf. Terry Vande Wege, Doris and member of the Zeeland faculty driven to suicide." All of which
Van Oosterhout, Terry Van Rhee. since 1949, succeeds Clarence J. proves that dubious, one might
Alice Weeks and Karen Yntema. Sikkema. who was recently ele- say even wicked, tactics can be
Herbert Maatman was the teach- vated to the post of superintend- used by either team or party.
“The I^ast Hurrah" received the
ent of Hudsonville schools.
er.
Ushers at the commencement Overway, 34. graduated from AtlanticPrize award and assuredwere Kenneth Kruithof.Alan Hoff- Holland High in 1940 and Hope ly deserve it. It is hard to beat a
man, Stuart Overway and Robert College in 1948. He also studied book that is well-written, fastP.otman. Jekel, Walker and Maat- at Colorado School of Mines and moving, informative and colorful.
man were in charge of the pro- Oregon State College and was prin- -J.P.O.
cipal at Covert in 1948-49.
gram.

His parents, along with Mr. and
cars were demolishedin similar
Mrs. Preston Petroelje. Wayne and
accidents a day apart at a bridge
Robert Petroelje. planned to aton Leonard St. south of Nunica in
tend the commencementeexrcises of public education, training courCrockery township.
ses for local police, finger print
today.
At 1:45 a m. Saturday,a 19501
Glenn,
who
is married )o the identification, etc., available to loear driven by Larry Corf.
..
cal agencies and the "10 most
Grand Rapids, struck the bridge jformer Manl>’n Bos of Holland, wanted" system in existence since
is a graduate of Holland Christat a speed estimatedbetween 55
1950, which has proven effective
by 60 miles an hour. The driver ian High School, attended Calvin with public cooperation.He urged
College for a year and Hope Coltold sheriff’s officers he was not
all persons visiting Washington to
familiar with the road and lost lege for two years. He is a memtake their children through FBI
ber of Xi Psi Phi fraternity.
control as he rounded a rune.
After graduation, he will enter headquartersto show them that
Riding with him were three pasthe
U.S. Army as a first lieutenant the law is the right side to be Former Douglas
aengers. two of whom fled from
on.
the scene. The third was James and will report July 5 to San
Program Chairman Jim Oben- Dies in New Baltimore
Antonio,
Tex.
Korol, also of Grand Rapids. Corf
chain introduced the speaker.
was charged with excessive speed.
DOUGLAS (Special)—Mr*. Dora
At 1 a.m. Sunday, a car driven Holland Soldier Plays
Belle Bruce. 89. former Douglas
by Roger Hintz. 21. route 1. Coo
Two-Month-Old Baby
residen*.died at the home of her
persville. strurk the same bridge, On VolleyballTeam
son, Bert Bruce, in New Baltimore,
and the 1953 vehicle was demolish- Cpl. Edwin R. Breoeweg, son of Dies at Spring Lake
Mich., Wednesday.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
ed. Hintz. who told officers he fell Mr. and Hrs. Russell Bredeweg,
She was bom in Farmington in
aileep was treated by a Coo- 483 Gordon St., Holland, recently Michael Lewis Rescorla, two- 1867 and was a member of the
month-old
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
penville physician for lacerations. helped his team win the Phillip*
Congregational Church and LadOfficers are continuing the invest- Barracks Company level volleyball Donald Rescorla, 15847 Winter St., ies Aid of Douglas. She also was
igation.
tournamentin Germany. Corp. Spring Lake, died Saturday even- a member of the ^Macabee Lodge
At 9;30 a.m. Saturday, a 1952 Bredeweg played for Co. B of the ing in the Grand Haven Municipal of Douglas.
pickup truck driven by George 499th Engineer Combat Battalion. Hospital,where he was bom April
Survivors besides the son, Bruce,
Philip Gveme. 46. route 1. Bailey, Corp. Bredeweg.an assistant 4, 1956.
are four grandchildren,five great
was rtmek on the left side by a squad leader in the company, enBesides the parents, he is sur- grandchildren; two daughters- in1956 car driven by James Wilson, tered the Army in August, 1954 vived by three sisters, Deborah, law, Mrs. Bert Bruce and Mrs.
21, Grand Rapids. The truck driver and completed basic training at Michele and Rebecca, the grandAnn Bruce, at Douglas.
was in the proces* of making a left Fort Leonard Wood, Mo. He parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Resturn. Wilson was charged with arrived In Europe in Jan. 1955.
corla of Grand Haven and Mr. and
There are an estimated23,000
Illegal passing. Sheriff* officers inThe 21-year-oldsoldier attended Mrs. Ernest Shall of Hamilton, stones in the Washington monuvwtigated.
Hope College.
I
ment
!

17,'.

..

Woman

4

Ind.

Mrs.

Kampen

Is

Hostess

At Bible Clou Meeting

BB Gun Damage
1

Hits

Alarming Proportions’

among

Votes

is

catchers.

may be sent to The

Sentinel Sports Department, until
midnight June 22.
Address ballots to Sports Depart-

ment. Holland Evening

Sentinel,

Holland.

FBI Agent Speaks

To Rotary Club

still

leads the first basemen with Nellie
Fox of Chicago, the second base-

Engaged
EDWARD

LOUIS VAN

1IARTES VELDT, Son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Van Hartesveldt, Jr.. Fennville,was graduated this month from Albion
College with cum laude
honors. He also received a
faculty award for being the
second highest in his class. He
has accepted a position at
Adrian junior high school for
teaching English and geography in the fall. He plans to
attend summer sessions at

University of Michigan to
work toward his master's degree.

Local Lutheran

Women

Attend State Convention
The Lutheran Womens' Missionary League held its annual state
convention at Trinity Lutheran
Miss llono Moe Kalman
Church in St. Joseph last ThursMr. and Mrs. George Kalman of
day and Friday.
530 Rich Ave., Zeeland, announce
Holland residentsattendingwere
the engagement of their daughter,
the Mesdames Merle Hoover,
Ilona Mae, to Irwin De Jonge, son
Ralph Richman, Robert Adams.
of Mr. and Ms. Myron De Jonge
John Gutknecht, August Deising,
of Virginia Park, Holland.
and Miss Owilla Armbruster.They
represented the Lutheran Womens'
Missionary League of Zion Lutherar. Church. Miss Armbruster it
presidentof the local organization
Richard Ruhlig has been elected
president of the Zion W a 1 h e r
League. Assisting him will be, Jo
Ruddick,vice president; Linda
Gadziemski. secretary; Owen Carlson. treasurer; Dale Conklin and
Elvira Ruhlig. Christian growth
1

chairman.The Walther League

is

the church's organization for the
youth. Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Overholt
are advisors. *

Damage to windows from air
The Ladies Bible Class of First rifle pellets has reached alarming Sharon Kapenga Has
MethodistChurch held its last proportions.Chief of Police Jacob
Party on Birthday
meeting of the season Friday night
Van Hoof reported Monday.
at the home of Mrs. Frank KamSharon Kapenga who celebrated
Van Hoff said at least a dozen
pen, 887 West 26th St.
windows in the Board of Public her 10th birthday anniversary
Eighteen members and six guests Works power plant were shot out Thursday, was honored at a party
were present. Mrs. William Ken- during the weekend and in several Thursday at Kollen Park given by
drick. vice president, was in charge Holland homes.
her mother. Mrs. Jerome Kapenga.
of the meeting. Mrs. Ernest FairHe said the city ordinance for- Assistingwas Sharon's aunt, Mrs.
banks conducted devotions.
Miss Sandra Jillson
bids ,the discharge of any firearm, Harold Hulsman.
Plans were made for a picnic includingair rifles, within the city
Games were played with prizes Mrs. Ralph Jillsonof 129 East
to be held at Tunnel Park July limits of Holland.
going to Elaine Timmer, Janice 19th SL, announces the engage20 at 1 p.m.
"Not tally is this a vioaltionof ,Tanden Brink, Janice Kraak, Di ment of her daughter, Sandra, to
A social hour followedand games the law but parents of the persons ane Van Til, Marlene Baker and * ataon Lundie, son of Mr. and
were played in charge of Mrs. responsibleare liable for damages Sally Vander Kboi. Refreshment*Mrs. Watson Lundie of 147 East
19th St.
Lena EaWejl. Prizes were won by up to S300," Van Hoff said.
were served.
Mrs. E. Boughton and Mrs. ThomWhen children are apprehended Others present were Marcia De
as Kane. Mrs. Kampen was assist- the rifles will be confiscated and Jonge, Beverly De Vries. Linda
speleologist is a scientist
ed by Mrs. John Bekken and Mrs. the parents handed a bill for the Huisingh, Henrietta Elzinga,Karen who engages in the study of
M. Serier.
caverns.
resultingdamages, Van Hoff said. Habers and Linda Kapenga.
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WOLVERINE BOYS1 STATE—

FIRST — Scotch-liting bicycles again

SAFETY

Eight voung men
from Holland will be among the 1,000 youths
attending the Wolverine Boys' State from June
21 to June 28 on the Michigan State University
campus at East Lansing. The youths, under
American Legion direction,operate the "Mythical 49th State" and handle all problems of
self government with their own elected officials. Al Van Lente, American Legion chairman,

shown applying the scotch-liteto the bicycle
of Katy Van Heuvelen, 221 West 13th St.
Fonger is also shown applying the tape to another bike. Five or six Jaycees were on hand to

is

proved to be a huge success last Tuesday when

Commerce members applied
the tape to about 100 bicycles.According to
John Fonger of the Jaycees, plans are to have
another session later. Howard Topp, chairman,
Junior Chamber of

accommodatethe

children.

the boys on what they can expect at
East Lansina this week. From H<ollond
I High are

Tom

Bos, Willard Connor, Tom Klaasen, Roger
Plagenhoef,Lester Kuyper, Lester Overway,
and Keith Van Hoff. John Baker represents
Holland Christian. Sponsors of the boys are
American Legion Posts 6 and 188, J u n i o r
Chamber of Commerce, Kiwanis, Exchange,
Rotary and Lions
(Sentinelphoto)

Clubs.

(Sentinelphoto)
red light, US-31 and M2-1,

Winners Revealed

traveling auditor and retired in
1938. He was a life member of

Grand Haven Lodge F and AM
and a past president of the Michigan Bell TelephoneP i o n e e
s

Building Permits

Club.

Sought by Nine

MRS. DACE

In Golf

Tourney

Besides the wife he is survived
by a sister,Mrs. Jane Godfrey,
A field of more than 30 contest- of St. Paul, Minn., , and several
ants competed for hojiors in Sat- nieces and nephews.
urday's sweepstakes tournament Funeral services will be held
at the American Legion Country from Van Zantwick Funeral Chapel
Club course.
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. with the
Winners include: Dell Koop, Rev. Wallace Robertson of Grand
who fired a gross 77, minus a 9 Haven Presbyterian Church officihandacip for 68 net; Wyn Vanden ating. Burial services will be in
Berg, a gross 76 with a 6 handi- the Hart Cemetery at Hart at :30
cap for a 70; Bob Houtman, a p.m. Wednesday, with Masonic
gross 74 with a four handicap for graveside services.
a 70 net; Verne Poest, a 77. gross
and 5 handicap for a total 71;
Lee Kleis a 74 gross and 3 handicap for a 71 net and Rich Lipchick,
92-21-71.

Ernie Phillips,

83-11

VH 4 came

Russ Hombak-

In next followed by

er with 786-72.
Kleis and Houtman tied for low
gross honors with 74's each.
Play was interruptedbriefly
around noon with short downpour
but the course remained in good
condition.

Registration and qualifying for
the Best-Ball tournament to be
held June 22-July 2 has been ex-

Here This

Dies

Heart Attack

of

GRAND

-

HAVEN

Week

dioApjJtal VlotsA

PairDetennined

As Psychopathic

Following the court'sdetermination, Daining suffered a heart
attack and Dr. Ralph Ten Have
of Ottawa county Health depart-

Cm

Ottawa County deputiessaid
both cars were heading east on
M-21 when Le Roy Hopkins, 28,
Grand Rapids, started to pass a
car operated by E. H. Austin. 66,

21.

Pekin, HI., just as the second car
made a right hand turn. No tickets were issued pending further

J

The United States has about 40
per cent of the world’s coal reserves.

TWO PLACES TO
ENJOY GOOD FOOD
at home and

Van. fiaalisLL

A

anful
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driver
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signs...

traffic
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PAUL AND KDHA VAN RAALTE
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFIC1

Booey with State Farm auto
inauranot. Camful driven
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lower iaeuranco
oo^endthemvinia

OOSKD SUNDAYS

Many Persons

Nan Sharon Davis, 344 Howard
Ave.; Klaas Van Dyken. 178 East
14th St.; Mrs. Grace Kuite, 100
West 20th St.; Nancy Eding, route
2, Hamilton;Mrs. Johan Bokhove,
241 West 19th St.; Edwin C.
Redder, 190 East 34th St.; Mrs.
John Van Njiil and baby, 372 West
18th St.; Keith Veldheer, route 2;

4.

Mrs. Roger Vander Velden, 172
West 20th St.; Carol Timmer,
Visit State
route
|
Admitted Sunday were mlliam
With the Lake Michigan water
Kiefer, 558 Lakewood; William
temperatures at the season's highest peak over the weekend,a total Dunn, 556 Washington; Henry
of 28,445 persons visited Holland Muller, 971 South Central; Mrs.
State Park Saturday and Sunday. John J. Van Huis, 115 West 16th
Sunday's total was 15,831 while St.; Luther Wright. 1746 West 32nd
12.614 visitedSaturday. A total of St.; Mrs. Esther Snow, 1113 South
Shore Dr.
8,057 entered the park Friday.
The figures were down slightly Discharged Sunday were Mrs.
from the season's high recorded Charles Bazuin. 815 Bertsch Dr;
Memorial Day, and park official Mrs. Elizabeth Whitmer, 338 Washbelieved that the threat of rain ington Blvd.; Mrs. Roger Knoll,
and the reported scattered showers 644 West 23rd St.; Mrs. Jerry
in various surrounding areas cut Heerspink, 67 West 17th St.; Mrs.
Jcmes Sewers, 310 Maple St.,
down the crowd somewhat.
The week's total attendance was Saugatuck.
Hospital births include a daugh73,963 which brought the season's
total mark to 358,948, about the ter, Sue Ellen, bom Saturday to
same as last year at this time. the Rev. and Mrs. John De
Camping permits were issued to Kruyter, 160 West 22nd St.; a son,
145 persons last week to bring the Timothy Alan, bom Saturday to
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Pluister
season's total to 341.
134 South Church St., Zeeland; a
daughter, Paula Sue, bom Satur'Missing’ Boy Found
day to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Van
Slooten,652,/4 WashingtonAve.
In Boat on Black River

Park

Parents of a seven-year-oldboy
had a scare early -Friday when
they found their son's bike on the
bank of Black River in back of
RiverviewPark but no sign of the
youngster.

A

daughter,

Kim Marie, bom

Trturdayto Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Kalmbaugh, route 1, West Olive;
a daughter, Darlene Joy, born
Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. George
Schaefer, 353 West 17th St.; a son,
Paul
Howard, bom today to Mr.
Police were immediately disand Mrs. Edwin Owen, route 1.
patched to the scene and plans
West Olive.
were made to begin dragging op-

erationsif necessary. After several
anxious minutes a boat was spot- Record Enrollment
ted in the swamp.
A record high in registrations
A short time later, after repeat
eJ calls, the )wat came into sight for Hope College Summer School
In the boat were three children was made Monday as 105 persons
two boys and one girl, including enrolled with registrar Dr. Jay
E. Folkert at the College. Gasses
the missing seven-year-oltf
begin on Tuesday. Courses with
Holland officers lectured the trio
the largestenrollments include Edon the dangers of going out in
boat without proper supervision ucation Sociology, 17; American
Novel, 17 and Recent History of
and without advising their parents.
the Far East, 16.
The mother, who turned in the
alarm, said she would also give
There may be as many as 100,her sod a "seat-warminglecture.
000 worker bees in a big hive.

Driver"-

Rubber Stomps

jw srm fam Apt

HOUR
177 Calla«« Ava.

Phone

•ad
Chester
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Quality - Saasontd

7S741

L Baumann, Agent

I. 3Jrti

St.

Scott-Lugers Lumber Co.

Phono 6-1294

AuthorizedRepresontotiveo

140

lira ave.

PHONE S4M

BEN'S
»

370

Rm*

RUNIR
STAMPS

Darwin Overway, of 200

Ind., red light, US-31 and M-21.
James R. Vanderllnd, Grand

Dow

PURE

WATER

IS

ESSENTIAL
G«l a Water Well
InatallatlonCertificate

ington, paid fine and costs of 529.30

on Well Data. Soil
condition*, Water

Analysis lor Purity,

Arrange that apeelal business appointment at The

Hardnoss. Iron
Content

Etc.

Bier Holder. Alreondltloned
with only nationally adver>
tleed beveragee. upon ter
your eonvenlenee from neon

ference.

land township. $9.30; Chester Door,
Moline, no red flag on loaded projectiontruck, M-21 In Georgetow.i
township, $9 30; Rufus Saylor, of
1746 West 32nd St., speeding 55
j in 40-mile zone, M-21 in Holland
! township, 59 30>
Wayne Green, Muskegon Heights,
red light, US-31 and M-21, Holland
township, $9.30; Vernon Dams, of
Mrs. Joseph W. Lang, director
109 West Central, Zeeland, speedat large, of the Holland Deanery
ing 75 in 55-mile zone, nighttime,
of the Grand Rapids Doicese of the
Ottawa Beach Rd , $24.30; Orin
National Council of Catholic Women, was hostess to the board of Flickema, Muskegon,improperleft
directors for its third quarterly turn, M-21 and US-31, Holland townmeeting Thursday morning at her ship, $9.30; Arend K. Brouwer,
right of way, 11th and M-21, Holhome on West 12th St.
In the absence of the board land township, 514.30; Thomas Efting, route 1, speeding 75 in 50-mile
president,Mrs. Robert Wyngarden
zone. M-21 in Holland township,

Zeeland, Mrs. Lang, who

board vice

WARM FRIEND

P.O.

BOX 212

TAVERN

ON

PHONE 6-6536

*

M-21

Scrappy tayi:

We

buy whaf

to make

$24.30.

Gerrit Huitsing,of 349 West 32nd
St., following too closely,M-21 in
papal honors issued to 13 diocesan
Georgetown township, $14.30;Kenofficials was read by the Secretary, Mrs. Edward Kirby of neth S. Finkbeiner, I^ansing, red
light. US-31 and M-21, Holland
Grand Haven.
Mrs. C. Richard Gordon of Hol- township, $9.30; Willie James Witteveen, 467 Lakewood, red light,
land, who is deanery chairman,
Lakewood and River, Holland townof the Mexivan Apostolate,reported to the group on the organiza- ship, 59.30; Gregorio Sosa Morales,
tion and progressof this com- of 171 Manley, speeding 40 in 25-

always buying

list of

of the mile zone. River Ave., $14.30;
area had been prepared and a Melvin Swartz, Grand Rapids, red
census was being taken of the light, US-31 and M-21. 59.30.
Roger Jacobs, Hamilton,speedMexican families.
Their needs as to housing, ing 55 in 45-truck zone. M-21 in
clothing, furniture,transportation,Georgetown township. $9.30; Neleducation and religious instructionson C. Mulder, of 342 Hayes, stop
are being sought by the various sign. Gordon and railroad tracks,
$7.30; Edward D. Koops, of 18 East
committees.
The next deanery meeting will be 12th St., red light, US-31 and M-21,
held at St. Patrick’s School in Holland township, $9 30; John W.
Grand Haven Sunday afternoon. Riemersma, of 45,-j East 18th St.,
June 24, at 2:30. Mrs. Kirby said speeding 60 in 35-mile zone, River
that the Rev. Joseph Murphy, in- Ave., Holland township, $24.30.
Glen Haan, of 233 Felch, red
structor at Grand Rapids Catholic
Central High School, will address light, River and Lakewood, Holthe group on the "The Transition land township, $9.30; Jennie Oakes,
of Children from Grade School of 90 West Seventh St., stop sign,
mittee. She said that

MFG. & SUPPLY CO.

nc

ir

inlands

— wrap.

is

president, conducted

the businessmeeting. A

midnight

until

HAMILTON

1

of

W. Cunningham,Grand

Scotti $10;
Dr., Holland, paid fine and costs

Chemical Co. whose topic, "The on a reckless driving charge. The
Price of Freedom," dealt mainly alleged offense occurred on US-31.
with functions in the lower courts.
Other fines were paid by Nellis
Judge vander Meulen. an alum- Mae Mulder, Coopersville, red
nu» of the University of Michigan, light. US-31 and M-21, Holland
class of 1903, was the oldest judge township. 59.30: Gerrit Zoet, route
in experience present at the con- 5, red light. M-21 and US-31, Hol-

SCRAP

& Metal

Louis Padnos Iron
120

materials

River Ave.

Co.

Holland,Midi.

WE SPECIALIZE IN

ALL

MAKES

maps

to High School."

Riley and US-31, $7.30; Donald

Mrs. Lang named Mrs. John Keith Culbertson,Auburn, Ind., *ed
Baron, Jr., of Saugatuck, Mrs. light, River and Douglas, $5; S.
Frank Drabcyzk of Grand Haven, Marvin Hannewyk, New Carlisle,
Mrs. Keith Hyde of Burnips and Ind., red light, US-31 and M-21,
Mrs. Daniel Conroy of Allegan as $5; Corry Bloemendal, of 261 East
a nominating committee to pre- 14th St., red flasher, US-31 and
sent a state of officers at the M-21, Holland township, $7.30.
Eugene W. Lange, Muskegon,red
next board meeting which will be
held at her home Thursday morn- light. US-31 and M-21, $9.30; James
F. White, route 1, expired opering, Sept. 6, at 10 a.m.
Board members attending the ator’s license and stop sign, Gormeeting in addition to Mrs. Lang don St. in Holland township, $9.30;
were Mrs. Kirby, Mrs. Herman Juan M. Ybarra, 4 River Ave., stop
Stoeffel,Byron Center, treasurer, sign, Lakewood Blvd, and railroad
Mr*. Hector H. Munro. Holland; tracks, Holland township, $7.30;

Automatic Transmission
Service

and Repair

ST.

FENDTS AUTO SERVICE
344

WEST 16TH

Everybody's happy when

GROVE Milk
knows

(>6660

MAPLE

is served. Junior

there's nothing like a cold

glass of milk
that

PHONE

ond

Mom

knows

MAPLE GROVE'S process of

keeping milk cold from the cow
to you

makes

it

the safest milk

possible.

MAPLE GROVE DAIRY
(and Soda Bar)

•71 MICHIGAN AVE.

PHONE 2937

Mrs. Frank Drabcyzk, Grand William F. Rindge, East Grand
Haven: Mrs. William Fine, Dorr; Rapids, speeding 60 in 50-mile
Mr*. Keith Hyde, Burnips; Mrs. zone, M-21 in Zeeland township,

John Baron, Jr., Saugatuck,
parish council presidents Mrs. C.
R1 -hard Gordon, Holland, Mrs.
Louis Kovacs, Grand Haven; Mrs.
Robert Kimball, Douglas , Mrs.

$9.30.

Gordon Gritter, Grand Rapids,
red light. US-31 and M-21, $9.30;
Gayton Gerald Bennett, Ludington,

Broken Foot

OUR REFRIGERATED CASE

speeding 55 in 45-mile truck zone,

Robert Boylan, Dorr, and Miss $9.30; David S. Armstrong, Bervsr
Florence Jacoby, Byron Center, Dl., speeding65 in 55 nighttime,
parish chairman of the Mexican $1$ LaDonna Joan Beyer, Cadilac
Apostolate,and Mrs. John J. improper right turn into other trafHudzik, Holland,publicity chair- fic lane, US-31 and M-21, HoUand

Suffers

SERVICE

two.

MunicipalJudge Cornelius vander Meulen of Holland attended a of 539.30 on a charge of Illegal
two-day session of municipaljud- possession of beer (minor). The
ges Friday and Saturday in Mid- alleged offense occurred May 30
m Holland township.
land, one of the periodic meetings
Vernon Dokter, of 11 East 28th
for municipaljudges in the state
to discuss problems and other St., paid fine and costs of J29.30
things of interest. Municipal Judge)0" a reckjess driving charge. The
Jacob Ponsteinof Grand Haven alleged offense occurredon Paw
Paw Dr. In Holland township.
also attended.
Among the speakers was Tyrone Russell James Shinsky, Jr., Lud-

fan.

Agent 1
PheM 7133

Robert

Rapids, atop sign, Lakewood Bvd.
and C and O tracks,$7.30; WUliam
Delbert Dlepenhorst. route 4, speed P. Wiebenga, Grand Rapids, speeding 45 in 35-mile zone, Beach Rd.,* ing 25 in 15-mie zone, HoUand state
Holland township, $9.30; Laverne park, $9.30.

E. Keith. Grawn, Mich., red light,
US-31 and M-21. $9.30; Donald R.
The National GaUery o* Art
Spaanstra, Grand Rapids, stop building in Washington coat
A large number of persons ap- sign, Lakewood Blvd. and C and about $15 miUion to build.
peared before Park Township Jus- O railroad, $7.30.
tice C.C. Wood the last week or
Maynard D. Schall, Mishawaka,

Conference in Midland

Gillespie, chief counsel of the

Rapids, speeding 45 in 35-milezone.
Beach Rd.. HoUand township, $9.30;

On Traffic Counts

Holland Judge Attends

* 24
Ben Van Unte,

h Wood’s Court

gave her a bon voyage gift, presented by Mary Kuna and D. J.
Oosterbaan. I.t. Post is coach of his base swimming team in
France, which recently won the championshipof France and is
now competingwith other teams in Germany.

Nine applications for building
permits totaling514.900 were filed
this week with Building Inspector
Laverne Seme in the city engineer’s office.Applications follow:
Admitted to Holland Hospital
4
Joe Israels, 275 West 30th St., Friday were William H. Sims, 281
new house. 28 by 42 feet, frame Columbia Ave.; Paula Wilson,
construction,58,500;self, contrac- Spring Lake; Mrs. Hattie Frundt,
tor.
172 West 19th St.; Chester Weener,
Bernard Van Lierop, 22 West 6 East 30th St.
19th St., install windows on porch,
DischargedFriday were Harry
5200; self, contractor.
Hooker, 74 East Eighth St.; Kent
Holland Cotton Products Co., Hopkins, 83^i West 19th St.; Irvin
455 Columbia Ave., tear out par- Diekema. 209 East Ninth St.; Mrs.
tition and install pent house, 5300; Ronald Wiersema, 143 Central
Martin Witteveen, contractor.
Ave.; Mrs. William Craycraft,340
GRAND HAVEN (Special) John James Hallan, -60 East 28th St., James St.; Mrs. Juan Wasquez,
remodel porch into family room, 459 West 23rd St.; Rodger Slag,
A. Wadsworth, 28, of 97 West 13th
St, and John Daining, 59, of 415 53,000; A.J. Cook Lumber Co., con- route 2; Paula Wilson, Spring
Lake.
West 16th St., both Holland, were tractor.
Ben Mast. 383 West 32nd St.,
Admitted Saturday were Mrs.
determinedby Judge Raymond L.
Smith Monday to be criminal erect breezeway and garage. 9 by Floyd Todd. 119 Cambridge Ave.;
16 feet and 22 by 16 feet, 5250 and Marvin C. Volkers, route 6; Mrs.
sexual psychopathic persons follow5750; self, contractor.
Edgar P. Hiler. 85 West Ninth St.;
ing a hearing without a jury and
committed to the state depart- Mary Dolnik, 82 East 13th St., Ranford Wenzel, 397 FourtH Ave.;
ment of health to be confined and apply asphalt siding on h o u s a, Keith Veldheer, route 2; Mrs.
5300; Scopic Fennville Roofing Co., Roger Vander Velden, 172 West
treated in an appropriate state incontractor.
20th St.; Coral Timmer, route 4.
stitution under the jurisdictionof
Walter Bolles, 316 West 28th St.,
DischargedSaturday were Mrs.
either the state department of menextend porch, 5300; self, contrac- Leonard Ver Schure and baby. 234
ta health or the state department
t~r.
West 21st St.; Mrs. John Otting,
of corrections until he shall have
Henry Ten Hoor. 132 East 31st 155 East Fifth St.; Mrs. Foster
fully recoveredor shall be otherSt., new garage 14 by 22 feet, Bouwman, 172 East 40th St.; Mrs.
wise discharged in a proper legal
5800; Five Star Lumber Co., con- Charles Steward, 30 West 27th St.;
proceeding.

(Special)
ment attended him. He was reFrancis Edward Dennis, 82, West
moved to Municipal Hospital.It Is
Spring Lake Rd., died unexpectedly Monday at his home' of a reported he suffered a coronary
heart attack about seven years
heart attack. He was bom Dec. 6,
ago.
1873 in Grand Haven and returned
F. Edward Burdick, 30, 123 Julia
to this vicinity from Grand Rapids
St., Allegan, who was scheduled
28 years ago. He was married
Feb. 15, 1913 to Stella Stienhoff. to be heard today, was unable to
He had been in ill health for the be located by officials.
past year. He worked as an auditor for Goodrich Steamship Line, Two
Damaged
the Graham and Morton Steamship
Two cars received minor damage
line and was last employed by
Friday when they collided at the
Michigan Bell Telephone Co. as intersectionof US-31 and M-

Can /on Qualify?

director of

Lt. Post, stationedthere- with the Air Force. Pupils of the school

tended through Wednesday, June
20, the tournamentcommittee announced today.
Registration will be handled by
George Slikkers,club pro, in the
pro shop. Teams will be drawn by
flights and members and nonmembers are invited to enter.
Ladies Day will be held Tuesday
with Virginia Vander Kuy in
tractor.
The three psychiatristswho had
charge of the events.
Melvin Vandq Water, 248 East
previously
examined
the
above
subThe Tuesday Ladies Day has
22th St., buildingairing deck, 5500;
proved extremely popular and be- jects and who gave testimony at Fred Jacobs, contractor.
tween 40 and 60 women have par- the hearings this morning were
Drs. G. J. Stuart, Johrt Kingma
ticipatedweekly.
and Leonard Rosenzweig,all of
Grand Rapids.

Francii Edward Dennis

Many Pay Fines

the Holland School of the Phil
Osterhouse Dance Studio,was honored last week at the ninth
annual Studio Presentation at Civic Center. Mrs. Post, the former
Arlene Berry, will be leavingsoon for France to join her husband,

r’

POST,

HoUand

township. 57.30; William Smith
Wiaon, Jr., of 3121 Brqok Place,
Gary, Ind:, speeding 75 at inters
section of M2-1 and US-31, $10;

Guarantees Freshness!
Whipped Cream Puffs

townahip, $14.30.
Gerrit J. Buth, CoopersviUe, expired operator’s license and atop
sign, BeeUne Rd. and US-31, Holland township, $9.30 and $7.30;
Nichols Monsma, of 701 Giddings,
Grand Rapids, speeding. M-21.
$9.30; Gerald A. Prince, of '’.'9
West 26th St., red ight, old US-31

Ottawa County received a report of an accident that occurred
May 28 when a motorcycle driven
by Lloyd Haskin Jr., 25, of 1798
South Shore Dr. struck a tree on
South Shore Dr. three-quarters and Lakewood, $9.30; Pedro Ybarof a mile west of GraafschapRd. ra, of 353 West ItTh St., improper
Haskin was treated atr Holland left turn, US-31 and M-21, $14.30.
Hospital for a broken right foot
Edwin H. Hof In an, Greshman,

- Eclairs

Cream Pies

CAKES and FILLED ROLLS

DU MONO BAKE SHOP
384

CENTRAL

AVE.

PHONE 2677

•
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Rites Performed at Third

Church

II, 1954

Couple

Wed

in

Zeeland Church

Wheat Farmers

ipi
Still

Eligible

ForPapents
The Montello Park Tandas had
a birthday party and a going
away t>arty combined.The party
was for Aduanne Santera, Sandy
Santora and Rosemary Harrington. The group played games and

' by Richard Machiele,
County AgriculturalAgent
Wheat growers in Michigan can

become eligiblefor acreage
reserve payments under the new
soil bank law. But they will need
to act fast as the deadline date
is June 30. By this time they must
have reduced their wheat acres
below their acreage allotment.
still

had refreshments. They had cake,
ice cream, and Kool-aid. All the
girls were present, but not the
leader, Mrs. Stillwell.On June 14,
the group had a birthday party
at the home of Melanie Boynton.
It was for Gayle Janson and Melanie Boynton. They had refreshments and got their presents. Re-

In addition, those farming in
commercialcorn counties,must be
within their base acreage of corn.
This is virtuallya new allotment,
about 18 per cent above the 1956
Randall C. Bosch
(fern allotment.
Here are the three ways they
can become eligible: 1. By certifying that they underplanted their
wheat allotment last fall because
of adverse weather conditions.2.
By reduction below the allotment
because the wheat was destroyed
by natural causes. 3. By plowing,
clipping,or otherwise eliminating Randall C. Bosch was re-elected
from harvest acres now within the president of the Board of Public
wheat allotment.
Works and Adrian Klaasen was
In return for not grazing or harre-electedvice president at a regvesting a crop this year from the
designatedacreage reserve and ular meeting of the board Monday.

nmm

mnipv

ported by Melanie Boynton, scribe.

The Tami Camp Fire group entertained the ButterflyBlue Bin
group on a picnic at KpUen Park,
The girls played games and then
had a picnic supper. Gloria Min-

Board of Public Works

Officers

nema and Dianne Wightman treated. The next meeting was held
at the feome of their leader, Mrs.
Kobes. At a short business meeting the girls discussed the Council Fire and made plans for a picnic breakfast. They then worked

Are Reelected

for controlling noxious weeds on
Other members of the board are
these acres, the farmer would re- Henry S. Maentz, Donald J. Vink
ceive a payment based on a de- and William P. De Long. The lattermined yield multipliedby 60 ter succeeds James H. Klomparens
per cent of the county loan rate who resigned recently because he
for wheat. The average payment had moved outside the city.
for the US is 51.20 a bushel for
For the first time tod^ the new
wheat which would be multiplied wells at 25th St. and Van Raalte
by the determinedyield to arrive were in operation, producing600
at the total payment.
gallons a minute. The installation
The yield that applies depends involved a series of Griffin wells
on which of the above three similar to thosd at 28th and Wash-

Open House Set

on their Father’s Day gifts. Helen

Rose and Carol Jacobusse treated. The following Saturday morning the girls went to the home of
Gloria Minnema where they had
ZEELAND (Special)
Wood- a picnic breakfast.Each girl cookHaven, a home for the chronically ed her own breakfast. Reported

At

Wood-Haven

;

—

Dickmon
In double ring wedding rites Bloemendaal and Joh.i Bloemenby Beverly Hill, scribe.
The ButterflyBlue Birds of Van Friday, June 8, at Second Re- daal. brothers of the bride, were
Raalte School held their final meet- formed Church of Zeeland. Miss ushers. Mr. and Mrs. John Van
Dam completedthe wedding party
ing of the school year on Monday, Barbara Bloemendaal,daughter of
June 4, at the home of their leader, Dr. and Mrs. D. C. Bloemendaal. as master and mistress of cereMrs. Chester Hill. The gii^s made 351 West Main St., Zeeland, be- monies.
a month ago when the hospital invitations for the grand council came the bride of Lawrence F. For her daughter's wedding.
Dickman. The groom is the son Mrs. Bloemendaal selected a twomethods were used to become ington which have been in opera- moved into its modem new build- fire which was held at the C^vic
of Mr. and Mrs. Hilmer C. Dick- piece dress of French blue pure
ing
known
as
Zeeland
Community
Center.
After
the
work
session,
a
eligible. If underplantedlast fall Uon many years.
silk with matching accessories.
treat was enjoyed. For the last man of Zeeland.
Hospital.
(method No. 1) each acre will
The new source Is an addition
Altar bouquets of white gladioli, Mrs. Dickman wore a beige enIt
was
purchased
by
two
nurses,
meeting
of
the
month
of
May,
the
earn a flat rate of 54.00. For
to current supplies which are Mrs. Angie Van Hoven and Miss group was taken on a hike to asters and stock, Oregon fern and semble with white accessories.
natural destructionor for disposal
short this summer, requiring re- Florence Vande Woude, who will Kollen Park by a Camp Fire seven-branch candelabra formed a They had rose corsages.
(methods No. 2 and 3) the normal
strictions.The general supply is operate the home along with a g- up. Reported by Elaine Folk- setting for the ceremony, read at
Assistingat the reception for 160
yield for the farm or the appraislower than that of last year.
7:30 p.m. by the Rev. Harold guests in the church were Mr. and
staff. The converted mansion will ert, scribe.
ed yield for the wheat growing
Englund. Mrs. Paul Van Dort was Mrs. Daniel Lirones, brother-in-law
Guy E. Bell, superintendent of house 22 residents, ambulatory and
on the acreage reserve, whichsoloist and Miss A. Van Koevermg and sister of the groom, who
the Board of Public works, esti- otherwise.
ever
is
loss,
will
be
used:
in
no
Kenneth
Ellis
Myers
Mrs.
Min Shirley
served at the punch bowl, and Mr.
was organist.
mated
that
the
very
top
production
A
home
of
this
type
will
relieve
(Joel s photo) case will the payment be less than
The
bride
chose
a
floor-length and Mrs. Gerard Vanden Bosch
this
year
would
be
6,000,000
gal- beds in hospitalsand will help fill Honored at Shower
Miss Nancy Lee Lindgren, by the maid of honor. The brides- 56 per acre.
gown of net and lace. The long who arranged the gifts.
maids wore gowns of light aqua.
Wheat growers are not required lons a day. He said peak demand a long-feltneed for facilities of
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
The newlyweds are now at home
bodice was designed with a square
without
restrictions
on
a
hot
day
this
type.
There
is
one
other
conMiss
Shirley
Goorman,
who
will
'Diey carried painted daisies in, to participatein the soil bank to
N. Lindgren, 750 Columbia Ave., white baskets.
be married in July to Robert neckline and short sleeves' of rose after a honeymoon trip through the
qualify for the support price, but would be about 74 million, there- vrlescent home in Zeeland.
The new home plans to keep Arendsen,was feted at a grocery point lace finished with tucks of Eastern states. For going away,
and Kenneth Ellis Myers, son of
For the wedding, the bride’s wheat growers must be within by necessitatingrestrictions.
mother wore a blue silk sheath their acreage allotment to qualify Sprinkling is restrictedto even patients as ambulatoryas possible shower Friday evening. The party net. Ihsets of lace enhanced the the bride wore a two-piece coral
Mr. and Mrs. Orlow Myers,
numbered houses on Mondays, and will put considerable empha- was given by Mrs. Gerrit Goorman bouffant skirt. Completingher en- linen dress with white accessories.
North Mason, Battle Creek, were dress with white and yellow rose for either.
Farmers may put into the acre- Wednesday and Fridays and to odd sis on rehabilitation.Mrs. Van and Miss Arlene Goorman at 122 semble were net mitts and a lace The bride, a graduate of Zeeland
married in a double ring ceremo- corsage. The groom’s mother was
cap which held her illusionveil. High School, studied for two years
attired
in
a
blue
lace
dress
with
age
reserve a maximum of half numbered houses on Tuesdays, Hoven and Miss Vander Woude West Central Ave., Zeeland.
ny June 9 in .Third Reformed
She carried a prayer book with at Lake Forest College in Illinois
will
not
live
on
the
premises.
Games
were
played
and
dupliThursdays
and
Saturdays.
All
Church. The Rev. Christian Wal- white accessories.She wore a pink of the allotmentor 50 acres, whichand 24 years at Wesley Memorial
The m a n s i o n on Central Ave. cate prizes were awarded to Mrs. amazon lilies and stephanotis.
rose corsage.
ever is larger. They cannot, how- sprinkling must cease in case of
voord read the marriage rites.
Hospital, Chicago. She received
Miss
Elizabeth
Bloemendaal.
was
built
in
1913
by
Baron
Daniel
Jay
Vanden
Berg
and
Mrs.
Bill
fire
alarms.
A
reception
for
110
guests
was
ever, put in more than the enWedding attendants were Mias
sister of tlje bride, as maid of her bachelor of science degree in
Dorothy Stacy of Tiffin, Ohio, as held in the church parlors. Miss ure allotment.
Meanwhile,work is progressing von Sytzama. In 1926 the Huizenga K o r s t a n j e. Gifts were placed
nursing at Northwestern Univermaid of honor; Miss Jennie Lee Sunny Bouwman was in acharge As a minimum they must put in on the new water supply systemj family purchased the property and around a pink and white decorat- honor, and Mrs. W. Bloemendaal,
sity at Evanston this week. She
h$r
sister-in-law,
as
bridesmaid,
ed
umbrella.
Refreshments
were
presented
it
to
Zeeland
for
a
hospiGibson of Arlington, Va., Miss of the gift room.
at least 10 per cent of the allot- involving a pipelineto Lake Michserved.
wore ballerina-length
gowns of or- plans to continue her work at
Margaret Wiersraa of Muskegon, Following a northern wedding ment or five acres, whichever is igan and the chances are that the tal.
Invited were the Mesdames child crystalette fashioned with Zeeland Hospital for the summer^
roommates of the bride at the Uni- trip the couple are residing in Ann larger. If the allotment is less than new system will be in operation
Henry Poppen, Nick Beyer, Gordon scoop necklines and long fitted months.
versity of Michigan,bridesmaids; Arbor where the groom is com- five acres they must put the en- by Nov. 1, a month or two ahead 18 Speeders Arrested
The groom, a graduate of Ze
Vanden Heuvel, Jay Vanden bodices which featured pleated inRobert Wood, Ann Arbor, best pleting work for his B S.. degree tire amount in the reserve.
of earlier schedules.
Ottawa County deputies continu- Berg, Leon Beyer, Manley Beyer, sets. They wore matching head- land High and Central Michiga
man; George Trowbridge of Bat- in business administration at the
Farmers should seek informaAll steel has been delivered for ed, their drive on speeders TuesMike De Jonge. Cal Jansen. Gerrit bands and carried bouquets of College, served with the armed
tle Creek, John Myers of Battle University of Michigan. He has re- tion from their county ASC office buildings at the Tunnel park site.
day when they set up the speq/i J. Goorman, Cecil Van Slooten, daisies.Mary Bloemendaal.sister forces in Korea for two years. He
Creek, the groom's brother, and ceived a scholarship to study for if they are interestedin becoming One more lift is being added to watch on the Borculo Rd. east of
Terry Lindgren, brother of the his master's degree. The bride, a eligiblefor acreage reserve pay- the low service pumping station Zeeland and issued 18 tickets with- Bert Arendsen, Miss Dawn Poppen of the bride, as junior britjesmaid, taught at White Cloud last year
and Miss Evelyn Beyer, all of wore a similar ensemble in aqu\. and plans to enter the University
graduate o f Tiffin, Ohio, High ments for wheat. They should not which now is beginning to take
bride, as ushers.
in three hours. The speed watch Holland.
Attending the groom as best man of Michigan in the fall to study
Decorationsincluded a back- School, will be a junior at the plow under or dispose of crops for shape above the ground level.
will be in operation all week on
Also Mesdames Chris Vanden was William Bloemendaal.Dirk for his master's degree.
ground of ferns, bouquets of white University of Michigan in the fall. this purpose until after they conThe new pipeline is set up for various county roads.
Heuvel. Donald Vanden Heuvel,
mums and flocks. Mrs. Roger At present she is teaching swim- tact the ASC office and make producing
14,000,000 gallons, a day,
Gordon Goorman. Willard De
Rietberg sang “O Perfect Love” ming at a camp at Ann Arbor. necessary arrangements. This
William Penn lived in the first Vries, William Goorman, John
but can be increased considerably
Tent Crusade Meetings
and "The Lord’s Prayer." Mr. The bride's traveling outfit in- must be accomplishedbefore June
above that figure.
brick house in America.
Goorman, Andrew B o e r i g t e r,
cluded a brown and beige linen 30.
Rietberg was organist.
Attract Many from Here
Edward Van Rhee, Gerald Beyer,
The bride chose a ballerina - suit with white gloves and a white
The Gospel Tent Crusade for
Fred Goorman, and Allyn Goorlength gown of nylon lace over rose corsage.
1956 opened Monday night with a
man, all of Zeeland: Mesdames
taffetain princess style, trimmed
The bride was honored at a garlarge audience in attendance. GilBill Korstanje, Raleigh Bakker,
with nylon tulle. A sequin tiara den coffee party last Friday mornbert Van Wynen, local Youth for
John Bakker, Ray Anderson, Edheld her fingertip veil of bridal il- ing in the form of a grocery showChrist director, opened in prayer
ward Whittum, all of Muskegon,
lusion and she carried white roses, er. The affair was held on tha
and special music was provided by
Mrs.
Donald
De
Witt
of
Saugatuck
lawn at the home of Mrs. Tom
lilacs and stephonotis.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Brink and Mrs.
and Mrs. Donald R o e 1 o f s of
A deep aqua crystalettegown, Lievense. Hostesses were Mrs. Nine
Wes
Auger.
Drenthe.
styled like the bride's,was worn Lievense and Mrs. Richard Speet.
Evangelist Wes Auger spoke on
Holland Hitch defeated Elzinga*
the theme "The Revival That We
Volkers. 7-3 in the A League openTwo Persons Fined for
Need.” Services, held in the large
er of American legion Baseball
tent pitched one mile west of ZeeBeer in Possession
Tuesday night at Riverview Park.
land along highway 21. will conThis league is composed of boys
Daily Vacabon Bible School is
tinue each night except Saturday,
GRAND HAVEN (Special) 15 to 18 years of age and is now
being held here from June 11 to 22
Two persons paid fines on chargthrough July 8. The week-nljrtit
in its fifth year of organization.
at both local churches. About 230
Sheriffs
es involving beer in Grand Haven
meetings begin at 7:45 and the
Five runs in the sixth inning by
Monday. Herman Fredricks,18,
Sunday services are conductedat
children are enrolled.
the Hitch nine erased an earlier
Muskegon, paid 550 fine and 54-30
3 in the afternoon and 9 at night
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - Mr. and Mrs. Arthur De Kock 3-2 Elzinga-Volkerslead. Highlightcosts in Justice F.J. Workman's
to avoid conflictwith the time of
ing
the
sixth
inning
rally
was
a
are
injoying
a
trip
to
several
of
There will be only one race in
court on a charge of possession of
regular church services.
triple by Tern.’ Otting and singles
Ottawa county in the August the southernstates, stopping at
beer in a motor vehicle.He was
Every convenience has been proby Bill Tornovish, Joe Howard and
various places of interest.
primaries, it was determined toarrested by sheriff'sofficers in
vided for the comfort of the crowds
Diepenhorst.
Miss Marjorie Renkema is makGrand Haven township June 16.
that attend. The grounds are
day.
Tom Aye was the winning pitching her home with the H. Beek
David Marsman, 17. Grand Rapids,
sprayed to kill insects, a well has
er a nd De Jonge was charged
Just before the 4 p.m. deadline family for some time.
Miss Hennie Lubben
paid 525 fine and 55.10 costs in
been sunk, rest room has been
with the loss.
Tuesday. Clayton W. Forry, former
Mr. and Mrs. H. Klunder and Aye allowed the losers just one
Municipal
Court
on
a
charge
of >^r. and Mr* William Lubben of provided and there is ample parkHolland deputy, filed his petitions
children of Hudsonville visited hit, a single in the third, but
possession of beer in the state route 4, Holland, announce the en- ing space for more than 100 cars.
as candidate for sheriff on the
with Mr. and Mrs. H. Van Klom- Elzinga picked up the other basepark. He was arrested Friday.
Republicanticket in the county
gagement of their daughter, Henpenberg Sunday afternoon.
Jacoba Applett of Spring Lake
runners and runs through walks
clerk’soffice in the court house.
Local relatives attended the wed- and an error.
paid 510 fine and 54.30 costs in nie, to Ronald Driesenga, son of Results of Cub Scout
Forry had sought the nomination
ding of their niece. Miss Red a
Municipal Court on a charge of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Driesenga, Softball Loop Listed
Howard led the winners with
in the 1954 primaries.
Rynbrandtand John Santinga. held three hits.
allowingan unlicensedminor to route 1, Zeeland.
William M. Boeve of H o 1 a n d last Tuesday at the Maplewood ReSeven league games were playdrive a motor vehicle. She was
and Verne C. Dagen of Spring formed church in Holland. #
ed in Cub Scout -softball action at
arrested by state police in Grand
Lake had been prepared to file
various diamonds throughout the
Marriage Licenses
The Sunday School Picnic of both Women’s Golf Winners
Haven townshipMonday.
for the Republicannominationin local churches was held at Spring
area Monday night.
Ottawa County
Donald
Ulrich.
23,
Muskegon,
the sheriff's race but withdrew Grove last Wednesday. Dr. M. E. Announced at Legion
Camilo Beltran, 27, and Re’becca Results include: Van Raalte 17,
paid 535 fine and 55.10 costs on a
just before the deadline. All three 0sterhavenof Holland spoke and
reckless driving charge. He was Teljeda, 29, both of Holland; Dean Washington,9; Jefferson 17, LinTuesday winners in the Women’s
were in the 1954 race in which the showed slides of his trip to Europe.
arrested by city police Sunday on B. Weaver, 27. route 9. Blooming- coln, 15; Hamilton 11, St. Francis,
Golf Association of the American
incumbent, Jerry Vanderbeek,was
Washington St. in Grand Haven. ton, Ind., and Bonnie Edwards, 28, 3; Longeffow27, Zeeland 13: Lake
Legion Golf Club were Mrs. Henry
re-elected.
Holland; Donald S. Moon, 28, and view 16, Maplewood 6; Waukazoo
Smith and Mrs. Marvin Smallegan
Forry will oppose Vanderbeek
There may be as many as 100,- Diane Crowder, 21, both of Spring 34, Lakewood, 1 and Beechwood
eyeing national tournament
in the first flight for blind parttor the nomination. It will be the
24, Montello 13.
|
000 worker bees in a big hive.
,
only county race on either ticket.
Eugene Talsma, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Norrie Bennett and Mrs.
The only other opposition offered Mrs. Gerrit Talsma. and Miss ElRuth Bouma took second flight
is on the state ticket in which sie Meyers of Grand Rapids were
honors. Mrs. John Yff won low’
Donald S. Leonard and Albert E. united in marriage in Ann Arbor
putt honors and Mrs. William Nics
Cobo, both of Detroit, are seeking on Saturday, June 2.
won low gross.
the Republican nomination for govMiss Berdine Goodyke has reA total of 54 women participated
ernor.
turned home from the Muskegon
in the Juesday tourney and qualii” and aged in Zeeland, will have
open house Thursday afternoon
aid evening.
The new convalescent home occupies the formed HuizingaMemorial Hospital which was vacated

.

Gooman

,

Engaged

Holland Hitch

•

Wins Opener

Jamestown

Forry Enters

|

Race

l

1

Borculo

Lake.

ners.

Grandstanding...

sanatarium.

fied for match play tournament
By Randy Vande Water
balance some small fry on skis
with the first match to be played
for the first time or show a saggywere united in marriage on ThursThursday.There will be four From motor boat to mortar
board on the tailend of a towrope tummied old-timer how to take1
day evening in Hudsonville.Mrs. flights in the tournament.
Smitty’s in B Baseball
Diemer is the former Jeanette A Mr. and Mrs. golf outing is is the course Laurie Ann Hohl, off properly,she will be using]
Wire Products trounced Smitty's Machiela.
20-year-oldMichigan State Univer- every available minute to get set
planned for Friday night with Mr.
Beverage, 18-1 in B League AmerMembership papers of Mr. and and Mrs. Vernon Klomparens and sity sophomore has eut for herself. for the nationals.
Poured prettilyinto a bathing
ican Legion baseball
Mrs. Peter Van Hout and three Dr. and Mrs. James Cook as chair- A water skier practicallyas soon
night at 19th St Field.
as she could walk and a national suit and with a perpetualgrin,
baptized children have been remen.
This was the second straight ceived from the Second Church of
junior champion at 16, Laurie is Laurie says "that a victory in the
game which ended in a lopsided Kalamazoo.
making the art of skimming across nationals would really help.”
Personalappearancesand exhi-|
score. R.E. Barber walloped Bouwwater on a couple of wood planks
VacationBible School began in Information Folder
man’s Feed, 24-2 in the opener the local church Monday mornpay for her college education. bitions -would help her pick up|
Monday.
ing under the direction of Miss Sent to Taxpayers
For the past three summers, quite a few sheckles to continue
The winners scored eight runs Harriet Bussies.
Laurie has been a member of the her course in speech, radio and TV
City Council in the interest of the
In the first, six in the second and
Nursery attendentsfor next taxpayers decided to send an in- Tommy Bartlettwater show, tour- at MSU.
ing the Midwest during two-months Last week, Laurie was on hand
four in the third before the game Sunday are Mrs. E. Nienhuis, and
formation folder with the summer
was called.
stints and giving exhibitionsat the to put on an exhibitionin the openMrs. Jerry For.
property tax bill for 1956.
The lone Smitty’s run came in Mr. and Mrs, Gerald Haveman This folder includes information famed Wisconsin Dells the last ing of Metropolitan Beach in]
Detroit.
the third.
announce the birth of a son, KeW on the dollar percentageallotted year.
And during the Christmasvaca-|
A triple by Rog Mulder was the vin Dale, on June 6.
But this year she's decided on
for city and educational services
junior, she]
big blow of the game for the wina “summer school grind” and is lion while an
Mr. and Mrs. Adrain Geurink that keeps the city up-to-date.
put
on
exhibitionsand instructed
ners.
setting
up
a
classroom
at
Lake
announce the birth of a son, RanSuch move is the first of its
at one of the big hotels in Nassau
F. Vlsser was the winning pitch- dall Jay. on June 7.
kind to keep taxpayers always in- Macatawa for instructionin water
in the Bahama Islands.
er and R. Kleinhekseltook the
The Golden Hour society plans formed on the amount of tax nec- skiingA busy little girl at Michigan
t
Laurie decided to do the instructthe summer outing with their hus- essary for different services inbands on Wednesday evening, at cluding edueation, public library, ing ’ithisyear so as to get set for State, Laurie is honorary Lt. Col.
The National Gallery of Art 8 p.m. Miss Adeline Sybesma will hospital,police protection,health, the -national championship water of one of the Spartan ROTC outbuilding in Washington cost show slides of Europe. The outing sanitation anfi welfare, admini- ski tournament at La Porte, Ind. fits and recentlywas a semi-final
And while she isn't helping to ist in the Mis* Lansing contest.
about $15 millionto build.
stration.
be on the church grounds.

Wire Products Trounces

Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Diemer

Tuesday

]

|

I

HHS

loss.

v

AID TORNADO VICTIMS -

The Rev. Jacob
Blaauw (left), director of Canadian work for the
Reformed Church with headquarters in Hamilton.
Ont, present checks and cash to the Rev. David

.

Ter Beest, (second from right), pastor the Standale Reformed Church that waa completely
destroyed during the April 3 tornado. The 32
Canadian immigrant congregations volunteered
the money after hearing of the disaster and it

was presented during the General Synod meeting
Reformed Church here Tuesday. Looking are:
Dr. R.J. Vanden Berg, executive secretary of the
Reformed Church board of domestic missions,
Dr. R. C. Oudersluys, chairman of the Canadian
Council for the Reformed Church and Dr. Louis
Benes, editor, of the Church Herald, Reformed
Church weekly publication,
(Penna-SasPhoto)

of
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Geerlings-Piper Vows Spoken

Hulst Takes

h

Softball

Wesseling-French Rites Read

2nd

Clnx Bunch

Loop;

Easy 12-3 Victory
ZEELAND

Hulst Brotherstook over undissoftballaction Tuesday night with

Moose

ter Co.

D

League

Southwestern Michigan
baseball at Zeeland Athletic Field.
The victory pushed the Chix record to 2-2 and left the Dutch with
a 2-3 record. South Haven leads the
league with a 3-2 mark and Fennville is tied with Zeeland with 2-2.
The Chix didn't wait long to
pounce on the visitors.Four big
runs crossed in the first and as It
turned out that was aU that was
needed.
The first Inning runs scored on
four hits and then the Chix added
two more runs in the second inning and one hit and two walks.

af-

had succeeded In knock-

ing off Bareman’s Service, 4-0 in
the opener at Van Tongeren Field.

The Hulst win pushed

their

mark

to 7-2, right behind the league lead-

ing Vets with an 8-1 record while
th»

PA

Bareman

loss left

them

in third

N<,

alone with a 6-3 marie.

The Guards pushed up

into

\,V„

a

tie for fourth with the victory
and now have a 4-5 mark to be
tied with Fords. The Moose are
alone iri sixth with a 3-7 record.

\

Two more runs came acrou

In the opener, Hulst pitcher A1
two-hitter at the
Moose.
One of the hits, a third inning
homer by Walt Hudzik, accounted
for the lone Moose run.
Stu Baker got the other Moose
safety, a single to left in the

and two

Holland scored its three runs in

th? final two

UAW

quins

her illusion veil. Her
pearl necklacewas a gift from bride wore a beige sheath dr?ss man hits.
the groom. She carried a bouquet with beige and brown accessories. The Guards went after Joe
Berens in the first inning and colof white roses and lily of the val- The newlyweds will live at the new
married student housing facilities lected four hits and three runs.
ley.
Miss Roberta Thompson of at Central Michigan College, Mt. Singles by Vem Boersen, Owen
Hall and Jay Berens plus a double
Flushing, Mich., as maid of honor Pleasant.
wore a gown of white embroidered The bride will resume her stud- by Harv Berens and a sacrifice
nylon ^pver nile green taffetawith ies at Central Michigan College, fly brought home the first inning

f

matching headpiece. Bridesmaids,
Miss Mario Davison of Midland
and Miss Darlene Geerlings,sister
of the groom, wore identical gowns
over mint green. All carried yellow rose buds with green foliage.
Miss Thompson and Miss David-

errors.

Another four - run outburst in
the fourth ended the Chix scoring. Three hits, two walks and
hit batsmen provided the ammuni
tlon for the rally.

sixth.

Hulst Brothers jumped on pitcher Matt Numikoski for four runs
in the first inning,on only one hit
and then added three more in the
Mrs. Howord J. Geerlings
(Jay Kay photo) second off Ed Stille.
The final run came in the third
Wedding vows were exchanged son are sorortity sisters of the
as Stille managed to scatter only
bride.
Saturday, June, 9, by Miss Nellie
Ronald Todd of Belding was best two hits in the last three frames.
Mae Piper, daughter of Mr. and man. Ushers were Edgar Geer- Errors, passed balls and wild
M-s. John D. Piper of Westland lings of Zeeland and William pitches brought in the four first
Ave., Dearborn, and Howard J. Piper of Dearborn, brothers of the inning runs. Bob Vork’s single was
Geerlings, son of Mr. and Mrs. couple, Jerry Thomas of Port the only hit of the inning.
Bosch’s double and singles by
Alvin R. Geerlings of 111 Lawrence Huron and Glen Schrotenboerof
Ron
Wetherbee and Vork aided in
Zeeland. Mr. Todd, Mr. Geerlings
St., Zeeland.
the three-run second along with
LittlefieldUnited Presbyterian and Mr. Thomas are fraternity
wild pitch and sacrificefly.
Church was the scene of the brothers of the groom.
Gord Gr^vengoed doubled in the
Followingthe ceremony, a dindouble ring rites, performed by
Dr. Samuel C. Weir. Decorations ner and dance was held at the third and scored on an error for
Hall of America in De- the final run.
included white stock on each side
Wetherbeeand Vork had two hits
of the altar. Mrs. Dale Edgerle troit. Music was provided by the
Dukes of Rhythm, including sev- each for the winners and Jud
provided music.
The bride, given in marriage by eral high school friends of the Gebben, Kearney Zoerhof, Lee
her father, wore a gown of im- bride. Assisting the caterer were Gebben, Grevengoed and Bosch
11 added one hit to the nine-hit
ported enbroidered nylon with un- three soroity sisters of the bride,
attack.
derskirts of net and satin. The Miss Margaret Beuker of Saginaw,
oval neckline was accented with Miss Lynn Oberliesen of Jackson
Harv Berens threw the night’s
seed pearls and rhinestones.The and Miss Morycloe Fox of Dearsecond two-hitter in nightcap in
short sleeves and waltz - length born.
The newlyweds are honeymoon- shutting out Bareman’s Service.
hemline were scalloped. A Juliet
cap of seed pearls, net and se- ing at Hubbard Lake in northern Ted Schreur’s double and Joe
Michigan. For going away, the Berens’ single were the only Bareheld

where she is a senior. The groom, runs.
Con Boeve scored the third ina June graduateof Central Michigan, will teach in Remus, Mich., ning run after being safe on an
error. Harv Berens drove him in
in the fall.
The groom’s parents entertained with his second double.
Besides the masterful pitching
at a rehearsal dinner at the Lampjob, Harv Berens scored in two
light Restaurant in Dearborn.
of the runs and made two hits.
Boersen also had two safeties and
Hall and Jay Berens had one hit.
Line scores:

in

the third on two hits, two walks

Bosch threw a

iw

(Special)—Zeeland’i

Chix hopped all over Holland’i
Flying Dutchmen here Tuesday
night and won a 12-3 decision in

puted second place in City League

S-l decision over the

Grab

Early to

Guardsmen Win

an

Zeeland Church Scene of Rites

Runs

innings.

Bob Van Dyke, whose

gram
slam homer was the highlighto
the Monday game against South
Haven, cracked another roundtripper, th**; one in the eighth with
one man on.
Holland scored Its other run in
the ninth on two singles and a
passed ball.
Lefty Jim Kaat, a slim portslder who compiled a three-year 172 prep record, set down the Dutch
with seven hits and struck out 16
Mr. and

Mrs.

Gerald A. Wesseling

The marriage of Miss Arlene
French, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Roscoe E. French, Sr., Wayland,
and Gerald A. Wesseling, son of
Mr. and Mrs. George Wesseling of
Burnips, was solemnized in the
Pilgrim Holiness Church at Burnips June

1,

at 8 p.m.

The Rev. A. C. Doehring performed the ceremony before an
altar banked with palms, baskets
of peonies and candlebra. Margie
Twining sang "I Love You Truly”
and "Because."
The bride, given in marriageby

her father, wore a white

suit,

batters, highest strikeout total of
(Smith photo) anyone in the league so far this
Purlin Wesseling, brother of the season.
groom acted as best man. Ushers Howie De Jonge, Chix second
were Tom and Larry Conner.
baseman, led the winners with two
For her daughter’s wedding, doubles and drove in four runs.
Mrs. French chose a grey nylon
Lefty VVestenbroekstarted for
dress with pink accessories.Mrs. Holland and worked four innings.
Wesseling wore a dress of tur- Ron Van Dyke came on and finishquoise crepe with white accessor- ed the game.
ies. Each wore a corsage of pink
It was Van Dyke’s first appearance as a pitcher in league play
carnations.
A receptionwas held in the Bur- and he turned in a commendable
nips CommunityHall, following job. Normally a catcher,Van Dyke
the wedding. Those assistingin did some spot assignment pitchthe rooms were Mrs. Freida Con- ing for Holland High during the
ner, Mrs. Clarence Deter, Miss past season.
Dave Schreur led Holland’i hitSaralee Fisher, and Nellis Sleekting with two safeties.
er.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Wesseling Zeeland plays at Fennville Friare school teachers,and will teach day night for its next league game

small white hat and an orchid corsage. She carried a white Bible.
Miss Jeanette French, sister of the
bride, acted as maid of honor. She at Wetmore and Burnips next and then visits Holland for a game
was dressed in a pink suit, with year. Followinga 10 day trip to Monday, June 25.
Line score:
matching hat and pink and white Niagara Falls, they will make
their home at Burnips.
R H
carnation corsage.
Holland ........... 00 000 021- 3 7
Zeeland ..... 422 400 00x-12 10

Speaker

Named

Ottawa Included

Plans Completed

For Conference
F

ww:

In

Traffic Study

For Conference

EAST LANSING - Seven southwestern counties will set the pace
for a series of traffic engineering
conferences to be held throughout
Michigan this summer by Michigan State University’s Highway
Traffic Safety Center.

Detailed plans for the annual

Mr. and Mrs. George H.

Peters

(de Vries photo)
Baskets of pink and white flow- broidered organdy styled similar
ers, candelabra and ferns decor- to the bride’s gown, and carried
colonialbouquet df pink carnaated North Street Christian Retions and lilies of the valley.She
formed Church the evening of June was the bride’l only attendant
6 for the double ring wedding of
Assistingthe groom as best man
iss Lila Michmershuizenand was George S. Peters. Ushers were
eorge H. Peters. The bride is Alvin de Kam and Peter Lubben.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ger- Mr. and Mrs. Louis Smit were
ald Michmershuizenof Zeeland and master and mistress of cerethe gretom is the son of Mr. and monies.
Mrs. Harry Peters of Chandler, The bride’s mother chose for the
Minn.
occasion a navy blue and white
The Rev. John Guichelaar per- dress with navy accessories.The
formed the ceremony. Ve r 1 y n groom's mother also wore a navy
Schultz was organist and Jerry blue ensemble. They had corsages
Zuldema sang "O Perfect Love,” of red roses and white carnations.

"God Gave Me You” and "The

At the reception following the
ceremony, Mrs. Ken Gunneman
Given in marriageby her father, and Miss Lillian Michmershuizen
the bride wore a gown of white arranged the gifts and Misses
embroideredorgandy with fitted Carolyn Van Loo and Eylene Lannbodice and very full skirt. Style inga served at the punch bowl
features were the tiny shirred For the wedding trip to Minnsleeves and rounded neckline.She esota, the bride wore a pink linen
wore an illusion veil and carried ensemble with white accessories.
a white Bible with white carnations
The groom is stationedwith the
and pink rosebuds with streamers U.S. Army at Fort Eustls, Va.
and lily of the valley.
The bride, until her marriage, was
Miss LaVonne Peters as maid employed at the Pine Rest Hospof honor wore a gown of pink em- ital.

Lord's Prayer.”

i

fall

missionary conferencewere outlined at a meeting of the executive committee of the Women’s
R H
MissionaryUnion, Classis of Hol- Local
Moose ..........001 000
2
land, Monday afternoon at the
Hulst ...........431 000 x - 8 9
home of Mrs. Paul Hinkamp, 64
At Girls State
Batteries: Numikoski,Stille (1)
Part in
The first area conferenceon West 14th St.
Mrs. L. W. Lamb of South Short
and Hudzik; Bosch and Vork.
The fall conference is scheduled
Traffic Engineeringproblems will
Dr., will open her home and garR H
Five Holland girls left Tuesbe held at the Pantlind Hotel, to be held Wednesday, Oct. 17, at
G. Vander Hooning, of Van's den to mernben of Holland Garden
day for Ann Arbor where they will Bareman’s ..... 000 000 0 — 0 2
Grand Rapids, June 27. The seven the C e nt r a 1 Park Reformed Food Department Stores, Holland, Club Thursday afternoon for a tea
Cj. D ..........301 000 x - 4 6
Church.
There
will
be
morning
and
counties include Muskegon, Ottabe among 330 girls from throughtook an active part in the 57th an- from 3 to 5 p.m.
Batteries : Joe Berens and
wa, Kent, Montcalm, Ionia, Alle- afternoon sessions beginning at 10 nual convention of the National
out Michigan attending annual Vanden Berg; H. Berens and Jay
Hostessesfor the day will be
a.m.
and
1:30
p.m.
gan and Barry.
Wolverine Girls’ State at the Uni- Berens.
A dessert luncheon was served Association of Retail Grocers at members of the club board with
Those invited to attend by the
the Shrine Auditorium in Los Mrs. William Schrier as chairversity of Michigancampus.
Highway Traffic Safety Center in- by the hostess, Mrs. Edith Angeles, Calif., June 10-14.
man.
clude city and county traffic en- Walvoordand Miss Angie Lam. DeLocal delegates are Mary Ellen
He was a member of an "Early The gardens of Mrs. L. G. Stallgineers, mayors and city manag- votions were conducted by Mrs.
Steketee, sponsored by the AmeriMrs.
ers, state district traffic engin- Gordon Van Putten who empha- Birds Session” given on Wednes- kamp and Mrs. J. H. Petter, both
can Legion Auxiliary;Jo Lee Hurleers, state police traffic and safe- sized the importance of taking time day, June 13, with a group of re- of South Shore Dr, also Vill be
but, sponsoredby Junior Welfare
ty officers and representatives for personal devotions and the tailersfrom various parts of the visited during the afternoon.Mrs.
League; Beth Wichers, sponsored
Frank Kleinheksel will provide orfrom newspapers,radio and TV study of the Word of God in this United States.
by Horizon Club, and Margo Mun- Dies at
covering the area.
busy life.
California’s Gov. Goodwin Knight gan music at the Lamb home.
ro and Joy Hietbrink,sponsored by
Mrs. Earle Wright, club treasurThe experiences of this first conMrs. Garrett Vander Borgh, pre- addressedthe opening session of
Woman’s Literary Club. All are Mrs. Mae Boersma, 56, wife of
ference will set the pattern for la- sident,was in charge of the busi- the convention on Sunday, June 10. er, will be present to accept dues
Holland High students except Miss John P. Boersma of 158 East 24th
Nate ScharfT
ter meetings on traffic engineering ness meeting. Reports were given There will be reports from top for the coming year.
Hietbrink,who attends Holland St., died early Tuesday at Holland
Richard A. Tjalma
The WesleyanMissionary Society problems which will cover the by officers and committee chair- men In all branches of the food
Christian High School.
Hospital after an extended illness.
state area by area.
men. Mrs. J. Prins was appointed industry to provide a complete up- Camp Fire Board Has
Mr. and Mrs. Andries Steketee She was bom in Holland May of Wesleyan MethodistChurch is
In outliningthe objectivesof the chairman of the nominatingcom- to-the-minutepicture of the comsponsoring a Prophetic Conference
31,
1900
to
the
late
Mr.
and
Mrs.
and Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wichin Holland Saturday and Sunday, conferences,Gordon H. Sheehe, mittee.
Luncheon at Cottage
Gets
Albert Koning. She was a member
the Center’s director,commented:
ers drove the girls to Ann Arbor.
Present at the executive meetJune 23 and 24.
Members of the Camp Fire
of Trinity Reformed Church, the
‘’Great interestis being shown in
Girls' State, national, program of
Board enjoyed a 1 p.m. luncheon
Speaker will be Nate Scharff, improvingstreet and highway fa- ing were the Mesdames Vander
Ladies Aid, Ladies Missionary SoBorgh, Maurice Vander Haar, Henthe American Legion Auxiliary,beMonday at the cottage of Mrs.
ciety and was a Sunday School Hebrew Christian businessman of cilities and in reducing traffic acAt
gan on the U of M campus today teacher for many years.
Nelson Bosman with Mrs. Lucien
Dayton, Ohio. Scharff has travel- cident and congestion losses. These ry Mouw, Dennis Roelofs, Harold
Raven, Mrs. Joe Lang and Mrs.
Dr. Richard A. Tjalma, former- and ends June 26. All those attend- Survivingbesides the husband ed extensively in this country as conferenceswill make possible Bussies, Dick Vander Meer, \braam Rynbrandt,Ben Lemmen, G.
Carroll Norlin as co-hostess.
ly of Holland, has taken a post ing are junior girls chosen on the are two sons, Max Boersma of well as in Mexico, South America give and take discussions of enran Putten, P. Hinkamp, George
Mrs. Joe Fabiano of the Comof professor of preventative medi- basis of leadership,character and Grand Rapids and Rodney Boers- and Israel in the Interest of Jewish gineering problems and the sharSchutmaat,James Wayer, E. Walmittee of Awards reported the
cine at the State Universityof service. Established in 1941, the ma of Holland; two grandchildren; evangelism. He is planning anoth- ing of solutionsfound in neighborvoord, J. Prins, A. De Young,
Girls’ State program’s primary obfollowing passed rank at the
Iowa in Iowa City, Iowa.
four sisters, Mrs. Jack (Alice) er trip to the Holy Land in August ing communities.’’
Ralph
Menning, D .Rietdyke and
jective is to stimulate girls to take
recent Council Fire: 161 Trail
Tjalma, who received his doctorHenagin of Holland; Mrs. Jack for the purpose of organizing anMiss Angie Lam.
Seekers, 116 Wood Gatherers, 41
ate in veterinarian medicine in a deep interest in the development (Grace) Luidens of Grand Rapids; other missionary project.
Western Riding Club
Firemakers and 49 Torch Bear1964 from Michigan State Univer- of home and community life and Mrs. Henry (Charlotte) Van Der
Scharff will speak at the Men’s
ers.
sity, will be working In the col- to encourage them to be better Hill of Holland and Mrs. Nicholas Breakfast at the Youth for Christ Has All-Day Trail Ride
Mrs. Edgar P. Hiler Diet
lege of medicine with particular citizens of tomorrow. Knowledge (Gerine)Prakken of Ann Arbor. Clubhouseat 6:30 a.m. Saturday,
Mrs. Raymond Smith, Horizon
emphasis on research concerning of national, state and local governchairman, reported that a meeting
Funeral services will be held when all men are invited to atTwenty - seven members and Following Long Illness
ment through actual practice is Thursday at 3 p.m. at Trinity Rerural health. The post will be
friends of the Holland Western
of the Horizon and Horizonette
,
Mrs. Ota Mae Hiler, 78, wife of
new section in the medical school. learned by forming towns, county formed Church with the Rev. John
Riding Club took part in an all-day
leaders and cabinet was held at
Saturdayevening at 7:45 at the
Edgar P. Hiler of 85 West Ninth
He expects that two-thirdsof his and state, with elecitons and legis- Hains officiating. Burial will be in
trail ride Saturday. The horsemen
the home of Mrs. Anthony BouwWesleyan
Church,
Scharff
will
St.
died
Monday
evening
at
Holtime will be taken up in research lative programs carried out by Pilgrim Home Cemetery. Relatives
met
at the home of Rose Marie
man and that most of the dates
speak and show pictures of his rewhile he will teach the other one- the girls themselves.
Brink and rode to Lake Michigan land Hospital followingan extendare asked to meet in the Ladies
for the coming year were schedcent trips to South America and
ed
illness.
for a swim.
third. His research will center
At the conclusionof Girls’ State, Lounge at 2:45 p.m.
uled.
Mexico. He will also speak at SunThey had dinner at Laketown . Born in 1877, to the late Mr. and
mostly around some of the well- two girls will be chosen from the
Committee reports were preday
services at the church at 11
Mrs.
David
H.
Clark
she
spent
Park. Mrs. Dean Miller prepared
known animal diseases such as ra state to attend "Girls Nation” in
sented to the group, which ada.m. and 3 p.m. The church is and served dinner. Competitive most of her life in Holland. She
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Schuiling
bies, Bang's disease and lepto- Washington, D. C., where they will
journed for the summer. Meetings
located at 17th St. and Pine Ave. sports were enjoyed with prizes was a member of Grace Episcosee the U. S. government in ac- Retajm to Holland
Gerdt Vander Hooning
spicosis.
will be resumed in September.
pal
Church
and
the
St
Elizabeth’s
going to Howard Knoll on Stormy
Tjalma has been worked for the tion.
plex and competitive food distribuGuild, the Rebekah Lodge and
and Leon Prins on Princess.
The Rev. and Mrs. George Honors Mrs. Damsgaard
U.S. Public Health service for the
tion field. A food industriesexhibiAt a meeting of the club last the Women’s Relief Corps.
Mr. and Mrs. Scholten
Schuiling have returned to Holland
past two years as a member of
tion on two levels of the Shrine
Surviving
besides
the
husband
week at the home of Roger De
the epidemicintelligence service.
after 13 years in the Detroit area Surprise Birthday Party
Exhibition Hall presented a mam- Feted on Anniversary
Free on Myrtle Ave., the group are one daughter, Mrs. Dan Jervis
and are making their home at 304
His work has been concentrated
Mrs. Clarence Damsgaard was discussed plans for a Western of Muskegon, one grandchild and moth display of food products and
with the Ohio Departmentof George Meyers is recuperating West 21st St. Rev. Schuiling has
modern store equipment.
Mr. and Mrs. John Scholtenwere
honored at a surprise birthday Horse Show, to be held in the three great grandchildren.
Health in the divisionof commun- at his home here after a serious served as pastor of Grace ReMore than 12,000 retail grocers honored at a family gathering at
Rineral
services will be held
abdominal
operation
in Holland formed Church in Allen Park since party Friday night at her home, near future.
icable diseases and he has con81 West 10th St. The party was
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick De Witt Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the Dyk- and their suppliers were in Los their home Tuesday evening. The
1943.
‘ ducted successful experimentson
given by her husband. Guests were Kathy and Skippy De Witt became stra Funeral Chapel with the Very Angeles for the 1956 NARGUS con- event was in honor of their 35th
A
number
from
here
attended
tRev.
Schukling
retired
from
his
the isolationof bat rabies.
members of the Grace Episcopal new members of the club.
Rev. William C. Warner officiat- vention and exhibition,considered wedding anniversarywhich they
He also taught preventativemed- graduation exercises of Coopers- post office positionat that time to
Church
choir
and
St.
Anne’s
Guild
ing. Burial will be in Pilgrim the food industry’s"Number One” Sunday, June 17.
ville High School Thursday eve- serve the church. In 1945 General
icine at Ohio State University.
event of the year.
A lawn supper was served and
and
their
husbands.
Home
Cemetery.
ning.
Marcia
Bennett
and
Betty
Synod granted a dispensation for
Tjalma. will be working under
Trio Fined in Beer
a lawn glider was presented to the
examinationinto the ministry of
Games were played and refreshthe famed Dr. Franklin Top, de- Konyndyke were in the class.
honored couple.
Wauhazoo Schoolmates
partment head, who at one time Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Snyder, the Reformed Church and his ex- ments served and a social evening Case in Grand Haven
Plan Big Bicycle Derby
Others attending were Mr. and
Sr.,
of
Spring
Lake,
were
Sunday
amination
was
held
before
the
reglived in Grand Rapids.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Mowed.
Mrs.
Harris Scholten. Bob, Pat,
Have
Wiener
Roast
For District Cab Scouts
Tjalma, 26, graduated from Hol- visitorsat the home of relatives ular committee of dassis. This
Those attending were the Rev. Norbert McKeiver, 20, Grand RaSue, Sally and Pam, Mr. and Mrs.
. “V
Michael
Mortensen
gave
a
here.
examination
was
accepted
with
land High school in 1948 and repids paid 350 fine and 34.30 costs
A bicycle derby, a new event wiener roast for his Waukazoo Nelson Koeman, Frances, Alan,
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing and commendation and the local man and Mrs. William C. Warner and
ceived his bachelor of science deon a charge of possession of beer for Holland Cub Scouts, will be School (classmates Thursday eve- Brian, Craig and Dennis, Mr. and
Sue,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lewie
Kadwell,
grandson,
Bobby
Lowing,
spent was ordained and installed as pasgree from Michigan State in 1952.
Mrs. William Ross and Ruth, Mrs. in a motor vehicle.His two com held Saturday at 9:30 a.m. June nfng at his home, 982 Ottawa Mrs. Marvin Van Tatenhove, MarHe Is married to the former Ruth Sunday at their cottage at Dia tor of Grace Church.
Beatrice
Kuite, Mrs. William Van panions, Leonard Jarmosco, 20. 23 at the Holland High athletic Beach Rd.
vje, Janice. Calvin, Carol, Keith
Grace Church was organized in
Mennenga of Holland and they mond Lake near White Cloud.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Ed Dekker of Hoi 1942 and for a time was seryed Ark, Miss Celeste Van Houten, and David J. Stephens, 19. both field at 22nd St. and Washington Mrs. Bina Nead and Mrs. Ellen and Elaine and Mr. and Mrs. Jay
have a three-year-oldson.
Chris pell assisted Mrs. Mortensen. Scholten, Mike, Rodney and David.
land spent Saturday here with her by the Rev. James Schut who al- William Dekker, Mr. and Mrs. Al- of Grand Rapids, charged with be- Ave.
All Chippewa District Cub Scouts
Those attendingwere Jimmie
mother, Mrs. H. J. Tuttle.
so served a new church in Inkster. bert Centolellaand Lina Mae. Mr. ing drunk and disorderly, each
are invited to participate in the and Ronnie Dryer, Carl Kam
Case ScheJaled
Mr. and Mrs. Orley Bennett of A new addition was built in 1945, and Mrs. Elmer Wissink, Mr. and paid 325 fine and 34.30 costs.
The trio was arrested by sheriff’s demonstration of bicycle skills and meraad, Roger Tanis, Mickey
East Lansing called on his parents more than doubling the space of Mrs. Elmer Rowder, Mr. and Mrs.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Skaggs, Johnny Witteveen, Roger
The first jury case in the June Thursday and attended the gradu- the original chapel On Nov. 15, Dale Van Oosterhout,Mr. and Mrs. officersJune 16 in Grand Haven games.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Ivan De Neff, assistant district and Leon De Witt, Robby and
1954, ground was broken for a new Kenneth Holder, Mr. and Mrs. township.
term of the Ottawa Circuit Court ation of his sister, Marcia.
The
arraignments
were
before
Kenneth
Van
Wleren,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
commissioner,
is
in
charge
of
the
Melinda
Fitzgerald,
Carolyn
UpElwood
McMillan
of
Spring
Lake
385,000
church
which
was
dedicathas been scheduled for July 11 and
12 when the conspiracy charge spent Monday afternoon with his ed Oct 9, 1955. The church today James McNitt, Mr. and Mrs. Gor- Justice FrederickJ. Workman of bicycle derby. Special emphasis, chik, Everett Chrispell,Gary
m.
against Kenneth Wright and James parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie represents aninvestmentof don Hamelink and Mr. and Mrs. Spring Lake late Monday after- according to De . Neff, will be Nead, Sandy Sherrel and Rickey
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on
bicycle
^safety.
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Couple

JUNE DRAFT GROUP— Six young men, including two from Holland, left from the Grand
Horen Armory June 12 for induction into the
forces. Left to right, kneeling, are

armed

Wed

in

Zeeland Church

Lawrence Munro, Marvin P. Fahling and Jerry
Wipperfurth. Standing are Roger Doolittle,
John E. Brower and Donald E. Neuman.
(Sentinelphoto)
Mr. and Mrs. John Visser
(de Vries photo)

rormer Local Resident

Holland Stadents

Indnded on List

)ies in Lynden,

Wash.

Word was received here late
Friday of the death of Ralph Van
Dyke, 66, of Lynden, Wash., which
occurredearlierin the day at his
home there. He had been hospitalized for a brief time and had just
returned home. He formerly lived
in New Groningen and left this
area 35 years ago for the west

Plans Completed
For Post

Merger

After August there will be only
one American Legion Post in Holland. Holland Memorial Post 188
and Post 6 recently made plans
for the merging of the two units
Doctors of Medicine
which will be consummated followcoast.
And Dental Surgery
ing the Department Conventionat
Surviving are the wife and three
Lansing, Aug. 2 to 5. The merger
children in Lynden; five brothers,
Included in Group
Henry of Holland. John of Somer- will make a total membership of
ANN ARBOR (Special)-Degrtes ville, N.J., and Gerrit, Peter and more than 400.
were conferred on 5,032 gradu Hieljteof Lynden, Wash.; a sister, The following were elected by
ates at the 112th commencementMrs. John Pelon of Holland, and the Willard G. Leenhouts Post 6
recently from nominations mad*'
at the University of Michigan Sat- a brother-in-law,Henry Sterken of
Zeeland, besides nieces and by the groups: Commander, Charurday.
les B. Clarke, Sr.; first vice comHolland graduates and the de- nephews.
mander, Bertal Slagh; second vice
g r e e s received are : Robert
commander, Clarence Hopkins; adP. Albers, 66 West 26th St., Docjutant,
Alden Stoner; finance offtor of Medicine;
J.

0( Michigan Grads

TWO HONOR

STUDENTS, John Kleinheksel
and Mary Ann Cumerford, lead the recessional
of the 7drd annual commencement of Holland
High School which was held Thursday night in
Civic Center. Immediately behind them are
Marcia Bouws and Charles Lemmen, and Gor-

Road Commission

don Hoeksema and Barbara Emmick, all of
whom participated in the program. The class
with its 287 graduateswas the largest in the
history of the school. Commencement speaker
was Dr. John H. Hollomon of General Electric.
(Penna-Sas photo)

Ottawa County Dutch Whipped
Real Estate

Rejects Bids

Transfers
Theodore Carlson & wf.

to

Miss Mary Bytwork, the bride’s
cousin, was maid of honor. She
wore orchid gown and carried a
bouquet of pink carnations. Clarence Visser, brother of the groom

was best man and seating the
guests were George Kalman and

John De Jonge.
tral Ave., Zeeland.
The Rev. A. Rozendalperformed For her daughter’s wedding Mrs.
the double ring ceremony before Kalman wore a peach lace dress.
an altar decorated with palms, Mrs. Visser wore an aqua dress.
candelabra and two large bou- Both mothers had rose corsages.
quets of white flowers and orchid Mrs. Clarence Visser and Mrs.
Harry Visser served at the punch
gladioli.

1

played bowl and Mr. and Mrs. Harley
the organ and accompanied Gerrit Berens were in charge of the gift
Huizenga who sang "I Love You room.
reception was held in the
Truly” and "The Lord's Prayer.”
The bride wore a gown of white church parlors for 70 guests. Mr.
lace over satin with a full skirt and Mrs. Dick Dyke, Jr., were
FENNVTLLE ((Special)- Hol- and a long train. Her headpiece master and mistressof ceremonies.
For going away the bride wore a
land's Flying Dutchmen nosedived was a fitted crown of pearls which
into the Southwestern Michigan held her fingertiplength veil. She navy blue suit with a white corsage. They will make their home
Baseball League basement Friday carried white lilies on a white
in Newport, Rhode Island, where
Bible.
The
bride’s
father
gave
his
night following a 12-1 shellacking
the groom will be stationed.
daughter in marriage.
by the Fennville Merchants.
The victory gives the Dutchmen
a 1-2 record in league play and
pushed Fennville into second place
with a 2-2 mark.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Bower and
Zeeland, with 1 1 record, will Mr. and Mrs. Don Van Huizen enplay league leading South Haven joyed a few days last week when
tonight. The South Haven nine has they made a trip to Niagara Falls.
a 2-1 record.
The Rev. Raymond Schaap of the
Dave Schreur started on the Reformed church has accepteda
George E. Gay of 953 Maxwell,
mound for Holland against Fenn- position as Bible teacher at the
East Grand Rapids, has announced
ville and was relieved by Rog Bellflower Christian High School
his candidacyfor the Democratic
The winners made 1% hits and of California.The Schaap family
Holland had nine. Turner started plan on leaving about the first of nomination for Congressfrom the

Miss Thelma Huizenga

A

ByFennvilleNine

on

Widening Roads

Miss Wilma Kalman and John
Visser,' son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Visser, Sanford St., Zeeland were
united in marriage Friday evening, June 8, in First Christian Reformed Church of Zeeland.The
bride is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Kalman, 522 East Cen-

Vander WaU Bros. Pt. NE^i NWtt
4-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
Durward
Russell P. Vickers & wf. to
icer, Casey Havinga; chaplam, GRAND HAVEN (Special )-The
Bakker, 298 West 23rd St., Doctor
Polio
Harry
Kramer;
historian, Louis Ottawa County Road Commission Vander Wall Bros. Pt. NEtt NW>4
of Medicine;Ronald R. Bos, 213
Dalman, and sergeant at arms, rejected bids for concrete widen- 4-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
West 16th, Master of Arts; Willis
Henry Poskey & wf. to Thomas
ing projects Thursday for reasons
Don Van Ry.
S. Boss, route 2, master of arts;
Clarke,
William
Westrate
Sr., A1 that the two bids submittedwere G. Holden & wf. Lot 4 Poskey Sub.
in
WaUace H. Bratt, 34 East 20th Si.,
Van Lente, Havinga, Dalman and more than 20 percent over the en- Twp. Georgetown.
master of Arts; David J. Brower,
Henry Cook were named delegates gineer’s estimates.The projects Anthony Mulder & wf. to Robert
194 River Ave., Bachelor of Arts;
Ottawa county has had a low
W. Borst & wf. Lot 15 RoosenGeorge J. Hoekstra, 724 Central incidence rate for polio during the to the convention in August. Al- were the Fruitport Rd. and US-31
at Ferrysburg. Bids will be either raad’s Plat No. 3 City of Zeeland.
Ave., Doctor of Medicine; Winfred first six months of the year, the ternates are Arthur Prigge, John
Seeks
Johanna Bouwer to James P.
advertised again at a more favorJ. Karsten, 120 West 13th St., board of directors of the county Rozeboom, Jack Barendse, John
able time or the county crew will Lomprey & wf. Pt. S1,* NWV* 18Reimink
and
Slagh.
Henry
Cook
Master of Arts and A 1 d e n J. polio chapter was informed at its
>15 Twp. Holland.
Klomparens, route 1, Bachelor of monthly meeting Wednesday night was elected to the Trust Board. do the work.
Llewellyn Michmerhuizen & wf.
John Boersen of Zeeland was aInstallationof new officers is
Science in Engineering.
in the Earl Rhode home in Conwarded contracts for hauling to Marvin Bosch v wf. Lot 3 Sunplanned for Aug. 8.
Diego A. Maruri, 1425 South klin.
gravel on three projects, 160th rise Terrace, Twp. Holland.
Shore Dr., Bachelor of Arts;
So far, only two polio cases have
Jacob Boven et al to Leon F.
Ave. from Riley to Quincy; James
Theodore C. Maycroft, 1507 South been reported and the chapter is
fifth congressional district..
St. from 160th Ave. east .7 mile; Sandy et al Lot 22 Westwood Sub. for Fennvilleand was relieved August.
Shore Drive, Doctor of Medicine; fully organized to aid physicians
Mrs. Cornelius Hovingh who has
Ransom
St. from ButternutDr. Twp. Park.
Smith
in the seventh,
Gay made the announcementafDick H. Nieusma, Jr., 602 Pleas- in the event of other new cases.
Myron R. Joslin & wf. to Arthur by Me Kay in the eighth. N. Bale been confined to her bed for a ter a conference with Democratic
east a half mile. A fourth bid for
ant Ave., Doctor of Dental Surgery. Much of the low incidenceis creditshort tir$e Is improving.
graveling Crosswell St. from But- Headley & wf. NVa SWU SE14 32- did the catching.
National Chairman Paul M. ButRobert C. Roos, 230 Cambridge ed to the popular use of polio
Chuck Smedley who was takei ler in Grand Rapids Thursday.
ternut east two miles was rejected. 7-14 & SEU SEVi 32-7-14 Twp. AlHolland made two runs in the
Ave., Master of Arts; Andrew G. vaccine, and the chapter strongly
to a Grand Rapids Hospital two
The three projects total $6,063.50. lendale.
Rep. Gerald R. Ford, Jr., is the
the fifth,one in the sixth and one
Sail, Jr., 175 West 21st SL, Master urges all parents to consult their
weeks ago due to a back condition Republican incumbent.
Lettie Kautenberger to Gerrit
The
commission
approved
15
in
the
eighth.
The
final
run
was
a
of Arts; Myron D. Van Ark, 17 physicians. Vaccine is now availALLEGAN (Special) — Eugene plats, including Lakewood Heights Klynstra & wf. PL SEVi NE14
remains about the same.
homer by Van Dyke.
West 21st St., Master of Arts; V. able for ages through 13.
Gay said he would base his
Lekenta, 25, Grand Rapids, chargMr. and Mrs. William Hovingh,
and subdivisionin section22, Park 86-14 Twp. Blendon.
The victory pretty well avenged Mr. and Mrs. John Potgeter and campaign on the liberal Democrat
D. Van Oosterhout, 637 Butternut Mrs. Carl Bidwell of Grand Hav- ed with aggravated assault, was
Archie
A.
Brown
&
wf.
to
Henry
township, and Pine Hill subdivision
an 18-5 trouncing received by
Drive., Master of Business Admin- en was appointed county chairman bound over to CircuitCourt followW. Van Hall & wf. Lot 6 Plainfield Fennville from Holland last Mon- Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Potgeter,cele- philosophy of growth and progress
in section 13, Park township.
istration; Emily R. Vinstra, 573 of women’s activities to work with ing an examinationin Municipal
brated their wedding anniversaries for all citizens.
Commissionerssigned an agree- Sub. Twp. Grand Haven.
day night.
Chicago Drive, Bachelor of Science Althea Raffenaud of Holland who Court Friday before Judge
on June 7 at the latter’s home.
He said, "I promise to face facLs
Paul E. Wabeke & wf. to Daniel
ment with the Grand Trunk Westin Nursing and Hubert P. Weller f • the same position in the south E. L. Andrews. Bond of $1,000 was
South Haven comes in Monday Mrs. Orville Steggerdawho un- and issues squarely and to do not
ern Railroad Co. and the Michigan Ten Cate Pt. Lot 17 Van’s Sub.
111 East 24th St., Bachelor of Arts half of the county. Mrs. Irwin De not furnished and Lenkenta, formnight to play the Dutchmen at derwent surgery at Butterworth as little as possible,but as much
Zeeland graduates include Weerd, county chairman, presided. er Michigan State University foot-, State Highway Department in con- Twp. Holland.
is is possible, under God, to solve
Hospital has returned.
John Casemeier & wf. to James RiverviewPark.
nection with reconstruction of a
Vernon D. Gebben, 140 West CenA balance of J19.120.50 was re- ball player, was remanded to bridge carrying the railroad over Gramas & wf. Lot 26 Rycenga's
• Mrs. Bert Kraker and Mrs. John our
f
tral Ave., Bachelor of Science in ported in the treasury.
county jail.
Dyke will be in charge of the can24th Ave. just north of US-16 near Plat No. 1 City of Grand Haven.
Gay,
44, Is a lifelong resident of
Engineering; Donald L Kiel, route
Canoe Trip Conducted
Victim of the Memorial Day LMarne. This is in connection with
Attending the session were Mrs.
teen at the Conference Grounds for Grand Rapids, a veteran of World
Iva L. Boere to Dick Riemersma
3, Box 93, Master of Arts; Dale De Weerd, Art Coffey, Althea fight, Fred Corbus, 22-year-ofd
the coming summer months.
the new proposed limited access PL Lot 4 Blk A City of Holland. By Scouts of Troop 30
War H married and the father of
Mohr, 3670 - 96th Ave., Bachelor of Raffenaud and Wilbur Cobb of Hol- Western Michigan College athlete,
Dick Riemersma to John FranzUS-16
trunkline.
Science in Engineering; Eleanor J. land, Mrs. Jack Nieboer of Olive has been in criticalcondition in
In other business, the commis- burg PL Lot 4 Blk A City of
Twelve leading scouts of Troop
Nyenhuis,route 3, Master of So- Center, Robert Andre of Hudson- Bronson Hospital in Kalamazoo
Squirt Guns at Cars?
sion announceda five percent cost- Holland.
30 of Harrington School enjoyed a
cial Work; Bernard J. Ozinga, 160 ville, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bidwell ever since the altercation.
John
Franzburg
to
Frank
B.
canoe
trip
which
started
Thursday
That’s Not Funny, Bub!
S. Pine SL, Doctor of Dental Sur- of Grand Haven. Absent were Char- Leo Hoffman, defense attorney, of-living wage adjustment for emKammeraad & wf. Pt. Lxdi 4 Blk afternoon.They launched their cagery; David Scharphorn, route 2, les Bugielskiof Grand Haven, moved, or dismissal but his mo- ployes.
A City of Holland.
It doesn’t pay to horse around
noes below the Allegan dam and
Bachelorof Science in Engineer- Helen Lemmen of Allendale and tion was promptly denied by Judge
Jessica Marie Nelson to Gertrude paddled down stream until about with a squirt gun while driving.
ing; Norma R. Ver Hage, 55 Park George Van Koevering of Zeeland.
Andrews. Hoffman had hoped for PEO Chapter, Guests
C. Kleinjan Lot 133 Post’s Fourth 7 p.m. Camp was set up for the
At least, Roget* L. Terpstra, 18,
St., Master of Arts in Library
The next meeting will be held dismissal of criminalcharges in
Add. City of Holland.
night and following supper the route 1, Zeeland, learned that
Enjoy
Social
Evening
Science.
view
of
the
offer
of
Lekenta’s
Aug. 8 in the Charles Bugielski
Leo E. Tuttle & wf. to Roy L group enjoyed fishing and swim- much Friday when he appearedin
friends to put up money for Corhome in Spring Lake.
JusticeC. C. Wood’s court and paid
Members of BW Chapter, PEO, Shields & wf. SW14 NW*4 24-7-16 ming.
bus' hospitalexpenses.
and
their husbands enjoyed a so- Twp. Grand Haven.
At
the
camp
fire that night a fine and costs of $14.30.
Three witnesses appeared at the
Arthur Reenders & wf. to Ellis simple court of honor ceremony
cial evening Thursday night in the
Terpstra was arrested on comhearing. They were Mrs. Corbus,
Several Fines Paid
D. Pierson & wf. Pt. LoLs 21,22 was held, elevating Gary Evink plaint of an innocent motorist who
Mrs. Roy Kaskowsld and John home of Dr. and Mrs. Marion de
Tiles Sub. City of Grand Haven. and Gary Smith to the rank of caught the charge full in the eye.
Koerts, ail of Kalamazoo, mem- Velder. A buffet supper preceded
In Traffic Court Here
Mary McMillan Oakes et al to Life Scout. The ceremony was He reported the incident to city
bers of a Kalamazoo party which the program.
At
The
ReendersConstruction Co. Lot conductedby Eugene Osterhaven police who had little trouble loIn
charge
of
arrangements
were
The followingfines were paid !n had spent the day at the beach
22 Sheldon Homes Add City of and ScoutmasterForest Flaugher. cating Terpstra from the man’s
A total of 55 women participated traffic court Thursday night con- and were having supper in Sauga- Mrs. Lester Kuyper, Mrs. M.G.
Harter and Mrs. E.D. Wade.
Grand H&ven.
Early Friday morning the canoe description.
in the American Legion Golf Asso- ducted by Municipal Judge Cor- tuck when Lekenta allegedly inMrs. William Schrier, president Reenders ConstructionCo. to trip was resumed and about 11a.m.
sulted Mrs. Corbus, resultingin a
ciation women’s play Tuesday at nelius vander Meulen:
Justice Wood figures the use o
of the chapter, extendedgreetings Alvin H. Bauman & wf. Lot 22 the Scouts arrived at New RichHerman H. Boersen, of 332 Felch, fight outside.
the Legion course.
a squirt gun is the same as throwMrs. Corbus testifiedher hus- and welcomed out-of-town guests Sheldon Homes Add. City of Grand mond. They went a distance of ing missiles at trains, cars ant,
Mrs. John Yff was the winner in speeding, $17; Percy Nienhuis,
includingDr. and Mrs. Wynand Haven.
20 miles. Navigating was extremethe reverse one hole back to par route 6, speeding, $12; Holland band said Lekenta had hit him on
what have yom Terpstra must have
Marcus Boersma & wf. to Mar- ly dangerous due to the submerged
Wichers
of Kalamazoo and Mrs.
the
side
of
the
head
but
had
hit
Bartels,
of
575
College,
speeding,
with Mrs. Cecil Helmink second.
agreed. He pleaded guilty.
guerite Irene Lyon Pt. EV4 SE'i and floating trees resulting from
Mrs. Albert Kleis, Jr., won the $15; Henry Schaap, route 5, care- him only once. Lekenta emerged Flerida de Maruri of Ecuador.
George E. Clay
Dr.
Schrier
conducted
an
infor2-7-13
Twp.
Tallmadge.
the recent tornado and sleet
low gross while Mrs. Edward less driving,$20; Elmer De P t, from the scrap with a cut lip, cut
mal "pinning” of tfie men present, Frances Ann Walsh to James A. storm.
six children. He is a member of
Brolin took first in the beginners of 377 East 32nd SL, speeding, $10; chin and bloody nose.
Marriage Licenses
who are traditionallycalled BEL's NeymeiyerPt. NEVi SE’A 3-7-13 One canoe commanded by Patrol
Park Congregational Church and
tournamentwith scoring done un- Richard C. Estelle,route 1, Dorr,
in PEO procedure.
Twp. Tallmadge.
leader Philip Strengholt sprung a
William Funckes, 19, and Patri- is a graduate of the University of
careless driving,$17.
der the Callaway system.
Shower Compliments
Feature of the program was givAdm. Est. EUa D.G. Cobb. Dec. leak due to under water obstruc- cia Wagner, 16, both of Holland; Michiganlaw school. He is a nonMrs. William Tahaney and Mrs.
Lester Borgeson, of 132nd Ave.,
en by the Rev. and Mrs. John to Mayme Den Bleyker Pt. Lots tion and had to be beached several Frank Wesley, 44, and Bertha practicingattorney and a businessWilliam Nies took first and second speeding, $15; Charles De Jonge, Hiss Shirley Goorman
X). Hagans who showed colored 1,2 Blk 46 City of Holland.
times for temporary repairs. The Charon, 36, both of Grand Haven; man.
respectively In their division at of 340 West 14th St., speeding, $10;
slides and talked about their reHenry Zwagerman& wf. to Gary Scouts are preparing for t|ie com- Frank W. Bueche, 24, Conklin, and
the Western Michigan Golf Associ- Marlene Sinke, of 175 Highland Miss Shirley Goorman of Zeeland
cent trip to the Middle East. An Byker & wf. Pt. Lot 14 Ohlman's ing canoe race from New Rich- Charlotte F. Marshall, 19, Cooperation tournament last Saturday at Ave., stop sign and no operator’s was honored at a bridal shower
informal discussionof the situation Plat No. 2 Hudsonville.
mond to Saugatuck June 22.
ville; Leon Dale Kalkman, 19, and Mrs. Schroeder, 82,
the Battle Creek Country Club. license, $2; Joe Israels, of 251 West Wednesday evening given at the
Jacob Van Weelde to Max E.
Anelene Van Harn, 19; Paul'LaAny Holland area women golfers 30th SL, permitting unlicensed per- home of Mrs. Frank VerPlank in in Palestineconcluded the evening.
Dies in Grand Haven
Rigglman & wf. Pt. Lot 27 Laug’s
verne Vander Leek, 20, and Joyce
who want to participatein an open son to drive, $10; Felicindad Gut- Zeeland.
Miscellaneous
Shower
Plat
No.
3
Coopersville.
Marie De Jonge, 19, all of Holland.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
tournament run by the Spring ierrez, of 185 Burke Ave., no oper- The hostess was assistedby Mrs.
Joseph Kolean of Holland and Judy
Lake Country Club should contact ator’s license.$2.
Mrs. Augusta Schroeder, 82, widow
Fetes
Miss
Bronhhorst
Verplank of Zeeland. The latter
of William Schroeder, died at 9
Mrs. Nies.
Bill Brown fired a 362 to pace High School Graduate
presided at the punch bowl which
Auxiliary Stages
The tourney will be run next
p.m. Thursday at the home of a
Miss Marjorie Bronkhorst was
the Holland Archery Club at its
was centered in a bowl of peonies.
Honored
at Party
Monday through Thursday with Chalk Talk Presented
guest
of
honor
at
a
miscellaneous
son, Ernest, 519 South Griffin St.,
regular weekly shoot June 13 at
Grocery Shower at Meet
Other bouquets erf peonies completqualifying rounds Monday.
shower Tuesday evening. The parwith whom she made her home.
the
Holland
Fish
and
Game
club
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Bosma,
ed the room decorations.
For Mr. and Mrs. Club
ty was given by Mrs. Ben Ten
A grocery shower for- a family She had been ill for two years.
grounds,
located
on
M-21,
three
East
40th
SL,
entertained
at
a
surMrs. Peter Kalkman and Arlene
Cate, Mrs. Bernard Ten Cate and in need was held by the Veterans She was born in Germany April
prise graduation party Friday evenSpring Lake Resident
The Mr. and Mrs. Club of Har- Goorman were prize winners in miles east of Holland.
Mrs. Casey Wieling at the Ben of Foreign Wars Auxiliary Thurs- 22, 1874, and came to this country
Glenn
Brower
was
runnerup
with
ing
in
honor
of
their
daughter,
d e r w y k Christian Reformed games which provided entertainTen Cate home, 851 Paw Paw Dr. day evening at a regular meeting with her parents when a child and
Dies While at Work
Church met in the church base- ment for the evening. Gifts were a 329 score and Gene Hiddinga Wanda Lee Bosma, who was gradInvited guests were the Mes- at the VFW club house.
lived in Chicago where she maruated
from
Holland
High
School
followed
with
304.
ment Thursday evening. Mr. and presented to -the bride-electwhose
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
dames George Inman, Robert West,
During
the business session,re- ried William Schroeder, who died
Other
scorers
included:
J.
Ten
Thursday night.
John H. Schledewitz, 51, of 222 Mrs. Melvin Witteveen opened tie marriage to Robert Arendsen will
Cate, 283; M. Wabeke. 256; P.
Games were played and prizes James De Ridder, John De Bid- ports were given on the recent in 1945. They later moved to a
J)e a July event.
V'est Exchange St, Spring Lake, meeting with devotions.
were
awarded to Mrs. Herm Brew- der. Minnie McMillan, Lawrence poppy sale and delegates were farm in West Olive.
Barkel,
252;
J.
Kline.
242;
L.
York,
A group from Holland known as The following guests were predied at 2 p.m. Thursday while at
Simmons, Paul King, Henry Ku- given final instructionfor the deShe was a member of the Luthwork at the ConstructionAgregates the Gospel Ambassadors provided sent: Mrs. Otto Van Dyke, Sr., 220; B. Vanden Berg, 215; G. er, Wanda Bosma, Bill Bosma, ker, Gerhard Rltsema, Cy Hoezee, partment convention, June 21-24
eran
Church in Chicago.
Jousma,
174;
B.
Schoon,
173;
C.
Josie
Oosterbaan,
Luella
KammerCorp. in Ferrysburg, where he had the program. They read scripture, Mrs. John Baker, Mrs. Chris
Elmer Oudemolen, Jack Zoerman, in Bay Gty. Delegates are the
gave several vocal and instrument- Reidsma, Mrs. Anthony Van Dort, Meyers, 163; F. Ter Vree, 160 and aad and Mr.- and Mrs. Ben De Harry Zoerman, Anne Bronkhorst president, Mrs. Frank Balkovitz, Surviving are three daughters,
been employed for six years.
Boer. A two course lunch was
He was bom in Russell, Kans., al no nbera and presented a chalk Mrs. Milo Vork, Mrs. Garry R. Woltman, 155.
and the Mesdames Paul Wojahn, Mrs. Kenneth (Myrtle) Dornbos,
and Miss Clara De Ridder.
Baker, Mrs. Peter Kalkman and M. Jousma, 149; D. Timmer, 147; served;
Aug. 22, 1904, and moved to Spring talk.
Kenneth
W. Russell, Douglas Grand Haven township, Mrs. LeoGames were played and dupliInvited guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Boes, club Mrs. Bert Arendsen, all from J. De Vries, 127; D. Visscher. 121;
Lake from Flint. He married DorHarmsen, Peter Borchersand nard (Lillian) Byl of Grand Haven
cate
prizes
awarded
to
Mrs.
La#'Herm Brewer, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
and Mrs. Leonard (Florence) Ossothy Voss In Spring Lake Aug. 8, presidents, were in charge of a Holland, Mrs. Gerrit Goorman and J. Ten Cate. 110; M. Petroelje,95;
Terpsma, Mr. and Mrs. Jake Bos- rence Simmons, Mrs. Minnie Mc- June Nordhof.r
man of Baltimore, Md.; four sons,
1942. He was a member of Spring short business meeting. Refresh- Arlene from Zeeland and Mrs. S. Schoon, 90; J, Barkel. 86; G.
The
auxiliary
will
hold
only
one
Millan, Mrs. Elmer Oudemolen
De Waard, 73; R. Brown, 66; B. ma and Betty, Mr. and Mrs. Hank
Lake Presbyterian Church, Grand ments were served by Mr. and Elwood Baker of Kalamazoo.
meeting in July and one in August Walter and Ernest of Grand Havand
Mrs.
Jack
Zoerman.
A
twoUnable to attend were Mrs. Van Tak, 55; M. Vanden Berg, 54; Bosma, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit course lunch was served.
Mrs. Rich Witteveen and Mr. and
Haven FOE 925 and AFL 460.
The next meeting is scheduled en, William of Seattle, Wash.,
and George of Grand Haven townHarry
Baker of Grand Rapids, Sylvia Timmer, 53; F. Van Duren, Oosterbaan, Mr. and Mrs. Ben De
Besides the wife, he is survived Mrs. Clarence Taramlnga.
Miss
Bronchorst
will become the July 12.
Boer, Mr. and Mrs. Phil Kammership, 26 grandchildren and 31 great
The next meeting will be held Mrs. Don Baker from Fremont and 46; B. CoU, 40.
by a brother, Henry, of Muskegon
Refreshments
were
served
by
A Hamburg fry followed the aad and Randy, Delores Bosma bride of John Frederick Teh Cate the committee in charge.
grandchildren.
Heights, and a niece, Mrs. Joseph July 12. This will be a family pot- Mrs. Norman/Calkmanof Boston,
on^June 22.
shoot
and volleyball was played. and the honored guest
\
iu£s at Kollen Park.
of Flint
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